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ABSTRACT 
 

In today’s IC design, one of the key challenges is the increase in power dissipation of 

the circuit which in turn shortens the service time of battery-powered electronics, 

reduces the long-term reliability of circuits due to temperature-induced accelerated 

device and interconnect aging processes, and increases the cooling and packaging 

costs of these circuits. This dissertation investigates different techniques for low-

power design of VLSI circuits. First, power minimization of on-chip caches is 

investigated. In particular, a technique is proposed to reduce the active power 

consumption of on-chip caches by utilizing dual threshold voltages and dual oxide 

thicknesses. Subsequently, a novel gating technique is presented to reduce the 

standby leakage current in the SRAM arrays. Next, the focus of the dissertation is 

shifted to power minimization in signal distribution networks. First, a low-power 

fanout optimization technique is presented which can be utilized to reduce the power 

dissipation cost of distributing a signal from source to multiple destinations. 

Subsequently, a methodology is presented for repeater insertion for global buses 

which enables low-power on-chip communication. Finally, the focus of the 

dissertation is shifted to power delivery network design for multiple-voltage-domain 

circuits. First, a technique is presented to optimally select the voltage regulator 

modules in the power delivery network of a SoC to achieve minimum power loss in 

the system. Next, a novel technique is described for power delivery network design 

to enable dynamic voltage scaling in a SoC.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

Integrated circuit (IC) design has always been driven by the demand for having more 

functionality integrated on a single chip. In Today’s System-on-a-Chip (SoC) 

designs, this functionality includes multiple processor cores, on-chip memory, 

audio/video encoder/decoder, various I/O controllers, RF front-end, signal 

processing engines, and multiple voltage regulators. To meet this demand, the 

semiconductor industry has successfully followed the Moore’s Law, resulting in 

tremendous advances in CMOS manufacturing processes. The accompanying down 

scaling of the minimum feature sizes has enabled us to double the number of 

transistors every 15-18 months.  

One side effect of technology scaling is that the Critical Dimension1 (CD) has 

become so small that the atomicity of the physical features and dopant levels is 

becoming assessable. This results in large variations in the physical and electrical 

characteristics of interconnect and transistors which in turn affect the performance 

and power consumption of the circuit. Traditionally, process variations have been 

modeled by considering the worst-case process corners in order to evaluate the 

                                                           
 

1 The critical dimension of a semiconductor technology is the smallest geometrical features (width 
of interconnect line, poly width, etc.) which can be formed during semiconductor manufacturing 
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performance of the design. Nevertheless, designing at the worst-case process corner 

leads to excessive guard-banding which in turn wastes lots of die resources and 

leaves silicon performance untapped; therefore, in recent years much research has 

been conducted on statistical modeling of variations [67, 78, 94, 138].  

A further unfortunate consequence of technology scaling is that the short-term 

reliability (a.k.a. integrity) of VLSI circuits is reduced due to increase in various 

types of noise, e.g., crosstalk coupling noise, power supply noise, and radiation 

induced transient faults (a.k.a. soft errors). The increase in crosstalk noise is due to 

the fact that as technology scales down, the wire aspect ratios (height to width ratios) 

are increased to minimize the wire sheet resistance while at the same time wires are 

laid out closer to each other. As a result of these two trends, the capacitive coupling 

noise between interconnect lines is increased. The increase in power supply noise is 

due to the down-scaling of the supply voltages and the increase in current demand 

from the power supply network in successive CMOS technology nodes. Finally, the 

increase in transient faults in new technology generation is due to lower noise 

margins and lower nodal capacitances in the modern circuits. Many researchers have 

been working on development of effective techniques for analysis and optimization 

of VLSI circuits in the presence of these noise sources [31, 39, 53, 56, 57, 68, 84, 

111, 139, 146]. 

Yet another consequence of technology scaling is that integrated circuit densities 

and operating frequencies are continuing to go up. The result is that chips are 

becoming larger, faster, and more complex, therefore, consuming ever larger 
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amounts of dynamic power [2]. At the same time, CMOS scaling toward Ultra-Deep 

Submicron (UDSM) technologies requires very low threshold voltages and ultra-thin 

gate oxides to retain the current drive and alleviate the short-channel effects. The 

side effect of threshold voltage and oxide thickness scaling is an exponential increase 

in both subthreshold and tunneling gate leakage currents, which adds to total power 

consumption of the chip.  

The increase in the power consumption results in shorter battery lifetime for 

battery-operated portable devices such as laptops, cell phones, and PDA’s. As a 

result, the primary objective of low-power design for battery-operated electronics is 

to extend the battery lifetime while meeting the performance demands. It is known 

that only a 30% improvement in battery performance can be achieved in five years 

[26]; therefore, unless power optimization techniques are applied at different levels 

of granularity, the capabilities of future portable systems will be strictly limited by 

the weight and size of the batteries required for an acceptable service duration [2]. In 

high performance desktop systems, on the other hand, the packaging cost and power 

reliability issues associated with high power consumption also has made the low-

power design a primary design objective.  

In the last decade, numerous research efforts have been made to address various 

techniques for power reduction at different levels of granularity. Reducing the 

capacitance [11, 12, 29, 109], the switching activity [61-63, 113], the frequency [26], 

and the supply voltage [9, 27, 134, 135] of the circuit are the bases of proposed 

techniques for reducing the dynamic power consumption. Reducing the supply 
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voltage [5, 43, 101, 144], utilizing multiple threshold voltages [4, 38, 48, 49, 71, 91, 

119] or multiple gate oxide thicknesses [79, 80, 118], and power and/or ground 

gating [1, 60, 114, 133, 143] are the bases of proposed solutions to suppress leakage 

power consumption.   

Given the importance of low-power design, this dissertation is focused on 

developing different techniques at circuit, logic, and system level for low-power 

design of CMOS VLSI circuits. 

1.1 Dissertation Contributions 

In this dissertation, we target three major sources of power consumption in modern 

integrated circuits:  

• Caches  

• Signal distribution network 

• Power delivery network 

As microprocessors are becoming larger and more complex, a larger portion of 

the die is dedicated to caches for data and code storage. Since leakage power 

consumption is roughly proportional to the area, the leakage current of caches is one 

of the major sources of power consumption in high performance microprocessors. 

Given that caches are made of static random-access memory (SRAM) blocks, low-

leakage SRAM design is crucial to achieve a low-power microprocessor; therefore, 

in the first section of this dissertation, we investigate efficient techniques to reduce 

the leakage power consumption of SRAM’s.  

With the increase in the die size and gate count of integrated circuits, more 
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buffers are used in fanout trees and global buses to distribute signal on the die. 

Fanout trees are used for local signal propagation and they are constructed during 

logic synthesis when an output signal must be distributed to several destinations. 

Global buses, on the other hand, are used to enable global data transfer between 

different functional blocks on a die. Usually a large number of buffers are used in 

fanout trees and global buses to minimize delay from the source to sink(s). As a 

result, energy consumption of buffers used in the fanout tree and global buses is 

another major component of power consumption in a modern chip. Consequently, in 

the second part of this dissertation we address the problem of low-power fanout 

optimization and low-power global bus design. 

Power delivery network has the responsibility of delivering the required current at 

appropriate voltage levels to different functional blocks on a die. If improperly 

designed, this network can be a major source of noise, and a major contributor to the 

chip power dissipation. Therefore, in the last part of this dissertation we concentrate 

on the problem of optimizing power delivery network for multi-supply-voltage 

designs. 

1.2 Outline of the Dissertation 

In Chapter 2 we provide some general background on leakage power dissipation and 

soft errors which will be used in consequent sections of this dissertation.  

In Chapter 3 we present the heterogeneous cell SRAM for active leakage power 

reduction of caches. Heterogeneous cell SRAM is based on the observation that read 

and write delays of a memory cell in an SRAM array depend on physical location of 
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the cell in the array. Therefore, the idea is to deploy different configurations of six-

transistor SRAM cells corresponding to different threshold voltages and oxide 

thicknesses for the transistors. We show that designing a heterogeneous cell SRAM 

requires only a minor change in the SRAM design flow and does not incur any 

hardware or delay overheads. We study the effect of different design parameters, 

including the size of SRAM array, the number of allowed cell configurations, and 

values of high threshold voltage and oxide thickness, on the power consumption of 

heterogeneous cell SRAM. It is demonstrated that compared to a conventional 

SRAM, where all cells have the same threshold voltage and oxide thickness, 

heterogeneous SRAM reduces the total leakage by 20%-40%.  

In Chapter 4 we present PG-gated SRAM cell for standby leakage power 

reduction of caches. PG-gated SRAM is based on the idea that both leakage and hold 

static noise margin of a cell vary with the exact values of its supply and ground 

voltages. As a result, given a fixed value of the voltage difference on the power rails 

of the SRAM cell during the standby mode, optimum ground and supply voltage 

levels exist for which the SRAM leakage is minimized subject to a hold static noise 

margin constraint. Therefore, the idea is to bias the SRAM cell in the standby mode 

to the optimum values of ground and supply voltages to achieve minimum leakage 

power consumption. We show that PG-gated technique not only improves the 

leakage power consumption of the SRAM, but also enhances the hold static noise 

margin and soft error immunity. Moreover, it improves the leakage and static noise 

margin variability under process and temperature variations. Compared to a 
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conventional gating technique, PG-gated SRAM reduces the total leakage by more 

than 60%. 

In Chapter 5 we address the problem of low power fanout optimization for near-

continuous size inverter libraries. We show that by neglecting the short-circuit 

currents, previous techniques proposed to optimize the area of a fanout tree may 

result in excessive power consumption. We formulate the problem of optimizing the 

total power consumption of a fanout tree with only one sink (i.e., a fanout chain) as a 

convex optimization problem to solve it efficiently. Then, we show how to construct 

a low power fanout tree from power-optimized fanout chains. Simulation results 

demonstrate that the proposed technique can reduce the power consumption of the 

fanout trees by an average of 11.17% over SIS fanout optimization program.  

In Chapter 6 we present a technique for power-optimal repeater insertion for 

global buses in the presence of crosstalk noise. We accurately model the effect of 

crosstalk coupling capacitance not only on propagation delay, but also on different 

components of power dissipation. Furthermore, we utilize sleep transistors to reduce 

the leakage power consumption of the bus in idle mode. The problem of 

simultaneously calculating the repeater sizes, repeater distances, and size of the sleep 

transistors to minimize the power dissipation subject to a delay constraint is modeled 

as a mathematical problem and solved efficiently. Additionally, we show how to 

design the sleep signal delivery circuitry for buses to incur minimum area and power 

overheads. Compared to a delay-optimal bus line, the proposed technique can reduce 

the power consumption by 50% with a small delay penalty of 5%.  
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In Chapter 7 we address the problem of optimal selection of voltage regulator 

modules (VRM’s) in a power delivery network (PDN) of a multiple-supply-voltage 

SoC. We show that by using a tree topology of suitably chosen VRM’s, the power 

efficiency of the system can be improved. We present a dynamic programming 

technique to select the best set of VRM’s in a fixed VRM tree. Furthermore, we 

describe how to efficiently generate the set of all VRM tree topologies. Compared to 

the conventional way of putting one VRM for each functional block, the proposed 

technique can reduce the power consumption of PDN by an average of 17%.  

In Chapter 8 we present a new technique to design a power delivery network for a 

complex SoC so as to enable dynamic power management through assignment of 

appropriate voltage level to each function block in the SoC. In this technique the 

PDN is composed of two layers. In the first layer of the PDN, which is called the 

power conversion network, fixed-Vout VRM’s are used to generate all voltage levels 

that may be needed by different functional blocks in the SoC design. In the second 

layer of the PDN, a power switch network is used to dynamically connect the power 

supply terminals of each functional block to the appropriate VRM output in the PCN. 

Compared to the conventional way of putting a variable-Vout VRM for each 

functional block, the proposed technique reduces the power loss of the power 

delivery network by an average of 34% while reducing its cost by an average of 8%.  
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Chapter 2  
Preliminaries  

 

2.1 Introduction 

CMOS scaling beyond the 90nm technology node requires not only very low 

threshold voltages (Vt) to retain the device switching speeds, but also ultra-thin gate 

oxides (Tox) to maintain the current drive and keep threshold voltage variations under 

control when dealing with short-channel effects [126]. Low threshold voltage results 

in an exponential increase in the subthreshold leakage current, whereas ultra-thin 

oxide causes an exponential increase in the tunneling gate leakage current. As a 

result, reducing the subthreshold and tunneling gate leakage currents has become one 

of the most important challenges in the design of VLSI circuits [86]. Any technique 

which attempts to reduce the leakage power consumption should be able to 

accurately model different components of leakage currents in modern CMOS 

devices.  

Another unfortunate consequence of technology scaling is that the susceptibility 

of integrated circuits to radiation induced transient faults has been increased. These 

transient faults, which are also known as soft errors, are more critical for memory 

elements [53, 68, 111]; therefore, it is crucial to investigate the impact of any power 
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optimization technique for memory elements on soft error susceptibility.  

In this chapter we provide some background on leakage currents and soft errors 

which will be used in subsequent chapters.   

2.2 Leakage Current Components 

The leakage current of a deep submicron CMOS transistor consists of three major 

components: junction tunneling current, subthreshold current, and tunneling gate 

current [38] which are depicted in Figure 2.1. In this section, each of these three 

components is briefly described.  

Gate
DrainSource

Isub
Igate

p-sub

n+ n+

Ijunction

 

Figure 2.1: Major leakage current components in an NMOS transistor. 
 

2.2.1 Junction Leakage Current  

The junction leakage occurs from the source or drain to the substrate through the 

reverse-biased diodes when a transistor is OFF. The reversed biased P-N junction 

leakage has two main components: one corresponds to the minority carriers’ 

diffusion near the edge of the depletion region and the other is due to electron-hole 

pair generation in the depletion region of the reverse biased junction [38]. The 

tunneling junction leakage current is an exponential function of the junction 
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doping and reverse bias voltage across the junction. It is known that junction leakage 

has a rather high temperature dependency (i.e., as much as 50–100 x/100oC) but it is 

generally insignificant except in circuits designed to operate at high temperatures 

(>150oC) [40]. Since in present technologies tunneling junction leakage current is 

quite small compared to other sources of leakage in state-of-the-art CMOS devices 

[38], in this manuscript we do not attempt to reduce this component of leakage; 

however, it should be noticed that by applying a forward substrate biasing, tunneling 

junction current can be reduced [4]. 

2.2.2 Subthreshold Leakage Current 

The subthreshold leakage is the drain-source current of a transistor operating in the 

weak inversion region. Unlike the strong inversion region in which the drift current 

dominates, the subthreshold conduction is due to the diffusion current of the minority 

carriers in the channel of a MOS device. The subthreshold leakage is modeled as 

[38],  

( )( )
( )( )

0 0exp '
'

1 exp

sub sub ox gs t sb ds
eff

ds

w q
I A C V V V V

L n kT
q
V

kT

μ γ η
⎛ ⎞⎟⎜= − − + ×⎟⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎝ ⎠

− −

 (2.1) 

where ( ) ( )2/ exp 1.8subA kT q= , 0μ  is the zero bias mobility, oxC  is the gate 

oxide capacitance per unit area, w  and effL  respectively denote the width and 

effective length of the transistor, k  is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the absolute 

temperature, and q  is the electrical charge of an electron. In addition, 0tV  is the zero 

biased threshold voltage, gsV , sbV , and dsV  are respectively the gate-to-source, 
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source-to-bulk, and drain-to-source voltages of the transistor.  Furthermore, 'γ  is the 

linearized body-effect coefficient, η  denotes the drain-induced barrier lowering 

(DIBL) coefficient, and 'n  is the subthreshold swing coefficient of the transistor. 

As transistor supply voltage is scaled down, the threshold voltage must also be 

reduced to retain the switching speed of the transistor. From (2.1) one can see that 

this trend results in an exponential increase in the subthreshold leakage. One 

effective way of reducing the subthreshold leakage is to use higher threshold 

voltages in some parts of a design. There are different ways to achieve a higher 

threshold voltage [118], chief among them are adjusting the channel doping 

concentration and applying a body bias.   

2.2.3 Tunneling Gate Leakage Current 

The other major source of the leakage power dissipation is due to the tunneling gate 

leakage current. In NMOS transistors, the tunneling gate current happens because of 

the electron tunneling from the conduction band (ECB), which is significant in 

accumulation region. In PMOS transistors, on the other hand, the hole tunneling 

from the valence band (HVB) gives rise to the tunneling gate leakage. The tunneling 

current is composed of three major components: (1) gate-to-source and gate-to-drain 

overlap currents, (2) gate-to-channel current, part of which goes to the source and the 

rest goes to the drain, and (3) gate-to-substrate current. In  bulk  CMOS  technology,  

the  gate-to-substrate  leakage current is several orders of magnitude lower than the 

overlap tunneling current and gate-to-channel current [79]. While the overlap 

tunneling current dominates the gate leakage in the OFF state, the gate-to-channel 
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tunneling dictates the gate current in the ON state. Since the gate to source and gate 

to drain overlap regions are much smaller than the channel region, the tunneling gate 

leakage in the OFF state is much smaller than the gate leakage in the ON state [79]. 

 If SiO2 is used for the gate oxide, a PMOS transistor will have about one order of 

magnitude smaller gate leakage current than an NMOS transistor with identical Tox 

and ddV  [50, 79]. Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that the major source 

of tunneling gate leakage in CMOS circuits is the gate-to-channel tunneling current 

of the ON NMOS transistors, which can be modeled as [38], 

2 ox
ox

ox

T
Box V

ox ox N eff
ox

V
I A w L e

T

−⎛ ⎞⎟⎜= ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠
 (2.2) 

where oxA  and oxB   are  technology  constants,  and oxV  is the potential drop across 

the oxide. When the transistor is ON, ox gs sV V ψ= − , where sψ  is the surface 

potential of the transistor. 

As transistor length and supply voltage are scaled down, gate oxide thickness 

must also be reduced to maintain effective gate control over the channel region. 

From Equation (2.2) one can see that this trend results in an exponential increase in 

the tunneling gate leakage. An effective approach to overcome the tunneling gate 

leakage current while maintaining gate control over the channel is to replace the 

currently-used SiO2 gate insulator with high-k dielectric material [40]. In [85, 88] a 

comparative study of using high-k dielectric and dual oxide thickness on the leakage 

power consumption has been presented and an algorithm for simultaneous high-k and 

high-Tox assignment has been proposed. Although some investigation has been done 
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on Zirconium- and Hafnium-based high-k dielectrics [28], there are unresolved 

manufacturing process challenges in way of introducing high-k dielectric material 

under the gate (e.g., related to the compatibility of these materials with Silicon [79] 

and the need to switch to metal gates); hence, high-k dielectrics are not expected to 

be used before 45nm technology node [28, 65], leaving multiple gate oxide 

thicknesses as the one promising solution to reduce tunneling gate leakage current at 

the present time. To achieve multiple oxide thicknesses Arsenic can be implanted 

into the Silicon substrate before thermal oxidation is done [130]. 

2.3 Soft Error  

A high-energy alpha particle or an atmospheric Neutron striking a capacitive node of 

a circuit deposits charge which leads to a time-varying voltage pulse at the node. In 

the case of atmospheric Neutrons, the current flow created by the charge deposited 

into the node is modeled as [53](similar models exist for alpha-particle related soft 

errors): 

2
( , ) exp

s s s

Q t t
I Q t

T T Tπ
−⎛ ⎞⎟⎜= ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠

 (2.3) 

where Q  is the collected charge and sT  is the technology-dependent collection 

waveform time constant. If the collected charge Q  exceeds the critical charge critQ  

in an SRAM cell, it will upset the bit value and cause a soft error. In [53] a 

methodology for estimating the Neutron-induced soft error rate (SER) in SRAM has 

been proposed, according to which the dependence of SER on circuit and 

environmental parameters is expressed as: 
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exp crit
flux S

s

Q
SER N A

Q
⎛ ⎞⎟⎜∝ − ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠

 (2.4) 

where fluxN  is the intensity of the Neutron flux and SA  is the area of the cross 

section of the node (i.e., the area of the drain or source region). Moreover, sQ  is the 

collection slope, which depends strongly on the doping concentration of the drain 

and source and also the supply voltage level.  
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Chapter 3  
Heterogeneous Cell SRAM  

 

3.1 Introduction 

In many modern microprocessors, caches occupy a large portion of the die. For 

example, in Intel’s Itanium 2 Montecito processor [90], more than 80% of the die is 

dedicated to caches. Since the leakage power dissipation is roughly proportional to 

the area of a circuit, the leakage power of caches is one of the major sources of 

power consumption in high performance microprocessors.  

In the past, much research has been conducted to address the problem of leakage 

in SRAM’s. In [71], for example, a dynamic threshold voltage method to reduce the 

leakage power in SRAM’s has been utilized. In that technique, the threshold voltage 

of the transistors of each cache line is controlled separately by using forward body 

biasing. In [17], on the other hand, by observing the fact that in ordinary programs 

most of the bits in data-cache and instruction-cache are zero, the authors proposed 

using asymmetric SRAM cells to reduce the subthreshold leakage. Leakage biased 

bit-lines [106], and dynamic power gating [5, 6, 35, 43, 98, 143] are other effective 

techniques for reducing the leakage power in SRAM’s. 

Although many techniques have been proposed to address the problem of low-
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leakage SRAM design, most of them address only the standby leakage power 

consumption, while it is known that in sub-100nm designs, active leakage comprises 

more than 20% of the total active power dissipation in memories [132]. On the other 

hand, many of these techniques result in hardware overhead and hence increase 

chip’s area and reduce the manufacturing yield. Furthermore, many of them try to 

reduce the subthreshold leakage current only, whereas for sub-100nm technology 

node, the tunneling gate leakage is comparable to the subthreshold leakage. In this 

chapter we present a method for reducing both subthreshold and tunneling gate 

leakage current of an SRAM by using different threshold voltages and oxide 

thicknesses for transistors in an SRAM cell. The proposed method is based on the 

observation that read and write delays of a memory cell in an SRAM block depend 

on the physical distance of the cell from the sense amplifier and the decoder. Thus, 

the idea is to deploy different configurations of six-transistor SRAM cells 

corresponding to different threshold voltage and oxide thickness assignments for the 

transistors. We show that our heterogeneous cell SRAM (HCS) technique has several 

main advantages over previous techniques in that it:  

• reduces both active and standby leakage current including subthreshold and 

tunneling gate leakage components, 

• has no hardware or delay overheads,  

• requires only a minor change in the SRAM design flow, and  

• has the ability to improve the static noise margin under process variations. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 the SRAM 

design and operation is discussed. Our idea for reducing the leakage power 

dissipation is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 is dedicated to the experimental 

results. Finally, we summarize the chapter in Section 3.5.  

3.2 SRAM Design and Operation 

3.2.1 SRAM Architecture 

A typical SRAM block, shown in Figure 3.1, consists of cell arrays, address 

decoders, column multiplexers, sense amplifiers, I/O, and a control unit. In the 

following, the functionality and design of each component is briefly discussed. 
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Figure 3.1: An SRAM block. 
 

 

3.2.1.1  SRAM Cell 

Figure 3.2 shows a 6-transistor (6T) SRAM cell. The bit value stored in the cell is 

preserved as long as the cell is connected to a supply voltage whose value is greater 

than the Data Retention Voltage (DRV) [101]. In an SRAM cell, the pull-down 

NMOS transistors and the pass-transistors reside in the read path. To achieve a high 

read stability, the pull-down transistors are made stronger than the pass-transistors. 
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The pull-up PMOS transistors and the pass-transistors, on the other hand, are in the 

write path. Although using strong PMOS transistors improves the read stability, it 

degrades the write-margin [143]; hence, a proper sizing of pass-transistors is 

required to achieve an adequate write margin. 

Traditionally all cells used in an SRAM block are identical (i.e., corresponding 

transistors have the same width, threshold voltage, and oxide thickness) which 

results in identical leakage characteristic for all cells.  However, as we will show in 

this chapter, by using non-identical cells, which have the same layout footprint, one 

can achieve more power efficient designs.  

BLB
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M3 M4
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Vdd

 

Figure 3.2: A 6T SRAM cell.  
 

 

3.2.1.2  Cell Array 

Most SRAM designs consist of multiple cell arrays. The size of the cell array 

depends on both performance and density requirements. Generally speaking, as 

technology shrinks, cell arrays are moving from tall to wide structures [143] [51]. 

However, since wider arrays need more circuitry for column multiplexers and sense 
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amplifiers, if a small area overhead is desirable (e.g., large L3 caches), the number of 

rows is kept high [144] [141]. 

3.2.1.3  Address Decoder 

Although the logical function of an address decoder is very simple, in practice 

designing it is complicated because the address decoder needs to interface with the 

core array cells and pitch matching with the core array can be difficult [100].  To 

overcome the pitch-matching problem and reduce the effect of wire’s capacitance on 

the delay of the decoder, the address decoder is often broken into two pieces. The 

first piece, called pre-decoder, is placed before the long decoder wires and the 

second part, row decoder, which usually consists of a single NAND gate and buffers 

for driving the word-line capacitance, is pitch-matched and placed next to each row 

as shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.1.4  Column Multiplexers and Sense Amplifiers 

Column multiplexing is inevitable in most SRAM designs because it reduces the 

number of rows in the cell array and as a result increases the speed. Since during a 

read operation one of the bit or bitbar lines is partially discharged, a sense amplifier 

is used to sense this voltage difference between bit and bitbar lines to create a digital 

voltage. Although sense amplifiers can operate by very small voltage differences 

such as 50mV, to make the circuit more robust to noise, the sense amplifier is 

typically switched when the voltage difference between bit and bitbar lines becomes 

100-200mV.  
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Figure 3.3: An SRAM block with its decoder. 

 

3.2.1.5  Control Unit 

The control unit generates internal signals of the SRAM, including the write and read 

enable signals, the pre-charge signal, and the sense amplifier enabler. 

3.2.2 Static Noise Margin 

The Static Noise Margin (SNM) of a CMOS SRAM cell is defined as the minimum 

DC noise voltage necessary to flip the state of a cell [110] (c.f. Figure 3.4.a). SNM 

can be graphically computed from the butterfly curve. The butterfly curve of an 

SRAM cell, shown in Figure 3.4.b, is obtained by drawing and mirroring the DC 

characteristic of the cross-coupled inverters. By measuring the size of the largest 

square that can be embedded in the lopes of the butterfly curve, the static noise 

margin can be found. 
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SRAM cells are especially sensitive to noise during a read operation because the 

“0” storage node rises to a voltage higher than ground due to a resistive voltage 

divider comprised of the pull-down NMOS transistor and the pass transistor. If this 

voltage is high enough, it can change the cell’s value.  
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Figure 3.4: Measuring the static noise margin. 
 

3.2.3 Leakage Paths in SRAM 

There are two dominant subthreshold leakage paths in a 6T SRAM cell: 1) Vdd to 

ground paths inside the SRAM cell and 2) the bit-line (or bit-bar line) to ground path 

through the pass transistor. To reduce the first type of leakage, the threshold voltages 

of the pull-down NMOS transistors and/or pull-up PMOS transistors can be 

increased, whereas to lower the second type of leakage, the threshold voltages of the 

pull-down NMOS transistors and/or pass transistors can be increased. If the 

threshold voltage of the pull up PMOS transistors is increased, the write delay 

increases while the effect on the read delay would be negligible. On the other hand, 

if the threshold voltage of the pull down NMOS transistors is increased, the read 
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delay increases while the effect on the write delay would be marginal. By increasing 

the threshold voltage of the pass transistors, both read and write delays increase.  

The major contributor to the tunneling gate leakage current in a 6T SRAM cell is 

the gate-to-channel leakage of the ON pull-down transistor. To weaken this leakage 

path, one needs to increase the gate-oxide thickness of the pull-down transistors. To 

reduce other (minor) tunneling gate leakage currents in the SRAM cell, one only 

needs to increase the gate oxide thickness of the pass transistors, because from the 

discussion in Section 2.2.3, one can see that the gate leakage saving achieved by 

increasing the oxide thickness of the PMOS transistors would be quite small. 

Increasing the oxide thickness of a transistor not only increases the threshold voltage, 

but also reduces the drive current of the transistor. So, the effect of applying this 

technique to an SRAM cell is an increase in the read/write delay of the cell.  

3.3 Heterogeneous Cell SRAM 

Due to the non-zero delay of the interconnects of the address decoder, word-lines, 

bit-lines, and the column multiplexer, read and write delays of different cells in an 

SRAM block are different. Simulations show that for typical SRAM blocks, 

depending on the number of rows and columns, the read time of the closest cell to 

the address decoder and the column multiplexer may be 5-15% less than that of the 

furthest cell from the address decoder and the column multiplexer. This provides an 

opportunity to reduce the leakage power consumption of an SRAM by increasing the 

threshold voltage or oxide thickness of some of the transistors in the SRAM cells. 

The resulting SRAM is called heterogeneous cell SRAM (HCS). In this section, it is 
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shown how to design an HCS without degrading the performance or robustness.  

3.3.1 Technology 

All results presented in this chapter are obtained by HSPICE [58] simulations using a 

predictive 65nm technology model [99] with 1.1V for the supply voltage, 0.18V for 

the threshold voltage, and 12Å as the gate oxide thickness. Moreover, unless 

otherwise stated, it is assumed that the value of the high threshold voltage is 0.28V 

and the value of the thicker gate oxide is 14Å. The SiO2 layer in the gate stack is 

assumed to be 2Å thicker than the thin oxide so as to achieve one order of magnitude 

reduction in tunneling gate leakage. All simulations are performed at a die 

temperature of 100 oC.  

The SRAM module used in these simulations is a pre-designed 64Kb SRAM with 

a 64-bit word and comprised of two cell arrays, each of which containing 64 rows 

and 512 columns. All local and global interconnects, including bit and bit-bar lines, 

word line, and decoder wires have been modeled as distributed RC circuits. In this 

SRAM, the read delay difference between the slowest cell and the fastest one is 

about 9%. 

Although the simulation results we present in this section are specific to the 

aforesaid technology and design parameters, the general methodology is applicable 

to any SRAM block designed in any technology. In Section 3.4 we show how the 

results change with the change of the values of high-Tox and high-Vt, and also as a 

function of the SRAM cell array size. 
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3.3.2 Library Generation 

It is known that each additional threshold voltage or oxide thickness requires one 

additional mask layer in the fabrication process, which increases the manufacturing 

cost and reduces the yield [119, 130]. As a result, in many cases, only two threshold 

voltages and/or two oxide thicknesses are utilized in circuits. That is also why we 

shall concentrate on the problem of low-leakage SRAM design in a dual-Vt and dual-

Tox technology in this chapter. Clearly, it is possible to extend the results to handle 

more than two threshold voltages and two oxide thicknesses. In the next section it is 

shown how the results are changed if only the option of dual-Vt is available in the 

technology. We show that in this case, although the efficacy of our technique is 

reduced, the leakage reduction still remains significant. 

The maximum reduction in the subthreshold leakage currents in a SRAM cell is 

achieved by increasing the threshold voltage of all transistors in the cell. 

Unfortunately, this scenario also results in the largest read delay penalty for the cell. 

Therefore, we also consider other configurations which result in lower subthreshold 

leakage reductions, but also smaller delay penalties. On the other hand, as mentioned 

in Section 2.2.3, to reduce the tunneling gate leakage of an SRAM cell, only the 

oxide thickness of the pull-down NMOS transistors and the pass-transistors must be 

increased. Although this is seemingly desirable from a low power point of view, it is 

not applicable for all cells in the cell array, i.e., thinner oxide thicknesses needs to be 

used in the cells that are far from the address decoder and the sense amplifiers. It is 

worth mentioning that due to roll-off effect, increasing the oxide thickness also raises 

the threshold voltage, resulting in a decrease in the subthreshold leakage. In the 
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following, high-Vt transistors refer to the devices whose threshold voltages have been 

modified by increasing the channel doping only. Furthermore, our simulations show 

that when the gate oxide thickness of the PMOS transistors is increased, the 

reduction in subthreshold leakage due to roll-off effect is very small. That is, the 

overall leakage reduction achieved by using a thicker gate oxide for the PMOS 

transistor is negligible. 

To make the memory cells more manufacturable, unlike [17], we use a symmetric 

cell configuration, which means that symmetrically located transistors within an 

SRAM cell will have the same threshold voltages and oxide thicknesses. Thus, there 

are 32 different possibilities for assigning high and low threshold voltages and oxide 

thicknesses to the transistors within a cell. Since increasing the oxide thickness 

increases the threshold voltage of a transistor as well, we do not increase both the 

oxide thickness and threshold voltage for a transistor because the delay penalty will 

be too high. Therefore, the number of different configurations is reduced to eighteen 

(there are two choices for the pair of PMOS transistors, three choices for the pull-

down NMOS pair, and three choices for the pass-transistor pair). Each configuration 

is shown by a triplet ( ), ,x y z  where the first entry x  in the triplet corresponds to the 

pair of pull-down transistors M1 and M2, the second entry y  corresponds to the pair 

of pull-up transistors M3 and M4, and the third entry z  corresponds to the pass-

transistors M5 and M6 as shown in Figure 3.2. Each entry is zero, one, or two, if the 

corresponding transistors are respectively normal, high-Vt, or high-Tox. For example, 

( )0,0,0  corresponds to the original configuration where all transistors in the cell 
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assume default (low) Vt and (low) Tox values whereas ( )0,1,2  corresponds to a 

configuration with nominal pull-down transistors, high-Vt pull-up transistors, and 

high-Tox pass-transistors. 

It should be emphasized that our technique does not require all configurations to 

be used in the optimization process. If a configuration cannot be manufactured due to 

process restriction or if it has a high manufacturing cost, it can be excluded from the 

library. Since using eighteen configurations in the optimization process is too 

expensive, we next show how to eliminate some ‘inferior’ configurations.  

Each configuration has a specific delay and leakage characteristics. We denote the 

leakage power of the configuration C  with ( )P C  and its read and write delays with 

( )RD C  and ,( )WD C  respectively. More specifically, ( )RD C  is the difference 

between the time the address bit’s voltage reaches 1/2 ddV  and the time the output of 

the read buffer reaches 90% of its final value. On the other hand, ( )WD C  is the write 

delay, defined as the difference between the time the address bit’s voltage reaches 

1/2 ddV  and the voltage of bitbar inside the cell reaches 90% of their final values.   

Due to the delay of sense amplifiers and output buffers in a read path, the read 

delay of a cell is higher than its write delay. Therefore, the read delay specifies the 

performance of an SRAM. Considering the fact that the PMOS transistors in a 6T 

SRAM cell have a marginal impact on the read delay, it can be seen that increasing 

the threshold voltage of these transistors increases the write delay without having 

much effect on its read delay; so one may reduce the leakage power by increasing the 

threshold voltage of the PMOS transistors as long as the write time is below a target 
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value.  

Definition 3.1: Assume when only the original configuration ( )0,0,0  is used, the 

read-delay of the closest and furthest cells to the address decoder and the column 

multiplexer are minT  and ,maxT  respectively (c.f. Figure 3.3). Configuration C  is 

called feasible, if its read and write delays are less than .maxT  The set of all feasible 

configurations is called the Feasible Configuration Set (FCS). 

Definition 3.2: Configuration C1∈FCS is inferior if there exists a configuration 

C2∈FCS, whose leakage power and read-delay are no larger than those of C1, i.e., 

2 1( ) ( )P C P C≤  and .2 1( ) ( )R RD C D C≤  

It should be noted that the inferiority of a cell depends on different parameters, 

including the size of the transistors in the cell, the size of the array, and the 

technology library being used. Changing any of these parameters may change the 

dominancy relation between two cells.   

Definition 3.3: The maximum subset of FCS which does not contain any inferior 

configuration is called the Non-Inferior Configuration Set (NICS). 

NICS may be obtained by simulating all configurations and removing the inferior 

ones. When designing a heterogeneous cell SRAM, instead of using the complete set 

of configurations, NICS can be used without degrading the results. Table 3.1 shows 

the set of NICS along with their leakage power reduction and read delay increase for 

the technology described in Section 3.3.1. From this table one can see the delay 

penalty of some configurations is very small while their leakage saving is significant, 

e.g., ( )1,0, 0 . These configurations are ideal candidates for HCS.  
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Table 3.1: Non-inferior configuration set (NICS) 

Cell 
% Leakage 

Reduction over 
(0,0,0) Cell  

% Read Delay 
Increase over  

(0,0,0) Cell 
(0,0,0) - - 
(1,0,0) 43.39 3.02 
(0,1,0) 7.60 0.00 
(1,1,0) 50.96 2.98 
(2,0,0) 16.35 0.43 
(2,1,0) 23.93 0.41 
(1,1,2) 55.57 6.63 

 

3.3.3 Stability 

To design an HCS as robust as the conventional SRAM, only configurations that do 

not degrade the SNM should be used during design.  

Definition 3.4: Configuration C is robust, if its static noise margin is not any smaller 

than that of the original cell ( )0,0,0 . 

Definition 3.5: The maximum subset of FCS which contains only robust 

configurations is called Robust Configuration Set (RCS). The maximum subset of 

RCS which does not contain any inferior configuration is called Non-Inferior RCS  

(NIRCS). 

To obtain the robust configurations, we consider three separate criteria for SNM: 

SNM under nominal conditions, worst-case corner-based SNM, and statistical SNM.  

3.3.3.1  Stability under Nominal Conditions 

Table 3.2 lists the set of NIRCS when the criterion for robustness is the SNM under 

nominal condition (NIRCS-NC). Also shown are the nominal SNM of each 

configuration in this set along with the percentage of its improvement over the 

original cell.  
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Table 3.2: Nominal SNM of configurations in NIRCS-NC 

Cell Nominal SNM 
(mV) 

% Increase over 
(0,0,0) Cell 

(0,0,0) 185 - 
(1,0,0) 208 12.43 
(1,1,0)  201 8.65 
(1,1,2) 208 12.43 

3.3.3.2  Worst Case Stability 

Since small transistors are typically used in SRAM cells to achieve a compact 

design, the most significant source of random intra-die variations in SRAM cells is 

the threshold voltage variation  due to  the Random Dopant Fluctuation  (RDF) and 

the line width variation [89]. On the other hand, it is known that gate oxides are very 

well controlled compared to other dimensions such as the effective channel length 

[79]. Hence, in this section, we only consider threshold voltage variation for 

transistors in the 6T SRAM cell. 

In the presence of RDF,  the   threshold  voltage  of  the  SRAM  cell transistors 

can be considered as independent Gaussian random variables [22, 89] where the 

standard deviation of each transistor depends on its length and width as well as 

manufacturing process. In other words [127], 

min min
min
W L
WL

σ σ=
 

(3.1) 

where σ  is the standard deviation of the threshold voltage of a transistor with the 

channel length and width of L  and W , and minσ is the standard deviation of the 

threshold voltage for the minimum sized transistor in a given manufacturing process 

[127]. 

To measure the worst-case SNM, each configuration is tested under all corners of 
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Vt variation. To limit the yield loss, we consider a large range of parametric 

variation, i.e., 5σ, for the transistors in each configuration; so, each configuration is 

tested in all corners of { 5 ,0, 5 }σ σ− + . The number of these corners for each 

configuration is 36=729. In these simulations, the standard deviation of each 

transistor is obtained from (3.1) by assuming min 30σ = mV which is a typical 

standard deviation of the threshold voltage in the 65nm technology node [65]. By 

simulating all configurations, NIRCS-WC, which denotes NIRCS with the worst-case 

SNM robustness condition, is obtained (see Table 3.3.) 

Table 3.3: Set of NIRCS-WC 

Cell Worst-Case 
SNM (mV) 

% Increase over 
(0,0,0) cell 

(0,0,0) 25 - 
(1,0,0) 44 76.00 
(1,1,0)  40 60.00 
(1,1,2) 47 88.00 

 

3.3.3.3  Statistical Stability 

To measure the statistical stability of each configuration, we used a Monte Carlo 

simulation of 500 samples to obtain the statistical mean and variance of the SNM for 

each configuration. 

The threshold voltage of each transistor has been modeled as an independent 

Gaussian random variable whose standard deviation is obtained from (3.1) by 

assuming min 30σ = mV  [65]. By simulating all configurations, NIRCS-MC, which 

denotes NIRCS with the statistical SNM robustness condition, is obtained (see  

Table 3.4.) Here the measure of robustness has been assumed to be .5μ σ−  

Interestingly, from Table 3.2-Table 3.4, one can see that for the technology we are 
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using, the three different criteria for robustness result in the same set of 

configurations. This result may not hold for other technologies or technology nodes. 

Table 3.4: Set of NIRCS-MC 

Cell μSNM 

(mV) 
σSNM 

(mV) 
μSNM-5σSNM 

(mV) 
% (μSNM-5σSNM) Increase  

over (0,0,0) Cell 
(0,0,0) 186 24 66 - 
(1,0,0) 210 26 80 21.21 
(1,1,0)  202 25 77 16.67 
(1,1,2) 209 25 84 27.27 

 

3.3.4 Read Stability 

The read stability is a transient stability metric which specifies the likelihood of 

inverting an SRAM cell’s stored value during a read operation [17]. It is typically 

computed as the ratio of /trip readI I , where tripI  is the current through the pull-down 

NMOS transistor on the “0” side of the cell when the state of the cell is inverted by 

an external current testI  injected at the node storing the “0” value. Notice that readI  

is the maximum current through the pass-transistor during the read operation [51]. 

The larger the /trip readI I  ratio, the higher the read stability of a cell is. 

The read stability simulation results on NICS configurations are reported in  

Table 3.5.  From this table, it is seen that for different configurations in NICS, the 

maximum reduction in /trip readI I  is 7.1%. 

Table 3.5: Read stability for NICS cells 

Cell Itrip/Iread % Decrease over 
(0,0,0) cell 

(0,0,0) 1.69 - 
(1,0,0) 1.63 3.5 
(0,1,0) 1.64 3.0 
(1,1,0) 1.60 5.3 
(2,0,0) 1.62 4.1 
(2,1,0) 1.57 7.1 
(1,1,2) 1.68 0.6 
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3.3.5 Writability  

The write-trip voltage is a measure of the writability of an SRAM cell [54]. The 

write-trip voltage is the highest voltage on the bit-line, which can still flip the SRAM 

cell content. The write-trip voltage is mainly determined by the pull-ups’ ratio of the 

cell [46]. A higher value for the write-trip voltage represents ease of writability, but 

the write-trip voltage should be sufficiently lower than the supply voltage so noise 

cannot cause a write failure or a write during a read operation [54].  

Table 3.6 shows the write-trip voltage of different configurations in NICS. From 

this table, one can see that the configurations in NICS become slightly easier to 

write, but at the same time write-trip voltage is far enough from the supply voltage to 

guarantee safe read/write operations. 

Table 3.6: Write-trip voltage for NICS cells 

Cell Write Trip 
Voltage(mV) 

% Increase over 
(0,0,0) cell 

(0,0,0) 424 - 
(1,0,0) 438 3.3 
(0,1,0) 452 6.6 
(1,1,0) 466 9.9 
(2,0,0) 428 0.9 
(2,1,0) 458 8.0 
(1,1,2) 443 4.5 

3.3.6 Soft Error  

The soft error rate of an SRAM cell is obtained from (2.4). In this section we 

concentrate on critQ  when investigating the effect of increasing the threshold voltage 

and gate-oxide thickness on SER, since the other parameters in (2.4) are not affected 

by our proposed technique. 

We have used SPICE simulation to measure critQ of each SRAM cell 
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configuration. In these simulations, Equation (2.3) is used to model the collection 

waveform, and sT  is assumed to be 20ps [53]. Table 3.7 reports critQ for 

configurations of NICS. From this table one can see that critQ  of an SRAM cell is 

only marginally affected by increasing the threshold voltage or oxide thickness. 

Table 3.7: Qcrit for NICS cells 

Cell ( )critQ fC   % Decrease over 
(0,0,0) cell 

(0,0,0) 7.87 - 
(1,0,0) 7.40 5.9 
(0,1,0) 7.83 0.6 
(1,1,0) 7.44 5.4 
(2,0,0) 7.56 3.9 
(2,1,0) 7.56 3.9 
(1,1,2) 7.44 5.4 

3.3.7 Cell Type Assignment 

To design an HCS, we need to find out the slowest read and write delay starting with 

all low-Vt SRAM cells (configuration ( )0 0,0, 0C = ). Next, all remaining 

configurations are sorted in decreasing order of their leakage reduction. Starting 

from the configuration that results in the highest leakage reduction among all 

configurations, say ( ), ,x y z , we replace as many ( )0,0,0  cells as possible with cell 

( ), ,x y z  subject to the condition that the access delay of the replaced cells does not 

exceed the slowest access delay of the SRAM array. Next we try to replace the 

remaining ( )0,0,0 cells with the remaining configurations according to the aforesaid 

order. As long as design rules are met modifying Vt and Tox (i.e., assigning a cell 

type) does not change the footprint of a cell. Therefore, the cell type assignment does 

not change the layout of the SRAM cell array.  

Figure 3.5 shows the pseudo-code of the heterogeneous cell assignment (HCA). 
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In this figure, ROW  and COL  denote the number of rows and columns of the cell 

array, respectively. If 1robustness = , only robust configurations are used in the 

optimization process of HCA. The fastest cell is denoted by index [ ]0,0 , while the 

slowest one is denoted by index [ ].1, 1COL ROW− − Subroutines 

( ), ,ReadDelay col row C  and  ( ), ,WriteDelay col row C  return the read and write 

delays of cell with index of [ ],col row  when configuration C is used. If configuration 

C fails for cell [ ],col row , then it will fail for all cells [ ],,i j  where i col≥  and 

.j row≥ Therefore, a large number of cells can be pruned as soon as a configuration 

fails for a given cell. In the pseudo-code, [ ], ,flag col row C  is a flag that specifies if 

cell[ ],col row  can work with configuration .C  Initially all flags are set to 1. 

( )
( )

( )

( )

max 0

, , {
1, 1, ;

If 1 ;
Else ;
Sort in decreasing orderof leakage saving;
For each in do

For 0 ,0 do
,

HCA ROW COL robustness
T ReadDelay COL ROW C
robustness ConfigSet NIRCS
ConfigSet NICS
ConfigSet
C ConfigSet

col COL row ROW
flag col

= − −
== =
=

≤ < ≤ <
[ ]

[ ]( )

( ) ( )( )

( )

max max

, 1;
For 0 to 1do
For 0 to 1do
For each in do
If , , 1

If , , & , ,
Replace [ ][ ]with ;
Break;

Else
For ,

[ , , ] 0;
}

row C
col COL
row ROW

C ConfigSet
flag col row C

ReadDelay col row C T WriteDelay col row C T
cell col row C

i col j row
flag i j C

=
= −

= −

==

< <

≥ ≥
=

  

Figure 3.5: Pseudo-code for the heterogeneous cell assignment. 
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To speed up the process, instead of checking for possible replacements of each 

SRAM cell, one can select 2 2n m×  cell blocks and do the checking for the slowest 

cell in the block. If the slowest cell passes the delay test, the whole block will be 

uniformly optimized based on the current configuration; otherwise, the next 

configuration for the block is examined (in the case that the block fails the delay test 

for all configurations, it will remain unchanged and the next block will be taken up). 

Evidently, choosing a larger value for n  or m  decreases the design time, but may 

degrade the quality of the final result. 

It is noteworthy that using the configurations where the pass transistors have thick 

gate oxides decreases the word-line capacitance, and thereby, reduces the delay of 

the word-line. To avoid short-circuit power consumption in the SRAM  cell- array 

(which could occur due to simultaneous activation of the pre-charge and WL  

drivers), one may have to redesign the timing of these two signals for the cell array. 

The required modification will, however, be minor. 

3.4  Simulation Results 

To study the efficiency of the proposed technique, we performed extensive 

simulations. To reduce the simulation time, all simulations were done on a simplified 

version of the memory circuit comprising only of elements in the read/write path of a 

cell; this included the critical path of the decoder, all cells in corresponding row and 

column of the SRAM array, the corresponding pre-charge devices, column 

multiplexers, sense amplifiers, write drivers, and the output buffer. 

In the first set of experiments, we applied the proposed technique on the SRAM 
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block described in Section 3.3.1. Table 3.8 shows the leakage power reduction 

achieved and the percentage utilization of each configuration by the HCA algorithm 

for two cases NICS and NIRCS (i.e., non- robust and robust cases) denoted by HCS 

and RHCS, respectively. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, for the technology 

parameters described earlier, the three different criteria that we defined for the 

robustness resulted in the same set of configurations for RHCS, as shown in  

Table 3.2-Table 3.4. From Table 3.8 it is seen that the power reduction in HCS and 

RHCS are 32.6% and 21.2%, respectively.  

Figure 3.6 shows the share of subthreshold and tunneling gate currents in the total 

leakage power dissipation of the conventional SRAM, HCS and RHCS. 

Table 3.8: Leakage reduction and the utilization of each configuration in the  
heterogeneous cell SRAM 

% Utilization of Each Configuration 
 

% 
Leakage 

Reduction (0,0,0) (0,1,0) (1,1,0) (2,1,0) (1,1,2) 

HCS 32.6 5.0 10.9 21.5 44.3 18.3 
RHCS 21.2 60.2 - 21.5 - 18.3 
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Figure 3.6: Subthreshold and tunneling gate leakage in the conventional and 
heterogeneous cell SRAM’s. 
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3.4.1 Effect of high-Vt and high-Tox Selection 

To study the effect of specific values of high-Vt and high-Tox on the efficacy of 

heterogeneous cell SRAM technique, we invoked the HCA algorithm with different 

values of high-Vt and high-Tox. In these experiments, whose results are reported in 

Table 3.9, we considered three values for high-Vt (i.e., 0.23V, 0.28V, and 0.33V) and 

three values for high-Tox (i.e., 13Å, 14Å, and 15Å) parameters.  For each pair of 

high-Vt and high-Tox, we ran the HCA algorithm with and without the robustness 

option. From this table one can see that up to 33% leakage power reduction is 

achieved by using the HCA algorithm. Furthermore, the power reduction is a weak 

function of the value of high-Tox. On the other hand, for very high values of high-Vt, 

power reduction drops. The reason is that in this case the delay overhead of high-Vt 

configurations becomes too high and these configurations are used less frequently in 

the SRAM block, which in turn results in less power reduction. 

Table 3.9: The Leakage reduction in heterogeneous cell SRAM for different values of  
high-Vt and high-Tox 

% Leakage Reduction (high-Vt, high-Tox) HCS RHCS 
(0.23V, 13Å) 30.3 26.1 
(0.23V, 14Å) 31.3 26.1 
(0.23V, 15Å) 30.8 25.7 
(0.28V, 13Å) 30.8 23.7 
(0.28V, 14Å) 32.1 21.2 
(0.28V, 15Å) 33.4 20.7 
(0.33V, 13Å) 19.1 13.1 
(0.33V, 14Å) 19.1 13.1 
(0.33V, 15Å) 19.1 13.1 

 

To further study the effect of the specific values of high-Vt and high-Tox, we 

repeated the simulations for the case that only the dual threshold option is available 
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in the technology. Table 3.10 shows the power reduction achieved by using the HCA 

algorithm for three different values of high-Vt. From this table it is seen that the 

power reduction in this case is still significant and is as high as 24%. 

Table 3.10: The Leakage reduction in heterogeneous cell SRAM for a dual-Vt technology 

% Leakage Reduction High-Vt HCS RHCS 
0.23V 22.7 21.0 
0.28V 24.5 20.3 
0.33V 19.1 13.1 

 

Table 3.11: Leakage reduction in heterogeneous cell SRAM for different values of  
high-Vt and high-Tox 

% Leakage Reduction 
HCS RHCS (high-Vt, high-Tox) 

Two 
Configs 

Three 
Configs 

Two 
Configs 

Three 
Configs 

(0.23V, 13Å) 23.9 27.9 23.9 24.8 
(0.23V, 14Å) 23.9 28.3 23.9 24.8 
(0.23V, 15Å) 23.9 24.5 23.9 24.5 
(0.28V, 13Å) 17.8 22.8 15.0 19.0 
(0.28V, 14Å) 20.3 26.0 20.3 21.2 
(0.28V, 15Å) 22.0 29.3 20.3 20.8 
(0.33V, 13Å) 13.1 19.1 13.1 13.1 
(0.33V, 14Å) 13.1 19.1 13.1 13.1 
(0.33V, 15Å) 13.1 19.1 13.1 13.1 

 

3.4.2 Effect of the Number of Configurations 

Table 3.11 reports the power reduction of the SRAM block for different values of the 

high-Vt and high-Tox when the number of configurations allowed to be used in the 

optimized SRAM, including the original configuration, is limited to two or three. As 

one can see the power reduction is substantial even when only a small number of 

configurations are used. More precisely, when only two configurations are allowed 

in the design, 20% power reduction can be achieved; if three configurations can be 
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used in the optimization process, the quality of the results is comparable with the 

case that all configurations are used in the cell assignment. 

3.4.3 Effect of the Array Size 

To further study the efficacy of the HCA algorithm, we conducted another set of 

experiments for different sizes of the SRAM cell array whose results are reported in 

Table 3.12. As discussed in Section 3.2, as technology scales, cell arrays are moving 

from tall to wide structures; so, here we have considered cell array sizes of 32×256, 

32×512, 64×256, and 64×512. In all these simulations the values of high threshold 

voltage and thick oxide are set to 0.28V and 14Å, respectively.  

Table 3.12: Summary results for leakage reduction and percentage of replaced cells in HCS for 
different array sizes 

Cell Array 
Size 

% Leakage 
Reduction 

% Replaced 
Cells 

64×256 20.6 90.3 
64×512 32.6 95.1 
32×256 25.8 94.3 
32×512 40.7 96.4 

 

From Table 3.12 one can see that based on the size of cell array, the leakage 

power reduction resulted from HCA algorithm ranges from 20% to 40%. Moreover, 

it is seen that the leakage power reduction for a 64×256 cell array is less than that for 

the 32×256 array. This counter-intuitive result may be explained by noting that when 

32 cells are connected to the bit-line, the bit-line becomes less capacitive compared 

to a 64-cell bit-line. As a result, in a 32-cell bit-line, the delay overheads of some 

configurations will be less than the delay overheads of them in the 64-cell bit-line (if 

we use a simple RC model for the delay, changing the threshold voltage of 
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transistors of a cell, changes the R. Now for a 64-cell bit-line the value of C is 

higher, therefore, the change in the delay is larger. On the other hand, increasing the 

length of the bit line due to doubling the number of cells connected to it, has a small 

effect on the delay difference between the fastest cell and the slowest one. This is 

because of the fact that SRAM arrays are wide structures and the length of the word 

line has a higher impact on the delay difference) and hence these configurations will 

be used more frequently, which in turn results in more power reduction. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented a novel technique for low-leakage SRAM design. 

Our technique is based on the fact that due to the non-zero delay of interconnects of 

the address decoder, word-line, bit-line and the column multiplexers, cells of an 

SRAM have different access delays. Thus, the threshold voltage or gate oxide 

thickness of some transistors of cells can be increased without degrading the 

performance. We showed by using this technique significant power saving can be 

achieved without scarifying performance or area. We have showed that this leakage 

saving is a function of the value of high threshold voltage and oxide thickness, as 

well as the number of rows and columns in the cell array. By applying the proposed 

technique to a 64Kb SRAM in 65nm technology node, the total leakage power 

dissipation of the SRAM has been reduced by up to 40%.  
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Chapter 4  
PG-Gated Data Retention SRAM 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Aggressive CMOS scaling has resulted low threshold voltage and thin oxide 

thickness for transistors manufactured in UDSM regime. The leakage power 

dissipation is roughly proportional to the area of a circuit. As the memories in current 

technologies occupy a large portion of chip area, their static power dissipation is one 

of the major components of power dissipation in chips.  

In the past much research has been conducted to address the problem of leakage 

power consumption in SRAM’s. Some of these techniques have been reviewed in 

Chapter 3. Among the dynamic techniques, gating techniques [5, 6, 35, 43, 98, 143] 

have been proven very effective in power reduction. The key idea of the gated 

SRAM cell is to disconnect the cell from the supply voltage or ground in the standby 

mode. If this is done by using a footer NMOS sleep transistor, the technique is called 

gated-ground SRAM; alternatively, if a PMOS sleep transistor is used as header, the 

technique is called gated-power-supply. To retain the value stored in the SRAM cell, 

it is necessary to strap the gated node, which is either virtual ground or virtual power 

supply node, to a voltage such that the voltage difference between the rails of SRAM 

becomes greater than the data retention voltage (DRV) [101]. Source biasing, 
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dynamic Vdd, and drowsy caches are alternative names for data retention gated-

ground and gated-power-supply techniques. In these techniques, address decoder can 

be used to control the gating transistor. 

In this chapter we show that although data retention gated-ground and gated-

power-supply are effective techniques to suppress the leakage power, there is still 

much room for improvement. More precisely, we show that by utilizing two sleep 

transistors instead of one and by selecting appropriate voltage values for biasing the 

virtual ground and virtual supply nodes, we can achieve higher power saving. We 

show that, given a fixed value of the voltage difference on the power rails of the 

SRAM cell during the standby mode, the proposed power-ground (PG)-gating 

solution achieves significantly higher leakage power savings compared to either 

power supply (P) gating or ground (G) gating techniques while improving the static 

noise margin and soft error rate. More precisely, we show that both leakage and hold 

SNM of a cell vary with the exact values of its supply and ground voltages. As a 

result, optimum ground and supply voltage levels exist for which the SRAM cell 

leakage is minimum subject to a hold SNM constraint. When the PG-gated cell is not 

accessed for read or write operations, it is biased to the optimum values of ground 

and supply voltages, resulting in minimum leakage power consumption. We show 

that the PG-gating technique has a higher hold and read SNM, lower soft error rate, 

and also higher leakage saving compared to single P or G gating techniques at the 

expense of an increase in the area overhead. Moreover, PG-gated cell exhibits less 

leakage variability under process and temperature variations compared to single P or 

G gating techniques. Additionally, its hold SNM is more robust to process variations.  
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 gated-ground 

and gated-power-supply techniques are reviewed. Section 4.3 introduces the idea of 

using two sleep transistors to reduce the leakage power consumption of memories. 

Section 4.4 presents the experimental results, while Section 4.5 summarizes the 

chapter.  

4.2 Single Sleep Transistor Gating Techniques 

4.2.1 Gated-Ground SRAM Cell 

Based on the discussion presented in Section 3.2.3, one can see that the major 

leakage currents of an SRAM cell storing “0” are the ones shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Major leakage currents in an SRAM cell storing “0”. 
 

Therefore, the total leakage current of an SRAM cell is calculated as, 

2 3 5 6 1Leak sub sub sub sub gateI I I I I I= + + + + . (4.1) 

Notice that if bit and bitbar lines are precharged to ,ddV the drain-to-source 

voltage of M6 becomes zero and according to (2.1) the subthreshold current through 

this transistor, i.e., 6subI , will be zero. 
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In a gated-ground data-retention SRAM cell, which we call it G-gated cell and is 

shown in Figure 4.2, an NMOS sleep transistor is used as the footer to disconnect the 

cell from the ground. In this technique, the bulks of the NMOS transistors are 

connected to ground to utilize reverse-body biasing effect for reducing subthreshold 

leakage current. To mitigate the problem of soft errors and coupling noise which 

may result in losing the value of the bit, an NMOS transistor is added to strap the 

virtual ground node to a supply voltage 0GV >  when it is not accessed. Both sleep 

and strapping transistor are controlled by the address decoder (i.e., .SLP WL= ) 

When 0WL =  and the cell is not accessed (i.e., cell is in the standby mode), the 

virtual ground node GNDV as well as the node storing “0” are charged to GV
1. The 

increase in the voltage of the virtual ground node as well as the voltage of the left 

node, compared to the original cell, results in an exponential decrease in 5subI . The 

reason is threefold: (1) the gate-to-source voltage of M5 becomes negative, which is 

known as the stacking effect (2) the source-to-bulk voltage of M5 increases, resulting 

in a higher threshold voltage due to the body biasing effect, and (3) the drain-to-

source voltage of M5 decreases resulting in a higher threshold voltage due to the 

DIBL effect. From (2.1) one can see that each of these effects by itself results in an 

exponential decrease in the subthreshold leakage of the transistor. The exponential 

reduction in 2subI  is due to the body biasing and DIBL effect because the gate-to-

source voltage of the OFF NMOS transistor in both the original cell and G-gated cell 

                                                           
 

1  The ground node charges to VG if VG<Vdd-Vt,8, where Vt,8 is the threshold voltage of M8. If VG is 
greater than Vdd-Vt,8, M8 should be replaced with a PMOS transistor. 
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is zero. On the other hand, the reduction in the subthreshold leakage of the OFF 

PMOS transistor, ,3subI  is only due to the DIBL effect only. Since the DIBL 

coefficient is usually small, the reduction in 3subI  is not significant and it will be the 

main component of leakage current in the G-gated SRAM cell. On the other hand, 

since the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain voltages of the ON NMOS transistor M1 is 

reduced, there is also exponential decrease in 1gateI .  
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Figure 4.2: G-gated SRAM cell. 
 

From the above discussion it is clear that selecting a higher value for GV  results in 

a more power efficient cell. However, increasing the voltage of the virtual ground 

node adversely impacts the hold SNM and in the presence of intra- and inter-die 

process variation increases the hold failure probability. 

4.2.2 Gated-Power Supply SRAM Cell 

The second method to reduce the power dissipation of an SRAM cell is to use a 

PMOS sleep transistor to gate the supply (c.f. Figure 4.3.) Bulks of the PMOS 
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transistors are connected to ddV  to reduce subthreshold leakage of the PMOS 

transistors as the result of the body effect. In this technique, a PMOS transistor is 

added to strap the virtual supply node to a supply voltage P ddV V<  when it is not 

accessed. In the remainder of the chapter this cell is called P-gated SRAM cell. If a 

smaller value is selected for ,PV  although tunneling gate current 1gateI  and 

subthreshold currents 2subI  and 3subI  are reduced, 6subI  increases and 5subI  does not 

change. However, it should be noticed that since the reduction in 2subI  is due to the 

DIBL effect and the DIBL coefficient is usually very small compared to body-

biasing coefficient, the amount of reduction in 2subI  is much less than the case of  

G-gated. From the above discussion one can conclude that the P-gated technique is 

usually less effective than the G-gated technique (note in the P-gated technique, 

5subI  does not change.) 
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Figure 4.3: P-gated SRAM cell. 
 

Using a P-gated or a G-gated technique involves a tradeoff between area 

overhead, leakage reduction, and impact on performance [98]. To maintain high 
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SRAM cell speed, the NMOS sleep transistor in the G-gated cell needs to be 

sufficiently wide which incurs high area overhead. However, using G-gated 

technique substantially reduces standby energy dissipation through the self-body 

biasing, stacking and the DIBL effect of the transistors. On the other hand, using a  

P-gated technique significantly reduces the required transistor width. But the main 

advantage of this technique is that since the PMOS transistors of a cell are not 

contributing in the read operation, a P-gated technique has a marginal impact on the 

read time of the cell. The disadvantage of this technique is that it does not have any 

self body biasing or stacking effect on the pull down or pass transistors which 

translates to a smaller leakage saving compared to the G-gated technique. 

4.3 PG-Gated SRAM Cell 

In this section we show that in the gating technique, maximum leakage reduction is 

achieved only when both NMOS and PMOS sleep transistors are used. Figure 4.4 

shows a PG-gated SRAM cell used in our technique. For the cell to be accessed for a 

read or write operation, the SLP signal (which is controlled by the address decoder) 

becomes zero, which causes the voltage of the virtual supply and virtual ground 

nodes to become ddV  and 0, respectively. As soon as the operation is completed, the 

WL  goes to 0, which means that the SLP  signal becomes one, and the 

corresponding cell row enters the standby state. In this state, the strapping transistors 

M9 and M10 turn on and the voltage of virtual ground and virtual supply become GV  

and PV , respectively. The SRAM cell leakage power is lowered due to source body 

biasing of the pull-up, pull-down, and access transistors. In this technique, PV  and 
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GV  are generated by high-efficiency DC-DC converters. In Section 4.3.1 it is shown 

how to account for the efficiency of the converters. 

In PG-gated SRAM cell, like G-gated and P-gated cells, having a smaller 

potential difference between the two rails of the cell, i.e., ,P GV V VΔ = −  in the 

standby mode results in lower leakage; however, it also makes the cell more 

susceptible to noise in the standby mode. To conduct a fair comparison among  

G-gated, P-gated, and PG-gated SRAM cells, we compare their leakage power 

reduction and hold SNM when they have equal VΔ  in the standby mode. 
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Figure 4.4: PG-gated SRAM cell. 

 

Notice that if VΔ is too low, all six transistors will work in the subthreshold 

region, but as long as VΔ  is greater than the Data Retention Voltage (DRV) of the 

cell, the data is retained [101]. 

Consider Figure 4.4 and assume a fixed P GV V VΔ = − . If both PV  and GV  are 

increased such that their difference remains fixed, ,2subI  ,5subI  and 6subI  are 
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lowered because of the stacking and the body effect, yet 3subI  is increased because 

of the lower bulk-to-source voltage, which results in a more positive threshold 

voltage for PMOS transistor M3. At the same time, 1gateI  remains constant because 

the voltage potential across its gate oxide is constant. On the other hand, if both PV  

and GV  are decreased such that their difference remains fixed, 3subI  is decreased 

because of the larger bulk-to-source voltage, while ,2subI  ,5subI  and 6subI  are 

increased because of the lower bulk-to-source voltage. This shows that when VΔ  is 

fixed, there are optimum values for PV  and GV  for which the leakage power 

dissipation of the cell is at the minimum. For each value of VΔ , optimal values of 

PV  and GV  can be found by minimizing (4.1) subject to .P GV V V− = Δ  To study 

the effectiveness of the PG-gated SRAM compared to G-gated and P-gated cells in 

scaled technologies, we simulated the cell using the Predictive Technology Model 

[99] for 130nm, 90nm, and 65nm technology nodes with 1.3V, 1.2V, and 1.0V as the 

supply voltage. All results are extracted at 50oC which is the typical temperature for 

an L2 cache. In these simulations we have assumed both BL and BLB are pre-

charged to ddV . Figure 4.5 shows the cell leakage current saving of PG-gated cell 

compared to G-gated and P-gated cells for different values of VΔ . From this figure, 

it can be seen that PG-gated is more efficient compared to G-gated and P-gated cells, 

especially for small values of VΔ  (and hence, small values of ddV .) This is useful 

for ultra low-power applications, which need lower noise immunity. Moreover, from 

these simulations, one can see that power saving advantage of the PG-gated cell 

compared to G-gated and P-gated cells is reduced with technology scaling. This 
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unexpected result occurs because for the predictive technology model that we are 

using [99], the subthreshold swing is smaller in 130nm technology compared to 

90nm and 65nm.  As a result, the stacking effect achieves a higher subthreshold 

leakage saving for the 130nm node. 
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Figure 4.5: Cell leakage current reduction of PG-gated SRAM cell compared to (a) G-gated and  
(b) P-gated cells. 

 

4.3.1 Optimum PG-Gated SRAM Cell Design 

Although minimizing (4.1) subject to − = ΔP GV V V  results in the minimum 

leakage SRAM cell, the equation does not consider the leakage currents of the 

additional circuitry, nor does it account for the non-ideal efficiency of the DC-DC 

converters used to generate GV  and PV  from .ddV  In this section, we accurately 

model the leakage power consumption of the PG-gated cell architecture with all 

these factors properly accounted for. 

We start by deriving the current drawn from each power supply. By writing a 

KCL at the virtual supply node, the current flow from the source to drain of M10, 

which is the current drawn from PV , may be written as,  
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2 3 1 6 8P sub sub gate sub subI I I I I I= + + − − . (4.2) 

Similarly, by writing a KCL at the virtual ground node, the current flow from 

drain to source of M9, which is the current drawn from GV , may be written as, 

( )7 5 6 8G sub P sub sub subI I I I I I= − + + + . (4.3) 

On the other hand, the current drawn from Vdd is simply,  

8 5 6 9dd sub sub sub gateI I I I I= + + + . (4.4) 

From (4.2)−(4.4), the total power leakage power consumption of PG-gated SRAM 

cell in the standby mode may be expressed as, 

P P G G
cell dd dd

P G

I V I V
P I V

δ δ
= + +  (4.5) 

where Pδ  and Gδ  are the efficiency of DC-DC converters used to generate PV  and 

GV  from ,ddV  respectively. The efficiency of a DC-DC converter depends on 

different parameters (including the type of converter, its actual operating point 

compared to the optimum operating point, type of components used, etc.), but it is 

usually between 80% and 90% [122]. 

Now, the problem of minimizing the leakage power consumption of the PG-gated 

SRAM cell, considering the efficiency of DC-DC converters, can be expressed as, 

min ( , )

. .

cell P G

P G

P V V

s t V V V

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪ − = Δ⎪⎩  
(4.6) 

 

Since the difference of PV  and GV  is constant, to solve (4.6) the objective 

function may be expressed as unconstrained minimization of ( ).,cell G GP V V V+ Δ  

This problem can be solved by using standard unconstrained optimization 
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techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson technique. 

To be able to solve (4.6), the size of the sleep and strapping transistors should be 

known. The NMOS sleep transistor is in the read path should be sufficiently large to 

result in low delay penalty. Since the PMOS sleep transistor is in the write path and 

the write delay of SRAM cell is usually lower than the read delay, the PMOS sleep 

transistor can be made smaller than the NMOS sleep transistor. On the other hand, 

the strapping transistors M9 and M10 are turned on during the standby mode and 

because entering the standby mode is not a time-critical step, this transistor can be 

made very small [70]. Figure 4.6 shows the leakage power reduction of PG-gated 

cell compared to G-gated and P-gated cells for different values of VΔ  in different 

technology nodes. To have fair comparisons, the size of the sleep transistors in  

G-gated and P-gated cells have been selected to be equal to the size of the NMOS 

and PMOS sleep transistors of the PG-gated cell, respectively. Moreover, minimum 

sized transistors which are shared among eight cells are used as the strapping 

transistors. Additionally, the efficiency of DC-DC converters to generate PV  and GV  

assumed to be 80%.  
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Figure 4.6: Power reduction of PG-gated SRAM cell compared (a) G-gated and (b) P-gated cells. 
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From Figure 4.6 one can see that despite the overhead of DC-DC converters, the 

efficiency of PG-gated cell compared to P- and G-gated cells is quite high, specially 

when 0.5V VΔ ≤  which is greater than  the DRV.  

Since the power saving of P-gated is poor compared to PG-gated and G-gated 

cells, in the remainder of this chapter, we focus on G-gated technique.  

4.3.2 Static Noise Margin 

To investigate the hold SNM of the PG-gated cell and compare it with those of  

P-gated and G-gated cells, notice that in the PG-gated cell the hold SNM is not only 

a function of the difference between PV  and ,GV but also depends on their absolute 

values. The reason is that in this case, by changing the values of PV  and ,GV the 

threshold voltage of transistors change as a result of the body effect. Since the SNM 

is a function of the threshold voltage of transistors inside the cell, it is also affected 

by tuning PV  and .GV  Figure 4.7 shows the hold SNM of the PG-gated cell as a 

function of .VΔ  In each curve, the rightmost point corresponds to data value for a 

G-gated cell while the leftmost point corresponds to data value for a P-gated cell. For 

each ,VΔ  ( )*
,G G gatedV V− Δ is defined as the minimum GV  in interval 

[ ]0, ddV V−Δ  for which the hold SNM of the PG-gated cell is greater than that in 

the G-gated cell. Similarly, ( )*
,G P gatedV V− Δ  is defined as the maximum GV  in 

interval [ ]0, ddV V−Δ  for which the hold SNM of PG-gated cell is greater than that 

in the P-gated cell. Values of ( )*
,G G gatedV V− Δ  and ( )*

,G P gatedV V− Δ can be 

obtained from hold SNM versus GV  curves (c.f. Figure 4.7). For example, from 
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Figure 4.7, it is seen that ( )*
, 0.3 150G G gatedV mV− =  and ( ) .*

, 0.3 1.0G P gatedV V− =  

With these definitions, it is clear that if the PG-gated cell is designed in such a way 

that its virtual ground voltage level GV  is greater than ( )*
,G G gatedV V− Δ  and less 

than ( )*
,G P gatedV V− Δ , then its hold SNM will become larger than those of P- and 

G-gated cells. 

To guarantee that the hold SNM of the resulting PG-gated cell is not lower that 

those of the P-gated or G-gated cells, a second constraint should be added to (4.6): 

(for P-gated cell)*
,G G P gatedV V −≤

 

(for G-gated cell)*
,G G G gatedV V −≥

 

(4.7) 
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Figure 4.7: Hold static noise margin of PG-gated cell as a function of VG.  

 

Values of *
,G G G gatedV V −≥ and *

,G G P gatedV V −≤  are extracted from the hold SNM 

versus GV  curves as shown in Figure 4.7. The new mathematical program to 

minimize leakage becomes a constrained optimization problem. Since there is only 
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one parameter GV in this formulation, the optimization problem can be solved 

efficiently by using standard numerical optimization techniques. 

4.3.3 Soft Error 

In this section we concentrate on critQ  when investigating the effect changing the 

voltage of virtual ground and virtual supply nodes of an SRAM cell, since the other 

parameters of (2.4) are not affected by utilizing the gating technique. Notice that 

virtual ground and virtual supply nodes are shared among some cells in a row. 

Therefore, these nodes are highly capacitive which make them soft error immune; 

therefore, in this section we investigate SER in the internal nodes of SRAM cells 

which are susceptible to soft error. 

We have used SPICE simulation to measure critQ  of PG-gated SRAM cell for 

different values of GV  when VΔ  is fixed. In these simulations, Equation (2.3) is 

used to model the collection waveform, and sT  is assumed to be 30ps [53].  
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Figure 4.8: Critical charge of PG-gated cell as a function of VG. 
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Notice that in each curve, the rightmost point corresponds to data value for a  

G-gated cell while the leftmost point corresponds to data value for a P-gated cell. 

From these curves one can see that when VΔ  is fixed, critQ  is a decreasing function 

of ;GV  therefore, critQ  of a PG-gated SRAM cell is larger than that in the G-gated 

cell and consequently SER of a PG-gated SRAM cell is lower than SER in a G-gated 

cell. 

4.3.4 Effect of Temperature 

It is known that the subthreshold leakage current is an exponential function of the 

temperature. To study the effect of temperature on gated SRAM cells, we have 

simulated the PG-gated and G-gated cells for temperatures ranging from 20oC to 

100oC in 130nm node when .0.5V VΔ =  From the results, which are presented in 

Figure 4.9, it can be seen that PG-gated SRAM cell has much lower sensitivity to 

temperature variations compared to the G-gated Cell.  
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Figure 4.9: Leakage variation of PG-gate and G-gated SRAM cells 

as a function of chip temperature. 
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4.3.5 Effect of Process Variation 

To study the effect of the process variation on PG-gated and G-gated SRAM cells, 

we modeled the threshold voltage of each transistor, including the sleep and 

strapping ones, as independent Gaussian random variable whose standard deviation 

is obtained from (3.1) by assuming .min3 100mVσ =  

We performed a Monte Carlo simulation of 5000 samples to obtain the leakage 

power consumption and hold SNM under these variations. Figure 4.10 and  

Figure 4.11 show leakage power and hold SNM distribution of PG-gated and  

G-gated SRAM cells when .0.5V VΔ =   
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Figure 4.10: Leakage variation of PG-gate and G-gated SRAM cell. 

 

From Figure 4.10 it can be seen that the mean and standard deviation of leakage 

power consumption in PG-gated cell are 2.1nW and 0.17nW, whereas those values 

for G-gated cell are 5.57nW and 0.25nW, respectively; so, using PG-gated technique 

results in 63% reduction in the mean and 32% reduction in the standard deviation of 

the leakage power consumption. On the other hand, from Figure 4.11, it is clear that 
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under process variation PG-gated cell is more robust than the G-gated cell, resulting 

in less hold failures. 
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Figure 4.11: Hold static noise margin variation of PG-gate and G-gated SRAM cells under process 

variations. 
 

4.4 Experimental Results 

To study the efficacy of the proposed technique and its tradeoffs, we designed and 

simulated three 64Kb SRAM modules in 130nm technology, comprising of: (1) a 

conventional SRAM cell, (2) a data retention G-gated SRAM cell, and (3) a data 

retention PG-gated SRAM cell.  

Each SRAM module is composed of two blocks of 256×128 cells each. The 

voltage of the power supply in all cases is 1.3V. Both gated SRAM’s were designed 

to have ,0.5V VΔ =  which results in about 150mV SNM in the standby mode for 

the G-gated cell (c.f. Figure 4.7.) Based on this predefined ,VΔ  the optimum values 

of PV  and GV  for the PG-gated cell have been obtained by solving (4.6) considering 

the constraint (4.7).       
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The final design parameters of G-gated and PG-gated SRAM are shown in Table 

4.1. In this table, λ=65nm. Moreover, ,sleep NW  and ,sleep PW  denote the widths of the 

NMOS and PMOS sleep transistors, respectively. The NMOS sleep transistors in 

both cells are equally sized to yield equal read static noise margin. Since the WL   

(WL ) is used to drive the sleep and strapping transistors in a gated SRAM, the load 

of the decoder in a gated SRAM is more than a conventional SRAM. Therefore, the 

decoders of the gated SRAM’s have been resized to produce minimum delay for the 

new load. To amortize the area overhead of the sleep transistors and also to have 

lower read access penalty, the sleep transistors of a row are shared as a single 

transistor. The metal line, which is used as a ground line in a conventional SRAM, is 

used to connect the drain of the G-gated transistor to the SRAM cells. The drain of 

the gated-supply transistor is connected to the SRAM cells in a similar manner. 

Strapping transistors are also shared and their size is 10% of the total size of the 

sleep transistors. 

Table 4.2 compares the area, delay, read SNM, hold SNM, leakage, and critQ  of 

PG-gated cell with those of G-gated cell. The values of area and delay are 

normalized to those of the conventional SRAM. The values of the hold SNM have 

been extracted from Figure 4.7. It can be seen that using the PG-gated cell results in 

18% increase in the hold SNM. From the table, one can see that PG-gated SRAM 

incurs 7.4% area overhead, whereas the overhead of the G-gated SRAM is 3.5%. 

This is due to using both NMOS and PMOS sleep and strapping transistors in the 

PG-gated SRAM.  

Also it can be seen that the mean and standard deviation of leakage power 
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consumption in PG-gated cell are 2.1nW and 0.17nW, whereas those values for  

G-gated cell are 5.57nW and 0.25nW, respectively; so, using PG-gated technique 

results in 63% reduction in the mean and 32% reduction in the standard deviation of 

the leakage power consumption. On the other hand, from this table it can be seen that 

the delay overhead of PG-gated SRAM is slightly worse than its counterpart in  

G-gated SRAM (e.g., 3.2% versus 2.7%.) This is because in the PG-gated cell, the 

word line drives more capacitance which results in higher delay in the decoder.  

Table 4.1: Design parameters of the G-gated and PG-gated SRAM’s  

Parameter G-gated PG-Gated 

PV  1.3V 0.8V 

GV  0.8V 0.3V 

,sleep NW  3.5 λ 3.5λ 

,sleep PW  − 2.0 λ 

 

Table 4.2: Comparison of G-gated and PG-gated SRAM’s 

Parameter G-Gated SRAM PG-Gated SRAM Improvement (%) 

Area (Normalized) 1.035 1.074 -3.7 

Delay (Normalized) 1.027 1.032 -0.5 

SNMread 185mV 186mV 0.5 

SNMhold 154mV 182mV 18.2 

Leakage (mean) 5.57nW 2.1nW 62.3 

Leakage (std. dev.) 0.25nW 0.17nW 32.0 

QCRIT 3.19fC 4.44fC 39.2 

 

From Table 4.2 it also can be seen that the read SNM of the PG-gated and  

G-gated SRAM are marginally better than that of conventional SRAM cell (the read 

SNM of conventional SRAM is 179mV). This is because in the gated SRAM’s, the 

stacking effect due to the NMOS sleep increases the threshold voltage of the pull-
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down NMOS transistors. Higher Vt in NMOS transistor makes it more difficult for 

the access transistor to destroy the data, which translates into a higher SNM [72].  

If we take into account the leakage overhead of using a larger address decoder in 

the gated SRAM’s, total power saving of the G-gated technique is 10X while the 

saving of the PG-gated SRAM is 25X. In other words, the power consumption of a 

PG-gated SRAM is 40% of the power consumption of a G-gated SRAM design. 

Finally one can see that the proposed PG-gated technique improves critQ , which is 

an important parameter in SER, by 39.2%. 

 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter we presented a novel gating technique, called PG-gating to reduce the 

leakage power consumption of SRAM cells. We showed that previously proposed 

gating techniques do not achieve the optimum leakage saving for a fixed value 

voltage difference between the power rails and that the maximum saving can be 

achieved when both NMOS and PMOS sleep transistors are used. We demonstrated 

the efficacy of our technique, compared to other gating techniques, in different 

technology nodes. We also showed that a PG-gated cell potentially has a larger hold 

static noise margin. To further study the proposed technique, we designed two 64Kb 

SRAM modules based on G-gated and PG-gated techniques. Our simulation results 

show that with small area and read access delay penalties, PG-gated technique 

achieves 60% lower leakage compared to that of G-gated technique while improving 

the hold SNM by 18% and critQ  by about 39%.  
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Chapter 5  
 Low-Power Fanout Optimization  

 

5.1 Introduction 

Very often in VLSI circuits, a signal needs to be distributed to several destinations 

under a required timing constraint at each destination. In practice, there may also be 

a limitation on the load that can be driven by the source signal. Fanout optimization 

is the problem of building an inverter tree topology between a source and some sinks 

and sizing the inverters so that the driving capacitance at the source is less than an 

upper bound and the timing constraints at sinks are met, while an objective function 

is minimized [11, 104, 108]. Different objective functions have been considered for 

the fanout optimization problem, such as minimizing area [104, 116, 147], 

minimizing power consumption  [12, 147], and minimizing load on the source [75].  

Unlike buffer insertion which is a back-end process and is performed after the 

global routing when the interconnect information is available, fanout optimization is 

performed during logic synthesis often interleaved with the technology mapping 

process in order to provide the global placer with accurate information about the 

number and sizes of the logic gates in the netlist.  

The fanout optimization problem to achieve minimum area for libraries with 

discrete sizes has been proven to be NP-complete [21, 131]. However, it has been 
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shown that using an inverter library with near-continuous sizes greatly simplifies the 

problem [73]. More precisely, the assumption of near-continuous library allows one 

to model the problem as a mathematical optimization problem with continuous 

variables and solve it efficiently. With utilizing a near-continuous library, the 

mapping of optimized continuous variables to discrete ones in the library will be near 

optimal.  

Several techniques have been proposed to address the fanout optimization 

problem using simplified delay models. In [124], for example, the delay of a single 

path has been minimized by assigning equal delay budgets to each buffer on the path. 

While it is known this approach minimizes the delay from the source to any sink, it 

does not necessarily result in an optimal solution in terms of other objective 

functions such as area or power dissipation. Reference [75] introduced two 

transformations, namely merging and splitting, used to convert any fanout tree to a 

set of inverter chains. It was shown that these transformations maintain the area, 

delay, and input capacitance. Using the transformation introduced in [75], reference 

[104] proposed a logical effort-based fanout optimizer for area which attempts to 

minimize the total buffer area under the required time and input capacitance 

constraints.  

Although much research has been done to address fanout optimization problem, 

there is little work on low-power fanout optimization. More specifically, since both 

capacitive and leakage power dissipation of a fanout chain are proportional to its 

area, it has been widely accepted that power minimization of the fanout tree is 

equivalent to its area optimization [12, 147]. In this chapter, however, we show that 
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due to short-circuit power dissipation, minimizing area does not necessarily result in 

a minimized power dissipation solution. In particular, the solution obtained from an 

area optimized fanout tree may dissipate excessive short-circuit power. We formulate 

the problem of minimizing the power dissipation of a fanout chain and show how to 

build a fanout tree out of these power-optimized chains. Additionally, to suppress the 

leakage power dissipation in a fanout tree, we use multi channel length (LGate) [118] 

and multi-Vt techniques. In the presence of multi-LGate and multi-Vt options, we 

accurately model the delay and power dissipation of inverters as posynomials; 

therefore, our proposed problem formulation results in a convex mathematical 

program comprising of a posynomial objective function with posynomial inequality 

constraints which can be efficiently solved. 

When there is only one sink, the fanout tree is reduced to a chain of inverters 

between the source and sink and the fanout optimization problem becomes that of 

finding the number and sizes of the inverters to satisfy the input capacitance and 

timing constraints while minimizing some objective function such as area or power 

dissipation. For multiple sinks, on the other hand, by using the split and merge 

transformations [75] or by limiting the types of the fanout trees to the so called LT-

trees [131], a fanout tree can be constructed from the inverter chains. In this chapter 

we use fanout chain to describe the fanout topology with one sink and fanout tree to 

describe it when there are multiple sinks. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes logical 

effort technique and its extension for handling multi-Vt and multi-LGate circuits. It 

further describes the power model that will be used throughout the chapter.  
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Section 5.3 investigates the problem of minimizing the area of a fanout chain and 

shows that a minimized area fanout chain may dissipate excessive short circuit 

power. Section 5.4 formulates the problem of low-power fanout chain optimization 

(i.e., when there is only one sink) and shows how to optimize the power consumption 

of the fanout chain by utilizing multi-Vt and multi-LGate techniques. Section 5.5 

shows how a low-power fanout tree can be constructed from the fanout chains. 

Simulation results are given in Sections 5.6 and Section 5.7 summarizes the chapter. 

5.2 Delay and power Models 

5.2.1 The Delay Model 

The delay model we use in this chapter is based on logical effort [124]. The logical 

effort is a technique for modeling and analyzing delay in CMOS circuits and has 

been widely used to solve a variety of synthesis problems including technology 

mapping [59, 69], gate sizing [32], and fanout optimization [12, 75, 104]. 

Additionally, it has also been incorporated in some industry synthesis tools [81, 121]. 

In this section we first review this model and then describe its extension to handle 

multi-Vt and multi-LGate techniques. 

Using the notion of logical effort, the delay of a gate with input capacitance inC , 

which drives the load capacitance LC , is modeled as, 

0( )D p ghτ= +  (5.1) 

where 0τ  is a conversion coefficient that characterizes the semiconductor process 

being used and converts the unit-less part, p gh+ , to a time unit. For the sake of 

simplicity, in the remainder of this chapter, we set 0τ  to one. Parameter p  denotes 
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the parasitic delay of the gate. The major contributor to the parasitic delay is the 

capacitance of the source/drain regions of the transistors that drive the output. 

Parameter g  denotes the logical effort of the gate which depends only on the 

topology of the gate and its relative ability to produce output current. More precisely, 

the logical effort of a gate shows how worse it is at producing output current than an 

inverter if each of its inputs has the same input capacitance as the inverter. Finally, 

parameter h  denotes the electrical effort of the gate and is defined as the ratio of the 

output capacitance of the gate to its input capacitance, i.e., / .L inh C C=  The 

electrical effort describes how the electrical environment of the logic gate affects 

performance and how the size of the transistors in the gate determines its load-

driving capability.  

For an inverter, the value of logical effort g  equals one and can be shown that p  

is the ratio of output diffusion capacitance to input gate capacitance of the template 

inverter, denoted by 0 , ,/diff T in Tp C C= . Notice that since both input gate and 

diffusion capacitances of an inverter are scaled linearly by changing the inverter’s 

size, for a scaled inverter, the ratio of diffusion-to-gate capacitance remains constant, 

i.e., 

0/diff inC C p=  (5.2)  

where diffC  is the diffusion capacitance at the output and inC  is the gate capacitance 

at the input. In the following, we show how to extend the concept of logical effort to 

handle multi-Vt and multi-LGate technologies.  

It is known that when the threshold voltage of a gate is changed, the new delay 
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can be obtained from the alpha-power law [107] by the following equation,  

( )
( )

,0
0

,

dd t
i

dd t i

V V
d d

V V

α

α
−

=
−

 (5.3) 

where α is a technology parameter which is around 2 for long channel devices and 

1.3 for short channel devices, ddV  is the supply voltage, ,0tV  is the nominal threshold 

voltage, 0d  is the delay under the nominal threshold voltage, ,t iV  is an arbitrary 

threshold voltage, and id  is the delay under the arbitrary threshold voltage. Using 

Equations (5.1) and (5.3) one can verify that in a multi-Vt technology, the values of 

the logical effort and parasitic delay change as follows, 

,0

,

( )
( )
dd t

i
dd t i

V V
g

V V

α

α
−

=
−

, 
,0

0
,

( )
( )
dd t

i
dd t i

V V
p p

V V

α

α
−

=
−

 (5.4) 

where ig  and ip  are the logical effort and parasitic delay for an arbitrary threshold 

voltage, ,t iV .  

Equations (5.1) and (5.4) are based on the assumption that the channel length of 

the gate,L , is equal to the nominal channel length of the technology, nomL . In a 

multi-LGate technology, however, the delay of a logic gate is an increasing function of 

the channel length. Our SPICE simulations show when the channel length of an 

inverter is increased, the new delay can be obtained from the following equation,  

0
d

ld d lβ=  (5.5) 

where l  is the normalized channel length, i.e., /Gate noml L L=  and dβ  is a fitting 

parameter. Moreover, 0d  is the delay under the nominal channel length, while ld  is 

the delay of the gate with the normalized channel length l . Figure 5.1 demonstrates 
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the validity of this delay model. Using Equation (5.5), one can easily establish that in 

a multi-LGate technology, values of the logical effort and parasitic delay change as 

follows, 

d
lg lβ= , 0

d
lp p lβ= . (5.6) 
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Figure 5.1: Delay as a function of channel-length. 

 
 

5.2.2 Power Dissipation Model 

The power dissipation of a CMOS gate has three components: capacitive power, 

short circuit power, and leakage power.  

5.2.2.1  Capacitive Power Dissipation 

The capacitive power dissipated in inverter capacitances, i.e., input gate capacitance 

and output diffusion capacitance, is equal to, 

2
cap ddP fV Cα=  (5.7) 

where α  is the switching activity of the inverter, f  is the frequency, ddV  is the 

supply voltage, and C  is the sum of the input gate capacitance and  output diffusion  

capacitance of the inverter, i.e., diff inC C C= + . By using (5.2), Equation (5.7) can 
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be re-written as,  

2
0(1 )cap dd in cap inP fV p C k Cα= + =  (5.8) 

In a multi-LGate technology, the input gate capacitance of the inverter increases as 

a result of biasing the channel length, while the diffusion capacitance remains 

unchanged. Therefore, the capacitive power dissipation is obtained from, 

0
,

01cap l cap in
l p

P k C
p

+
=

+
 (5.9) 

where inC denotes the input capacitance of the inverter under nominal gate-length. 

5.2.2.2   Short-Circuit Power Dissipation 

The second source of power dissipation in digital circuits is short-circuit current. 

Short circuit power is consumed by the current flow between the power rails through 

a direct path which is temporarily established during an input transition [92]. If a 

circuit is well-designed, its short-circuit power dissipation is about 10%-20% of the 

capacitive power dissipation [96]. Several analytical techniques have been proposed 

to address the problem of short circuit power estimation [3, 92, 96, 125, 136], but 

due to their complexity, their use tend to be impractical during gate-level 

optimization. In this chapter, by observing the fact that short-circuit power 

dissipation of an inverter is a linear function of its size and input transition time [96] 

and also the fact that input transition time itself can be approximated as a linear 

function of the electrical effort of its fanin gate (see Figure 5.2), the  short-circuit 

power  dissipation  of the thi   inverter in a chain is calculated as, 

1 1sc sc i dd in sc i inP A h fV C k h Cα − −= =  (5.10) 

where scA  is the short-circuit factor which is a technology-dependent parameter, 
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1ih −  is the electrical effort of the ( )th1i −  inverter and inC  is the input capacitance 

of the thi  inverter. From Figure 5.2 one can see that this technique, despite its 

simplicity, is accurate enough to be used in gate-level optimization. 

From Equations (5.8) and (5.10), one can see the ratio of the short-circuit to the 

capacitive power dissipation of an inverter can be expressed as, 

1
sc sc

i
cap cap

P k
h

P k −= . (5.11) 

For various values of 1ih −  this ratio is plotted in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Percentage ratio of short-circuit to capacitive power dissipation of i'th inverter, as a 
function of electrical effort of previous stage. 

 

It should be noted that in a multi-Vt inverter chain, the short-circuit power 

dissipation, and consequently, sck  of the thi  inverter (henceforth, denoted as ,sc ik ) is 

a function of the threshold voltages of the thi  inverter and its driver (i.e., the 

( )th1i −  inverter). If there are m  threshold voltages in the library, then there will be 
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2m  distinct values for ,sc ik ’s. 

Utilizing longer channel length for PMOS and NMOS transistors in a CMOS 

inverter increases the threshold voltage of both transistors; therefore, the time during 

which both NMOS and PMOS transistors are ON during the output transition is 

decreased. Thus, the short-circuit power consumption of the inverter is reduced. On 

the other hand, since the output slew time of an inverter increases when using a 

longer channel length, the short circuit power of the fanout gate increases. Therefore, 

in an inverter chain, the short-circuit power dissipation of the thi  inverter is inversely 

proportional to the channel length of the inverter, i.e., il , and directly proportional to 

the channel length of its driver, i.e., 1il − . Based on these observations, we model the 

short-circuit power dissipation of the thi  inverter in a chain as, 

1 2
1 1

sc sc
sc sc i ini iP k h l l Cβ β−

− −=  (5.12) 

where 1scβ  and 2scβ  are technology constants found by fitting (5.12) to data 

extracted from SPICE level simulations.  
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Figure 5.3: Short-circuit power dissipation as a function of driver channel 

length. 
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Figure 5.4: Short-circuit power dissipation as a function of channel length. 
 

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 compare (5.12) with the actual SPICE data for various 

values of 1il −  and .il  It should be mentioned that although the accuracy of the model 

is reduced for large il ’s, since for these values of il  the short-circuit power 

dissipation becomes quite small compared to the capacitive power, the error in the 

total power consumption model remains small. 

5.2.2.3  Leakage Power Dissipation 

The subthreshold leakage current of an MOS transistor is obtained from (2.1). Let 

NC  denote the input capacitance of an NMOS transistor. Since dsV  of the OFF 

transistor is ddV  which is more than a few / 26kT q mV≈  and noting that in an 

NMOS transistor ( )/N N eff oxw C L C= , the subthreshold leakage power of an 

NMOS transistor as a function of its gate capacitance can be written as,   

0,
, ' t nV

sub N sub N NP A C e
λμ −=  (5.13) 

where / 'q n kTλ =  and ( )2' / expsub sub dd eff ddA A V L Vλη=  are technology 
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constants. A similar formula can be derived for the subthreshold leakage power of a 

PMOS transistor. From the subthreshold leakage power expressions for the NMOS 

and PMOS transistors, the subthreshold leakage power dissipation of an inverter, 

subP , can be written as, 

( ), ,1sub sub P sub NP pP p P= + −  (5.14) 

where p  is the probability that the input of the inverter is at logic 1. If the ratio of the 

width of the PMOS transistor to that of the NMOS transistor is ,β , i.e., 

/P Nw w β= , by considering the fact that for an inverter in N PC C C= + , 

Equation (5.14) can be re-written as,  

( )( )0, 0,
'

1
1

t p t nV Vsub
sub P N in sub in

A
P p e p e C k Cλ λβμ μ

β
− −= + − =

+
. (5.15) 

From (5.15) one can see increasing the threshold voltage results in an exponential 

decrease in subthreshold leakage current. Based on this observation, multi-Vt and 

gate-length biasing techniques have been proposed to reduce the leakage power 

dissipation. Without losing generality, we assume the threshold voltage of the 

NMOS and PMOS transistors are equal. In this case, when the threshold voltage of 

an inverter is changed to ,t hV , the new subthreshold leakage power consumption is 

obtained as, 

( )( ), , 0 ,expsub h sub t h in sub h inP k V V C k Cλ= − − = . (5.16) 

Utilizing a longer channel length for an inverter increases the threshold voltage of 

both PMOS and NMOS transistors, which in turn reduces the subthreshold leakage. 

Based on these observations, we model the subthreshold power dissipation of the thi  
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inverter in an inverter chain as, 

,
sub

sub l sub inP k l Cβ−=  (5.17) 

where subβ  is a technology constant. As one can see from Figure 5.5, despite its 

simplicity, this model is quite accurate. 
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Figure 5.5: Subthreshold power dissipation as a function of channel length. 
 

The tunneling gate leakage current of an NMOS transistor is obtained from 

Equation (2.2). Ignoring the gate leakage of the PMOS transistor, the tunneling gate 

leakage power dissipation of an inverter, oxP , can be calculated by, 

'
1
ox

ox in ox in
A

P pC k C
β

= =
+

 (5.18) 

where ( ) ( )( ) ( )2
0' exp / /ox ox dd dd s ox ox dd s ox oxA A V V B t V tψ ψ ε ε= − −  is independent 

of the size and the threshold voltage of the inverter. From (2.2) one can see that the 

tunneling gate leakage is proportional to the area of the gate; therefore, in a  

multi-LGate technology, (5.18) should be modified as, 

,ox l ox inP k lC= . (5.19) 
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5.3 Minimum Area Fanout Chain 

In minimizing the area of a fanout chain, shown in Figure 5.6, the goal is to find the 

number of inverters in the chain and their corresponding sizes so that the delay 

constraint for the sink and the load capacitance constraint for the source are satisfied, 

while the area of the chain is minimized: 

1 ,max

. . ( )

( ) in

Min Area

s t i Delay T

ii C C

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ ≤⎨⎪⎪⎪ ≤⎪⎪⎩

 (5.20) 

where T  is the required time at the sink, 1C  is the input capacitance of the first 

inverter and ,maxinC  is the maximum tolerable load at the source. 

C1

CL
h1

C2

h2

Cn

hn

 
Figure 5.6: A fanout chain driving a lumped capacitance. 

 

In [104], based on the fact that the area of an inverter chain is proportional to the 

sum of input capacitance of the inverters in the chain and noticing that in an inverter  

chain with n  inverters, the input capacitance of the thi  inverter can be expressed as 

/
n

i L jj i
C C h

=
= ∏ , it is shown that the problem of minimizing the area of the chain 

with n  inverters can be formulated in the logical effort notion as,  
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1

01

1
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( )

. . ( )
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n L
ni

jj i
n

ii
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ii

in
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h

s t i p h T

C
ii H h

C

=
=

=

=

⎧⎪ =⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ + ≤⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪ = ≥⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑ ∏
∑

∏

 (5.21) 

where LC  is the load capacitance and 1( ,..., )nh h h= . 

Problem stated in (5.21) is called the Fanout Chain Optimization for Area with n   

inverters, ( )FCOA n .   

The minimized area fanout chain can be found by solving ( )FCOA n  for different 

values of n . However, depending on the polarity of the sink, only even or odd 

values for n  should be considered. On the other  hand, it  can  be  shown that [104] 

for a fixed number of inverters in the chain (i.e., a fixed n ), (5.21) will have a 

solution when ( )1/
,max 0/ n

L inn C C np T+ ≤ . This inequality defines a lower 

bound and an upper bound for the values of n  satisfying the constraints of (5.21) 

and limits the number of ( )FCOA n  instances needed to be solved to find the 

minimum area fanout chain [104]. 

Lemma 5.1: In the optimum solution of ( )FCOA n , the delay of the fanout chain is 

exactly equal to the required time T , i.e., [104] 

01

n
ii

p h T
=

+ =∑ . (5.22) 

5.3.1 Convex Representation 

In the following, we show one important property of ( )FCOA n  which guarantees 

the problem of minimizing area of a fanout chain has an optimal polynomial-time 
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solution. More precisely, we show with a slight modification, the problem shown in 

(5.21) is converted to a convex program. A convex optimization problem is one of 

the form [24], 

0( )

. . ( ) , 1,...,i i

Min f x

s t f x b i m

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪ ≤ =⎪⎩
 (5.23) 

where the functions 0,..., : n
mf f ℜ → ℜ  are convex, 1,..., mb b  are some positive real 

numbers, and 1( ,..., )nx x x=  is a vector. One important property of convex 

optimization problem is that a local optimal solution is also the global optimum 

solution.  

Lemma 5.2: Function f  defined as
1

( ) 1/
m

ii
f x x

=
= ∏  is convex on 

( )dom f ++= ℜ . 

Proof: We use the fact that f  is convex if and only if its domain is convex and its 

Hessian is positive semi-definite [24], i.e., for all x  belonging to ( )dom f , 2 0f∇ ≥ . 

One can see that, 

( )( )diag2 2 2
1

1

1
( ) 1/ ,...,1/ T

mm
ii

f x x x zz
x

=

∇ = +
∏

 (5.24) 

where z  is a vector such  that 1/i iz x=  and diag(.)  is a diagonal matrix. To verify 

2 0f∇ ≥  we should show that for any vector v ,  

2 ( ) 0Tv f x v∇ ≥ . (5.25) 

However, it can be verified that, 

( ) ( )( )222
1 1

1

1
( ) / / 0

m mT
i i i im i i

ii

v f x v v x v x
x = =

=

∇ = + ≥∑ ∑∏
. (5.26) 
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Therefore, f is convex.                         

Theorem 5.1: By changing the second constraint of ( )FCOA n  as  

,max

1

1 in
n

Lii

C
Ch

=

≤
∏

 (5.27) 

( )FCOA n  becomes a convex optimization problem for all values of .n   

Proof: According to Lemma 5.2 the objective function of ( )FCOA n  is a summation 

of convex functions and because the summation operation preserves the convexity 

property [24], the objective function of the problem given by (5.21) is convex. On 

the other hand, the first constraint of (5.21) is a linear function of ih ’s; hence, it is 

convex. The function
1

( )
n

ii
f x x

=
= ∏  is neither convex nor concave [24]. However, 

according to Lemma 5.2, by re-writing it as (5.27) it becomes convex. Since the 

objective function and constraints of (5.21) are convex on ++ℜ , the mathematical 

problem stated in (5.21) is convex.                      

Since ( )FCOA n  is a convex program, it can be efficiently solved by using 

standard mathematical program solvers.  

5.3.2 Minimum Area versus Minimum Power Fanout Chain 

Since both capacitive and leakage power dissipation of a fanout chain are 

proportional to its area, it has been widely accepted that power minimization of a 

fanout chain is equivalent to its area optimization [12, 147]. In the following, 

however, we show that due to short-circuit power dissipation, minimizing area does 

not necessarily result in a minimized power dissipation solution and the solution 
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obtained from an area optimization technique may dissipate excessive short-circuit 

power.  

First, note if the constraints of (5.21) do not intersect at any point, i.e., 

( )1/
,max 0/ n

L inn C C np T+ >  there is no solution for the problem. On the other 

hand, if the intersection of the constraints of (5.21) results in only one point, i.e., 

when ( )1/
,max 0/ n

L inn C C np T+ = , the only solution to ( )FCOA n  is when all 

ih ’s are equal to 0/T n p− . In other cases the optimization problem (5.21) can be 

solved by using the Lagrangian relaxation technique [24, 44]. In this technique, the 

constraints are relaxed and summed up in the objective function after multiplying 

them by non-negative coefficients, called the Lagrange multipliers. The new 

objective function is called the Lagrangian. In ( )FCOA n , the Lagrangian is written 

as,  

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

1 2 1 0 01

2 0 1

, ,
n

ii
n

ii

L h Area h h T np

H h

λ λ λ

λ
=

=

= + − +

+ −

∑
∏

 (5.28) 

where 1λ  and 2λ  are non-negative Lagrange multipliers, ( )1,..., nh h h= , and 

0 ,min/L inH C C= .  

The set of Kuhn-Tucker conditions implies that at the optimal solution of 

( )FCOA n ,  

0; 1,...,
i

L
i n

h
∂

= =
∂

 (5.29) 

and 
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( )1 0 01
0

n
ii
h T npλ

=
− + =∑  (5.30) 

( )2 0 1
0

n
ii

H hλ
=

− =∏ . (5.31) 

Now, considering the first set of conditions shown in (5.29), from 1/ 0L h∂ ∂ = , 

it is concluded that, 

1
1 2

1 1 1

1
0

h h
π

λ λ
π

− + − =  (5.32) 

where iπ  is defined as, 

n
i ii

hπ = ∏ . (5.33) 

Similarly, since 1/ / 0i iL h L h +∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ = , we have 1 1/ /i i i ih L h h L h+ +∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ , 

which results in, 

1 1 1
1

1
i i

i
h hλ λ

π+
+

= − . (5.34) 

One immediate result of (5.34) is that in the optimal solution of ( )FCOA n , the 

values of ih ’s are increasing, i.e., 

1 2 ... nh h h≤ ≤ ≤ . (5.35)  

The equality happens if and only if the required time and input capacitance 

constraints intersect at exactly one point. 

Going back to the remaining Kuhn-Tucker conditions, from Lemma 5.1, one can 

see (5.30) is already satisfied. The remaining condition, as given in (5.31), implies 

that one of its terms is zero. If the input capacitance constraint of the optimization 

problem is “loose”, i.e., in the optimal solution 0 1

n
ii

H h
=

<∏ , it is necessary that 

.2 0λ =  In this case, (5.31) implies that 1 1 11/( )hλ π=  and (5.32) may be re-written as,  
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1
1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1
i i

i
h h

h hπ π π+
+

= − . (5.36) 

Similarly,  

1
1 1 1 1

1 1 1
i i

i
h h

h hπ π π− = −  (5.37) 

and since 1i i ihπ π += , from (5.36) and (5.37), it is concluded that, 

1 1( 1)i i i ih h h h+ −= − +  (5.38) 

where 0 0h = . 

Equation (5.38) is a recursive equation from which the values of all ih ’s may be 

found as functions of 1h . Some of these values are shown in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Some terms of recursive Equation (5.38) 

i  ih  

1  1h  

2  2
1 1h h+  

3  4 3 2
1 1 1 1h h h h+ + +  

4  8 7 6 5 4 3 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2h h h h h h h h+ + + + + + +  

 

Plugging the values of ih ’s as functions of 1h  into (5.22) and solving the 

polynomial equation, the value of 1h  which minimizes the objective function is 

found. To the best of our knowledge, there is no closed form solution to (5.38); 

however, one important property of this recurrence equation may be expressed by the 

following Lemma. 

Lemma 5.3: In the recurrence given by Equation (5.38), 

12
1
i

ih h
−

> . (5.39) 

Proof: We first show that all coefficients in polynomial 1 1( )i i ih h h −Δ = −  are 
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positive. We do this by using mathematical induction. First we note that 

1 1 1( )h hΔ =  is a positive-coefficient polynomial. Next, assuming 1( )k hΔ is a 

positive coefficient for 1k ≥  (induction hypothesis), 1 1( )k h+Δ  can be written as,  

1 1 1 1 1( ) ( 1) ( )k k k k k k k k kh h h h h h h h h+ + −Δ = − = − + − = Δ  (5.40) 

hence, it is a positive-coefficient polynomial. Now, since for every i , 1( )i hΔ is a 

positive-coefficient polynomial and 1 1 1( ( ) 1)i i ih h h− −= Δ + , it follows that ih  is 

also a positive-coefficient polynomial with variable 1h ; i.e., 

11

ub j
i jj
h a h

=
= ∑  (5.41) 

where 0ja ≥ . It is easily verified that in Equation (5.41), 12iub −=  and 1uba = ; 

hence, (5.39) holds.                           

From Lemma 5.3, one can see when the input capacitance constraint of 

( )FCOA n  is loose, in the optimal solution of (5.21) the values of ih ’s grow 

exponentially and based on (5.11) and Figure 5.2, the ratio of short circuit to 

capacitive `power dissipation of the inverters grows accordingly. For example, if 

23T = , ,max/ 90L inC C = , 0 1p = , and the polarity of the sink is positive, it can 

be verified that the optimum values for ih ’s in (2)FCOA  are 6 and 15, and in 

(4)FCOA  the optimum values are 1, 2, 4, and 12,  respectively. From Figure 5.2 one 

can see that both these scenarios result in excessive short-circuit power dissipation in 

the last stage of the chain.  

5.4 Low-Power Fanout Chains 

The discussion in Section 5.3 establishes that minimizing the area of a fanout chain 
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will not minimize its power consumption. In this section, we generalize the problem 

and propose a mathematic program for low-power fanout chain design in multi-Vt 

and multi-LGate technologies. More precisely, we assume m discrete threshold 

voltages are available to be used in the inverters of the chain. In addition, we assume 

the channel length of inverters can be increased up to maxL . The objective is to find 

the optimal number of inverters and their corresponding threshold voltages, channel 

lengths, and sizes to achieve the minimum power consumption in the active mode. 

When 1m =  and max nomL L= , this problem simply becomes that of finding the 

optimal number of inverters and their corresponding sizes. 

5.4.1 Problem Formulation 

A multi-Vt and multi-LGate fanout chain is shown in Figure 5.7. In this figure, ih ’s 

denote the electrical efforts of the inverters, iC ’s are the input capacitances, il ’s  

denote the channel lengths, and iv ’s are the threshold voltages of the inverters. The 

goal is to find the number of inverters, n , ih ’s, il ’s, and iv ’s to minimize the total 

power dissipation while meeting both a timing constraint and an input capacitance 

upper bound constraint. Moreover, there is an upper bound on the length of the 

channel and the threshold voltage of each inverter should be selected from a given 

set of available threshold voltages. 

C1

CL

C2 Cn

h1,l1,v1 h2,l2,v2 hn,ln,vn

 

Figure 5.7: A multi-Vt fanout chain. 
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Since increasing the channel length increases the threshold voltage of a transistor 

as well, we do not consider increasing both the channel length and threshold voltage 

of an inverter because the delay penalty tends to be too high. Moreover, we assume a 

multi-Vt design is achieved by ion implantation in the channel of the gate. Since 

changing the channel doping has no effect on gate-oxide thickness and negligible 

effect on the diffusion and gate capacitances, this assumption implies the tunneling 

gate leakage and capacitive power consumptions are not affected by changing 

threshold voltages. However, changing the threshold voltage of an inverter alters its 

delay and subthreshold leakage according to Equations (5.4) and (5.15). On the other 

hand, as discussed in Section 5.2.2, this change also has an effect on the short-circuit 

power consumption of the fanout chain. Changing the channel length, on the other 

hand, alters delay and all components of power dissipation, as described in  

Section 5.2.  

To simplify the equations, without loss of generality, we assume the driver and 

load of the chain are fixed-sized inverters. The driver is called the 0th inverter, while 

the load is called the ( )th1n +  inverter. 

Using the formulation derived in Section 5.2, the power dissipation of the thi  

inverter in the chain with the normalized channel length il  can be expressed as,  

( )21
, , 1 1

scsub sc
L i cap sub i ox i sc i i i i

i n
jj i

C k k l k l k h l l
P

h

ββ βγ − −
− −

=

+ + +
=

∏
 (5.42) 

where ( ) ( )0 0/ 1i il p pγ = + + . Moreover, ,sub ik  is obtained from Equation (5.16) 

and ,sc ik  is the short-circuit factor for the thi  inverter.  
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Therefore, the problem of optimizing the fanout chain for power dissipation 

becomes, 

( )
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 (5.43) 

where ip  and ig  are the parasitic delay and logical effort of the thi  inverter which 

operates with the threshold voltage of iv . The first two constraints in (5.43) are the 

delay and input capacitance constraints while the third constraint of (5.43) imposes 

that there is an upper bound on the length of the channels. Finally, the forth 

constraint of (5.43)  enforces the threshold voltages of the transistors of the inverters 

to be from the set of available threshold voltages { }1,..., mV V , where 1V  is the 

nominal threshold voltage and 1 ... mV V≤ ≤ . The size and threshold voltage of the 

load are fixed; therefore, the capacitive and leakage power dissipations of the load 

inverter are constant. However, the short-circuit power dissipation of the load 

inverter is a function of the electrical effort of the last stage in the chain, i.e., nh ; 

thus, we include the short-circuit power dissipation of the load into the objective 

function.  

Problem stated in (5.43) which is the Fanout Chain Optimization for minimum 

Power with n  inverters, m  threshold voltages, and an upper bound maxL  for the 

channel length will be called ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  in the rest of this chapter. To find 
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the minimum-power fanout chain, ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  should be solved for 

different values of n . Based on the polarity of the sink, only even or odd numbers 

should be considered for n . 

Lemma 5.4: In the ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  problem, the total electrical effort,H , is 

maximized when all iv ’s are equal to 1V  and all il ’s are 1, and all ih ’s are equal. 

Proof: The geometric mean of a number of positive numbers is less than or equal to 

their arithmetic mean. The equality holds if and only if all values are equal. From the 

first constraint of (5.43) it can be seen that, 

( )
1 1

1/
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d d

d d

n n
i i i i ii i

n n n
i i i i iii

T p l g h l

p l n g h l

β β

β β
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==
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≥ +
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∑ ∏

 (5.44) 

From (5.44) it is concluded that in order to have a solution to 

( )max, ,FCOP n m L , the following relation must hold, 

( )
( )1/ 1/1

1/ 1
1

d

d

n
i i n n ni

in n i
i ii

T p l
h H

n g l

β

β
=

=
=

−
≥ =

∑ ∏
∏

. (5.45) 

Since 0ip p≥ , 1il ≥  and 1ig ≥ , the maximum of H  happens when all ih ’s 

are equal, all il ’s are equal to 1, and all ip ’s and ig ’s assume their minimum values 

at 0p  and 1, respectively. The latter condition implies that all iv ’s are equal. In this 

case, the maximum value of 
1

n
ii

H h
=

= ∏  is ( )max 0/ nH T n p= − .           

According to Lemma 5.4, there is a maximum value for H , maxH , for any given 

buffer count; on the other hand, since 1 max / noml L L≤ , the second constraint of 

(5.43) implies that H  must be greater than .,min max/ /L in nomC C L L×  Therefore, 
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the only feasible buffer counts are those for which maxH  is not less than 

.,min max/ /L in nomC C L L×   

One important property of ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  is that in its optimal solution, the 

delay of the fanout chain may not be equal to the specified required time T . To see 

why this is true, notice the objective function of ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  is not a 

decreasing function of ih ’s or il ’s; therefore, increasing ih ’s or il ’s up to the point 

that ( )
1

d
n

i i i ii
p g h l Tβ

=
+ =∑  may not result in the minimum objective function. 

If the design is not multi-LGate, i.e., max nomL L= , then the third constraint in 

(5.43) will be eliminated from the problem and values of all il ’s become 1. 

Similarly, if the design is not multi-Vt, i.e., 1m = , the fourth constraint in (5.43) is 

eliminated and the values of all ip ’s and ig ’s become 0p  and 1, respectively. In this 

case, one can verify that constraints of ( )max, ,FCOP n m L  are the same as 

( )FCOA n .  

If the design is multi-Vt, i.e., 2m ≥ , due to discrete values of iv ’s in 

( )max, ,FCOP n m L , a posynomial problem solver needs to enumerate all possible 

assignments of the threshold voltages, i.e., nm  assignments, and solve the resulting 

mathematical program to find the minimum-power fanout chain by optimally 

selecting ih ’s and il ’s. Due to its exponential runtime, such an enumeration is not 

possible. Hence, we use the same approach as in [12] to assign the threshold 

voltages. In this approach, the assignment of the threshold voltages is done as 

follows: starting from the source and going to sink, the values of the threshold 
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voltages are increased. This heuristic called monotone assignment of the threshold 

voltages, greatly simplifies the problem and reduces the number of possible 

candidates to nm .  

It is known that each additional threshold voltage needs one more mask layer in 

the fabrication process which results in increasing the fabrication cost. As a result, in 

many cases, only two threshold voltages are utilized in the circuit. At the same time, 

there are studies that show the benefit of having more than two threshold voltages is 

small [119].  So, in the sequel we concentrate on the problem of dual-Vt low-power 

fanout optimization, i.e., ( )max,2,FCOP n L . The results can be extended to handle 

more threshold voltages. 

The pseudo-code for the BestChain  algorithm is provided in Figure 5.8. First, by 

using the result of Lemma 5.4, for a given ,maxinC , LC , and T , the BestChain  

algorithm finds the lower and upper bounds of n . Based on the polarity of the sink 

node, only even or odd numbers of inverters between these bounds are considered 

when searching for the optimum solution. For a given n , the BestChain  algorithm 

attempts to solve the ( )max,2,FCOP n L  problem with all threshold voltages set to 

1V , i.e., the nominal threshold voltage. If there is no feasible solution, then the timing 

and/or input capacitance constraints are too tight.  The algorithm goes through a 

number of iterations where in each iteration, the threshold voltages of the last m  

inverters in the chain are set to 2V . This process is repeated until we find m  such 

that there exists a feasible solution to the ( )max,2,FCOP n L with m  inverters, but 

not with 2m +  inverters. In the pseudo-code, functionFVT  finds the optimum 
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solution to the ( )max,2,FCOP n L  problem with known threshold voltage values as 

captured by the assignment vector, v . More precisely,FVT algorithm finds il ’s of 

the first n m−  inverters, which have the nominal threshold voltage, and also ih ’s of 

all inverters.  Note since the FVT  function is called for fixed v ’s; this optimization 

problem is the minimization of a posynomial function with posynomial inequality 

constraints. This posynomial formulation is translated into a convex one by a change 

of variables ( )expi ih x=  and ( )expi il y=  and is solved in polynomial time [24]. 
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Figure 5.8: BestChain algorithm. 
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5.5 Building a Fanout Tree 

In this section we show how to build a fanout tree with more than one sink. 

Reference [75] introduced two transformations that could be performed on a fanout 

tree, namely merging and splitting, and showed these transformations preserve area, 

delay, and input capacitance of the fanout tree. We have extended the merging and 

splitting transformations to handle multi-Vt and multi-LGate fanout trees, as depicted 

in Figure 5.9. 

Split

Merge

C Split

Merge

C2

C1

C1+C2

h,l,v
x

h,l,v
x

h,l,v
x

 

Figure 5.9: Extended split/merge transformations for multi 
threshold voltage and multi channel length inverters. 

 

Theorem 5.2: The extended split/merge transformations applied to a multi-Vt and 

multi-LGate fanout tree as depicted in Figure 5.9 preserve the delay, input 

capacitance, and power dissipation values of the tree. 

Proof: We provide the proof for the split transformation. Before splitting, the delay 

of the inverter is ( ) d
x xp g h lβ+  while the input capacitance is ( )1 2 /C C h+ . After 

splitting the original inverter into two inverters with equal electrical efforts of h  and 

equal channel length l  and threshold voltages of xv , the delay through the inverter 

in either branch will be ( ) d
x xp g h lβ+  while the input capacitances will be 1 /C h  

and 2 /C h  which sum up to ( )1 2 /C C h+ . Therefore, this transformation preserves 
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the delay and input capacitance values. Since this transformation does not change the 

input capacitance, the electrical effort of the previous stage, which characterizes the 

short-circuit power dissipation of two inverters before the merge transformation, 

does not change; it is easy to see the capacitive and leakage power consumption of 

the tree remains the same after the transformation. Moreover, since this 

transformation does not change the channel length of the inverter transistors, the 

short circuit power dissipations of 1C  and 2C remain the same. Hence, the total 

power dissipation of the fanout tree before and after the split transformation remains 

the same.                              

Since extended split/merge transformations preserve the delay, input capacitance, 

and power dissipation values, by using these transformations, any fanout 

optimization problem with m  sink nodes, can be converted to m  fanout chain 

optimization problems, whose respective power dissipations will be the same.  

To apply these transformations, two issues should be addressed. The first issue is 

the input capacitance allocation to different chains in a decomposed fanout tree and 

the second issue is the validity of a continuous-size inverter library. In the following 

we address these questions. 

5.5.1 Input Capacitance Allocation 

The Input Capacitance Allocation to achieve minimum Power (ICAP) problem is 

defined as follows: Given a number of sinks, each with a required time, polarity, and 

capacitive load, and a total budget on input capacitance ,in totC , allocate portions of 

,in totC  to each fanout chains such that the total power is minimized while the given 
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constraints for all sinks are satisfied. In this section we show the ICAP problem is 

NP-complete and we use a heuristic to allocate the input capacitance to different 

chains in a decomposed fanout tree.  

Lemma 5.5: For a fixed number of inverters in a multi-Vt and multi-LGate fanout 

chain, the power cost is a decreasing function of the input capacitance bound, 

,maxinC . 

Proof: From the second constraint in (5.43), it is seen that increasing the input 

capacitance constraint of a fanout chain expands the feasible space of the 

optimization problem. Therefore, there exists either a better solution with lower 

power consumption or one with the same power consumption; that is, the power cost 

in a fanout chain is a decreasing function of the input capacitance bound.        

Theorem 5.3: The ICAP problem is NP-Complete. 

Proof: To prove that ICAP is NP-Complete, we show the 0-1 Knapsack problem 

may be reduced to the ICAP problem. In the 0-1 Knapsack problem, there are some 

items, each with its own value and weight; the objective is to select some items such 

that the total value of the selected items is maximized while their total weight is not 

more than a given budget. In the ICAP problem, however, the objective is to 

minimize power. To make ICAP a maximization problem, we consider the negative 

of power as the objective function. According to Lemma 5.5, the power cost is a 

decreasing function of the input capacitance constraint; therefore, the graph of the 

maximum of negative power over all inverter counts looks like Figure 5.10. Notice 

this graph exhibits a piecewise behavior because power is represented by different 

functions for different inverter counts. The piecewise nature of power versus input 
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capacitance helps us to reduce the 0-1 Knapsack problem to the ICAP problem.   

n1

n2

n3

,maxinC

-Power

 
Figure 5.10: Negative of power dissipation versus the input capacitance curve. 

 

This reduction is similar to the reduction of the Knapsack problem to the problem 

of input capacitance allocation for minimum area, hence, it is omitted here.  

Interested  readers may refer to [104] for details. After proving the ICAP is NP-Hard, 

we show the decision version of the ICAP can be tested in polynomial time. This is 

clearly true because one can add up the input capacitances of each branch and 

compare it with the input capacitance budget in linear time. Therefore, the ICAP is in 

NP; since it was shown that the ICAP is NP-Hard, therefore, the ICAP problem is 

NP-Complete.                             

The heuristic we use for solving the ICAP problem is similar to that of [104] and 

starts by allocating the minimum input capacitance required for each branch to have 

a feasible fanout chain solution. Next, the remaining total input capacitance is 

divided between the chains in proportion to the positive slopes of max,iH  versus in  

for each branch i .  

5.5.2 Discrete-Size Inverter Library 

The second issue to address is the assumption of the availability of a continuous-size 
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inverter library. In reality, in the ASIC libraries, although many different inverter 

sizes are available, these sizes are discrete (there are typically 8-16 different inverter 

sizes in an industrial state-of-the-art ASIC library.) So the solution needs to be 

mapped onto one of the available inverters in the library. The main problem when 

rounding the inverter sizes is that it may result in significant errors. To address this 

problem, reference [104] defined a constant hε  and merged two inverters on 

different chains if the difference  between their  electrical efforts  was less than or 

equal to hε . Notice, in general, two inverters are merged if the rounding error after 

merging is smaller than the sum of the rounding errors of inverters before the merge 

operation. We adopt the same heuristic with the additional requirement that, in the 

multi-Vt tree, the two candidate inverters should also have the same threshold 

voltage, whereas and in the multi-LGate inverters, the difference between 1l  and 2l  

should be smaller than a constant lε . Merging is performed starting at the source of 

the signal and proceeds toward sinks. 

Table 5.2: Technology parameters used in simulations 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

max / nomL L  1.1 oxk  0.096 

,t lowV  0.2V ,sc LLk  0.069 

,t highV  0.3V ,sc LHk  0.006 

β  3.5 ,sc HLk  0.099 

0τ  8.6e-12 ,sc HHk  0.014 

0p  1.33 subβ  7.4 

capk  1.000 1scβ  22.5 

,sub lowk  0.343 2scβ  4.4 

,sub highk  0.078 dβ  1.6 
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5.6 Simulation Results 

The proposed technique in Section IV, which we call LPFO, has been developed in 

the SIS framework [112]. The MOSEK convex optimization tool [87] has been used 

to solve the mathematical problems. To extract the parameters used in the 

optimization problems, we performed transistor level simulation of devices in 

HSPICE [58] on a 65nm technology node [99]. The simulations have been done at 

the frequency of 1GHz, supply voltage of 1.1V, and die temperature of 100oC. 

Moreover, we assumed the switching activity of the source node is 5% and the 

probability of this node being at logic one is 0.5 in all circuits.  The parameters of 

this technology node are shown in Table 5.2. In this table, ,sc LHk  is the short-circuit 

factor of an inverter whose threshold voltage is high while the threshold voltage of 

its driver is low. ,sc LLk , ,sc HLk , and ,sc HHk  are defined similarly. The values of short 

circuit factors as well as ,sub lowk , ,sub highk , and oxk  are normalized with respect to 

capk . In this set of experiments, a standard cell library consisting of sixteen different 

inverters was used to map the fanout trees.  

To study the efficiency of our technique in reducing the power consumption of 

the fanout trees, we conducted two sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments 

we  assumed the  options  of multi-Vt and multi-LGate are not available in the library 

and compared the results of LPFO with the results of low-area fanout optimization 

(LEOPARD) [104] for a few random problems in the form of fanout chains whose 

specifications are shown in Table 5.3. In this table .maxinC  denotes the maximum 

allowed capacitance at the input of the fanout chain, outC  is the load capacitance, 
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and pol  is the polarity of the sink. In each fanout chain, first the path delay was 

minimized using the technique proposed in [124] and delay and power consumption 

of each chain was measured by SPICE simulations. Next, each chain was given some 

additional slack and either LPFO or LEOPARD algorithm was invoked to minimize 

the power dissipation or the area of the fanout chain. Each optimized chain was 

mapped to a library of inverters, and detailed SPICE simulation was carried out on 

the circuit to measure the power consumption. The results of these simulations are 

shown in Table 5.4. From this table, one can see minimizing the area of the fanout 

chains in many cases increases the total power consumption. On the other hand, 

when the fanout chains are optimized for power, by increasing the available slack in 

the chain, the power reduction saturates at some point. From the table, the power 

consumption of the minimum power fanout chains is not always a decreasing 

function of available slack. This is due to round-off error in mapping the continuous-

size inverters to discrete-size inverters in the library. 

Table 5.3: Specification of fanout chain problems 

Circuit Specification Min Delay Circuit 
Circuit 

,maxinC  outC  pol  Power (μW) Delay (ps) 
FC1 1 64 + 20.9 140.0 
FC2 1 100 + 14.3 129.8 
FC3 15 200 − 22.5 65.2 
FC4 20 100 + 23.9 61.2 
FC5 20 50 − 9.4 69.0 
FC6 2 100 − 48.4 94.6 
FC7 30 80 + 7.5 36.9 
FC8 8 50 − 7.5 115.2 
FC9 10 150 − 19.1 42.2 

FC10 50 200 + 7.6 52.3  
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Table 5.4: Comparison of total power consumption in minimum delay fanout chains, LEOPARD, and 
LPFO 

Power Reduction over Minimum Delay Circuit (%) 
LEOPARD LPFO Circuit 

Slack 
10% 

Slack 
20% 

Slack 
30% 

Slack 
40% 

Slack 
10% 

Slack 
20% 

Slack 
30% 

Slack 
40% 

FC1 5.94 -31.51 -55.90 -55.90 10.30 10.17 7.10 7.10 
FC2 -2.54 -12.85 -41.79 -72.30 3.81 4.52 2.57 2.59 
FC3 15.04 14.72 12.69 -27.62 15.92 17.84 18.32 18.05 
FC4 13.13 16.44 16.68 15.95 13.25 17.20 18.04 18.62 
FC5 5.02 7.32 7.98 7.70 5.02 7.32 7.98 7.70 
FC6 -7.23 -20.06 -35.59 -47.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FC7 21.11 28.50 33.49 35.14 21.61 28.77 33.58 36.14 
FC8 -7.06 -17.61 -33.83 -33.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FC9 13.48 12.17 9.46 5.00 14.63 15.95 15.94 15.18 

FC10 17.16 24.20 28.37 29.84 18.52 25.65 29.75 31.33 
Average 7.40 2.13 -5.84 -14.37 10.31 12.74 13.33 13.67  

 

The second set of experimental results compares LPFO with LEOPARD and the 

SIS fanout optimization program for a set of problems in the form of fanout trees. 

SIS runs different fanout optimization algorithms, namely Two-Level, Bottom-Up, 

Balanced, LT-Tree, and reports the best one [131]. In this set of experiments, the 

same standard cell library used for LPFO and LEOPARD has been utilized as the SIS 

library. For each inverter intrinsicτ  and outR  were specified for the SIS library delay 

model and 0p  and 0τ  were specified for the logical effort delay model. A very close 

match between the SIS delay and logical effort delay model values was enforced. 

 The fanout optimization programs of SIS were first used to perform fanout 

optimization for a set of problems. Next the delay and input capacitance resulting 

from SIS were used as constraints for LPFO and LEOPARD. After performing the 

fanout optimization, the SPICE netlist for each circuit was generated and detailed 

HSPICE simulation was performed to measure the delay and the power consumption 

of the circuit. The results of these experiments are reported in Table 5.5. The first 
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column is the name of the problem instance, the second column denotes the number 

of sinks in the fanout problem, columns 3 and 4 respectively show the area and 

power consumption of each fanout problem achieved by running the SIS fanout 

optimization and the remaining columns show the area and power reduction of 

LEOPARD and LPFO algorithms over corresponding values of SIS program. From 

Table IV one can see fanout trees resulting from LEOPARD, on average, consume 

11.79% more power than those achieved by SIS. Utilizing LPFO, on the other hand, 

reduces not only the power consumption of fanout trees by an average of 11.17% but 

also their area by an average of 29.64%.  

The runtime of our algorithm for the largest problem with 30 sinks is about 5 

seconds when the options of multi-Vt and multi-LGate are not available, 7 seconds 

when only the multi-LGate option is available, 21 seconds when only the multi-Vt 

option is available, and 24 seconds when both multi-Vt and multi-LGate options are 

available. 

Note in our problem setup and in the simulation results, we ignored the 

interconnect power dissipation and delay costs. The reason is that we do the fanout 

optimization during logic synthesis and prior to generating layout. Therefore, 

locations of the source and the sinks are not known. As a result the interconnect delay 

information cannot be accurately modeled. It is thus reasonable to assume the 

expected values of delay and power dissipation per wire in the inverter chain or the 

fanout tree are nearly the same. This constant contribution can, thus, be taken out of 

the problem formulation by properly adjusting the required time constraints on the 

sinks and adding a constant term to the total power equation. 
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Table 5.5: Comparison of SIS, LEOPARD, and LFPO fanout optimization algorithms 

SIS LEOPARD LPFO 

Circuit Sink 
Area 

Power 
(μW) 

Area 
Reduction 
over SIS 

Power 
Reduction 
over SIS 

Area 
Reduction 
over SIS 

Power 
Reduction 
over SIS 

FT1 5 304 14.4 47.70 11.81 43.09 16.67 
FT2 7 1082 119.0 62.38 -16.81 9.89 6.72 
FT3 8 1026 63.3 48.34 -18.17 42.01 12.48 
FT4 10 1139 68.3 79.54 -16.40 53.99 13.47 
FT5 20 1347 105.0 54.94 -28.57 18.63 2.76 
FT6 12 928 64.4 45.37 -8.07 26.51 12.73 
FT7 14 1490 109.1 67.92 -22.82 45.97 17.60 
FT8 14 838 86.3 34.01 -9.04 -7.28 9.15 
FT9 25 2853 150.0 78.48 -18.00 56.78 15.33 

FT10 30 2496 160.0 60.10 -15.63 27.92 6.88 
FT11 10 715 46.7 52.73 -0.86 30.91 13.49 
FT12 12 1465 73.4 59.73 3.00 50.17 13.62 
FT13 15 1218 92.8 38.83 -11.31 16.67 13.15 
FT14 16 1099 94.1 38.31 -7.76 8.64 8.29 
FT15 22 1334 115.0 48.20 -18.26 20.69 5.22 

Average 54.44 -11.79 29.64 11.17  
 

5.7 Summary 

In this chapter we showed the fanout optimization with area and power objective 

functions are not the same and a fanout tree optimized for area may dissipate 

excessive short-circuit power. By modeling all components of power dissipation, i.e., 

capacitive, short-circuit, subthreshold leakage and tunneling gate leakage, we 

formulated the fanout optimization problem as a geometric program for a circuit with 

one sink and showed how to build a fanout tree from power optimized fanout chains. 

To reduce the leakage power consumption, we proposed using multi-Vt and multi-

LGate inverters in the fanout trees. Experimental results show the proposed technique 

is effective in reducing the total power consumption of fanout trees. 
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Chapter 6  
Power Optimal MTCMOS Repeater Insertion 

 

6.1 Introduction 

As the CMOS technology continues to scale down toward UDSM technologies, 

more functionality is being integrated on a single die. This drastic integration results 

in increase in the size of the die, and consequently in the number of long global 

interconnects and in their length. The interconnect delay becomes the dominant 

factor to determine the overall performance of the integrated circuits. Since the delay 

of an interconnect is quadratic in its length, repeater insertion has been widely used 

to reduce the delay. As shown in [18] the repeaters can be optimally sized and 

separated to minimize the interconnect delay. The size of an optimal repeater is 

typically much larger than a minimum-sized repeater. Since millions of repeaters 

will be inserted to drive global interconnects, significant power will be consumed by 

these repeaters, particularly if delay-optimal repeaters are used [30]. Several works 

used the extra tolerable delay for power saving in interconnects. Authors in [19] and 

[30] provided analytical methods to compute unit length power optimal repeater 

sizes and distances. The power analysis should consider capacitive, leakage, and 

short circuit accurately. As the technology scales down, wires are laid out closer to 

each other which in turn increases the capacitive coupling noise on the 
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interconnection lines. This will affect both delay and power consumption in 

interconnects. In addition to switching power on the coupling capacitances, the 

authors of [42] showed that the short circuit power consumption is increased 

significantly in the presence of crosstalk noise. Therefore, one should also consider 

this effect in the design of power optimal repeaters. Moreover, the technology 

scaling has resulted in large increase in leakage current. Leakage power has grown 

exponentially to become a significant fraction of the total chip power consumption 

[65]. Authors in [103] studied the applicability of MTCMOS to repeater design for 

leakage power saving, however they did not provide a mathematical solution for the 

simultaneous optimal sizing of the sleep transistors and repeaters and the insertion 

length. In addition the effect of crosstalk on delay and power has not been taken into 

account for the optimal design. 

This chapter studies the opportunity of minimizing the average power 

consumption during both active and standby mode of the bus lines by simultaneously 

computing repeater sizes, repeater insertion lengths, and the size of the sleep 

transistors subject to a delay constraint in the presence of crosstalk noise. We 

consider the worst case crosstalk for the delay constraint. However the assumption of 

worst case crosstalk is not realistic for power optimization. More precisely, the 

objective is to minimize the average power (in contrast to minimizing the maximum 

power). Therefore, we show how to estimate the average power as a function of 

probability of different types of transitions on the coupled lines. We will also discuss 

the delivery circuitry of the sleep signals to the sleep transistors.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the 
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delay and power models in the presence of crosstalk. Power optimization of bus lines 

by utilizing sleep transistors is presented in section 6.3. Experimental results are 

given in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.   

6.2 Preliminaries 

This section describes our delay and power model. We also explain the delay-

optimal buffer size and insertion length in the presence of crosstalk noise. 

6.2.1 Delay Model 

Consider a uniform interconnection line of resistance r  per unit length and 

capacitance c  per unit length, and total length of .L  Suppose the line is divided into 

/L l  segments and identical repeaters of unit driving resistance ,sr  unit input 

capacitance ,gc  unit output capacitance ,pc  and size s  are inserted at each segment 

(c.f. Figure 6.1 for a pictorial). Figure 6.2 shows one stage of the repeater chain with 

the interconnect model in between. The delay and the transition time of a segment 

comprising of a repeater driving an interconnect segment of length l  terminated with 

a repeater of the same size and driven by a step input are ln2 τ⋅  and ln 9 0.8τ⋅ , 

respectively. Note that  ( ) 21
2s g p s gr c c r cl s rlsc rclτ = + + + + . With a finite input 

slew rate, the contribution of the input transition time rt  to the repeater delay can be 

represented by rtγ  [107] where, for a rising input, γ  is calculated as: 

( ) ( )1
2 1 / 1tn dd nV Vγ α= − − +  where tnV  is the threshold of the NMOS and nα  is 

the NMOS alpha-power parameter. Similarly, for a falling transition, γ  is calculated 

from the PMOS parameters. An average value for γ  is used. Therefore the delay of 
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one repeater stage is given by( )ln2 ln 9 0.8γ τ+ ⋅ . 

Figure 6.3 shows the delay model for two adjacent bus lines. cc  is the coupling 

capacitance per unit size. We assume zero skew between the transitions launched 

into the lines. The worst case delay occurs when transitions on these two lines are in 

opposite directions. 

s

rs/s

cpscgs Vtr

 
Figure 6.1: Buffer model. 

l

rs/s

cpscgscpscgs

rs/s

cl/2cl/2

rl

Vtr Vtr

s s

 
Figure 6.2: One stage of repeaters with interconnect model. 

 

We model the Miller effect in coupling capacitance (to create the worst case delay 

conditions) by rewriting the formula for the time constant τ  as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 21
22s

s g p c g c
r

r c c c c l rlsc c c rl
s

τ = + + + + + +  (6.1) 

The total delay of the interconnection line is equal to ( )./L lτ ⋅  Therefore, 

minimizing the total delay is equivalent to minimizing the time constant per unit 

length i.e., :/lτ  

( ) ( ) ( )1
2

1
2s

s g p c g c
r

r c c c c rsc c c rl
l l s
τ
= + + + + + +  (6.2) 

With a derivation similar to that given in [18], the worst case delay per unit length 
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of interconnect line (in the presence of crosstalk) is minimized when:  

( )
( )

2
2

s g p
opt

c

r c c
l

r c c
+

=
+

, ( )2s c
opt

g

r c c
s

rc
+

=  (6.3) 

and,  

( ) ( )
1

2 1 1
2

p
s g c

opt g

c
r c r c c

l c
τ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= + + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (6.4) 

It has been shown in [19] and [30] that the optimal delay per unit length (and 

therefore the optimal total delay) is insensitive to both the size of the repeaters and 

the distance between repeaters. Hence, significant power and area can be saved by 

allowing a small delay penalty. Therefore, one can use repeaters with sizes smaller 

than opts  and segment lengths longer than ,optl  and achieve a significant power 

saving. To accurately address this power optimization problem, we first present the 

power dissipation model of the global buses and then introduce our power optimal 

repeater design methodology.   

6.2.2 Power Dissipation Model 

The power dissipation of a global bus line has three components: capacitive power, 

short circuit power, and leakage power. 

6.2.2.1  Capacitive Power Dissipation 

The capacitive power for one stage of the bus can be calculated as:   

( )( )2
cap dd g pP fV s c c lcα= + +   (6.5) 

where  α  is the switching activity of the inverter, f  is the frequency, and ddV  is the 

supply voltage. Note that equation (6.5) does not consider the capacitive power 
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consumed on the coupling capacitances. When only one of the lines switches, the 

coupling capacitance cc l⋅  charges or discharges with a voltage level change of .ddV  

Therefore, its coupling energy consumption is 20.5 c ddc lV . When two adjacent bus 

lines are simultaneously switching in the opposite directions, the coupling 

capacitance ( )cc l⋅  charges or discharges with a voltage level change of .2 ddV  

Therefore, the total energy consumption by the drivers of both lines is ( )20.5 2c ddc l V   

[117]. Finally when two adjacent bus lines make transitions in the same direction, no 

coupling energy is consumed. To estimate the average capacitive power consumption 

on a single stage of the repeater chain, we make the following assumptions: i) 

Assume that there is no temporal and spatial correlation between the data which is 

being transmitted through the two adjacent bus lines. ii) The probability of 

transmitting a ‘1’ is equal to .p   As a result, the probability of the transition between 

two consecutive data bits on a single bus line can be calculated as ( ).1 1k p p= −  

To calculate the average coupling power, we need to calculate the probability of each 

type of transition on the coupling capacitance between two adjacent lines. Table 6.1 

presents these probabilities for all possible scenarios. Note that .
5

2
1ii

k
=

=∑  Using 

the values of 1k  to ,5k  we can write the average capacitive power consumption for 

one stage of two adjacent bus lines (Figure 6.3): 

( )( )

( )

2
1

2 2
2 3

2 0.5

0.5 2 0.5

cap dd g p

dd c dd c

P k fV s c c lc

k f V lc k fV lc

= × + +

+ +
 (6.6) 
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Figure 6.3: The model for one stage of two adjacent coupled bus lines. 

 

Without loss of generality and for the sake of the presentation, we will limit 

ourselves to only two adjacent lines. The analysis for three (and more) bus lines is 

similar.  

In general, if the input pattern and the spatial-temporal correlation between the 

data bits of a single line or two adjacent lines are available, a number of probabilistic 

techniques such as [82, 83, 142] can be used to estimate 1k  to .5k  Furthermore,   

several encoding techniques have been proposed for minimizing coupling effect for 

static on chip bus structures [20, 102, 115].  Some   approaches were also introduced 

to find a permutation for the bus lines for minimizing the crosstalk effects [66, 148]. 

The impact of these optimization techniques can be captured by appropriately 

revising the equations for 1k  to .5k  The rest of the analysis remains the same. 
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Table 6.1: Probability of different switching scenarios on the coupling capacitances  

Transition Type Occurrence Probability 

Opposite direction  ( ) ( )22
2 2 1P k p p↑↓ = = −  

One switches and other is quiet ( ) ( ) ( )( )22
3 4 1 1P k p p p p↑ − = = − + −  

Both quiet ( ) ( )4 24 2
4( ) 1 2 1P k p p p p−− = = + − + −  

Same direction ( ) ( )22
5 2 1P k p p↑↑ = = −  

 

The coupling power is also dependent on the relative switching time of the line 

drivers [117]. For global buses, we can safely assume zero skew between the drivers’ 

switching times. However, one can consider the relative delay between the 

transitions of the two lines and use a similar approach as [117] to compute the effect 

of relative delay on coupling power. 

6.2.2.2  Short-Circuit Power Dissipation 

Most of the previous works on power optimal repeater design either ignore the short-

circuit power consumption or use an inaccurate approximation of the short-circuit 

power consumption. In Chapter 5 we developed a simple model to short circuit 

power dissipation during a gate-level optimization process. That model, however, did 

not account for the effect of interconnect and crosstalk noise. Therefore, in this 

chapter we use the closed form formula presented in [92] which captures the 

dependence of the short-circuit power consumption on the circuit parameters.  

The short-circuit power consumption is increased significantly in the presence of 

crosstalk noise [42]. Therefore similar to capacitive power, we formulate the average 

short circuit power consumption based on the transition type probability on adjacent 
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bus lines (Table 6.1). As shown in [92], the short-circuit energy consumption of an 

inverter during a full signal switch (such as a falling transition followed by a rising) 

can be approximated as 

0

0

2 2 24
2

d r dd
SC

dsat out d r

s I t V
E

V GC s HI t
=

+ ⋅
 (6.7) 

where H  and G  are technology dependent parameters and 0dI  is the average 

saturated drain current of the NMOS and PMOS transistors of the minimum sized 

inverter. Due to the shielding effect of the interconnect resistance, the repeater sees a 

capacitance less than ,totalC  where totalC  is the summation of repeater parasitic 

capacitances, interconnect capacitance and the coupling capacitances (considering 

the miller effect based on the transition type), e.g.,  

( ) ( ) ( )2total p g cC c c s c c l↑↓ = + + +  (6.8) 

Using the effective capacitance approach, the capacitance seen by the repeater for 

opposite direction transitions is written as:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2out eff p c g c
cl clC C c s c l c s c lδ↑↓ = ↑↓ = + + + ⋅ + +  (6.9) 

where 1δ <  and depends on l  and .s  The ratio of effC  to totalC  is also a function of 

l  and .s   Similar to [30], we calculate ,ω  the average ratio of effC  to totalC  for 

different types of transitions. This average ratio is used for short circuit evaluation. 

In addition, due to the impact of crosstalk on transition time, different values for rt  

are used (by considering different τ  values due to different coupling capacitances). 

Therefore, the average short circuit power consumption of the repeater (for one 

falling or rising transition) can be estimated as: 
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( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 2 2

2

2 2 2
3

2 2 2

5

2

2

2

2 2

2

2

d r dd

SC
dsat d r

d r dd

dsat d r

d r dd

dsat d r

total

total

total

fs I t V
P k

V G C s HI t

fs I t Vk
V G C s HI t

fs I t V
k
V G C s HI t

ω

ω

ω

↑↓

↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓

↑−
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↑↑
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⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ +

⋅ + ⋅

⋅ ⋅
⋅ +

⋅ + ⋅

⋅ ⋅
⋅

⋅ + ⋅

 (6.10) 

6.2.2.3  Leakage Power Dissipation 

From (2.1) one can see that the subthreshold leakage of an NMOS transistor is 

obtained as,  

, " tnV
sub nmos sub nmos nmosP A W e

λμ −=  (6.11) 

where / 'q n kTλ =  and ( )" / expsub sub dd ox eff ddA A V C L Vλη=  are technology 

constants. A similar formula can be derived for a PMOS transistor. Therefore, 

subthreshold leakage power dissipation of a repeater can be written as, 

( ), ,1sub sub P sub PP p P p P= ⋅ + − ⋅  (6.12) 

where p  is the probability that the input of the inverter is at logic 1. If the ratio of the 

width of the PMOS transistor to that of the NMOS transistor is ,β  equation (5.14) 

can be re-written as:  

( )( )min"
1

1
tp tnVsub V

sub pmos nmos sub
A sW

P p e p e K sλ λβμ μ
β

− −⋅
= + − = ⋅

+
 (6.13) 

where minW  is the minimum size of the inverter. Similarly, from (2.2), the tunneling 

gate leakage of a repeater with size s  can be modeled as, 

min
"

1
ox

ox ox
A

P p s W K s
β

= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅
+

 (6.14) 

where ( ) ( )( )2 2" / exp /ox ox eff dd dd s ox ox ox dd sA A L V V t B t Vψ ψ= − − −  is a coefficient 
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independent of the size and threshold voltage of the inverter.  

6.2.2.4  Average Power Dissipation 

Having obtained the equations for different components of the power dissipation in 

equations (6.6), (6.10), (5.15) and (6.14), the total average power dissipation for one 

stage of two adjacent bus lines in the active mode of circuit operation can be written 

as, 

2 2 2active cap sc sub oxP P P P P= + + +  (6.15) 

The factor 2 is due to the presence of two repeaters in one stage of two adjacent 

lines. Note that we have already considered the two repeaters on adjacent lines in the 

case of capP  in equation (6.6). In the standby mode, however, the only sources of the 

power dissipation are the subthreshold and tunneling gate leakage; so, 

= +2 2standby sub oxP P P  (6.16) 

The average power consumption can be obtained as a weighted sum of the power 

consumption in the active and standby modes: 

(1 )total active standbyP P Pχ χ= + −  (6.17) 

where χ  is the active mode factor of the circuit, i.e., the percentage of the time the 

circuit is in the active mode. 

6.3 Power Optimization for MTCMOS Design 

6.3.1 Power and Delay Modeling 

MTCMOS technology provides low leakage and high performance operation by 

utilizing high speed, low Vt transistors for logic cells and low leakage, high Vt 

devices as sleep transistors [1]. Sleep transistors disconnect logic cells from the 
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supply and/or ground to reduce the leakage in the standby mode. The bus lines spend 

large percentage of the time in the standby mode. Therefore sleep transistors can be 

used for total power saving. The drawback is the increase in the delay in the active 

mode due to the additional resistance of the sleep transistors. Since repeaters are 

inserted at identical distances, we can share the sleep transistors between repeaters 

on different data lines. Figure 6.4 shows the case for only two adjacent bus lines. 

Similarly we can share the sleep for more than two bus lines.  

l

ls s

s s
cc⋅l

…

…

…

…
sleep sleepWslp Wslp

 

Figure 6.4: Sharing of sleep transistors among different bus lines. 
 

In the presence of sleep transistor both leakage components are substantially 

smaller in the standby mode. In the standby mode the virtual ground node (i.e., the 

drain terminal of sleep transistor) charges to a voltage near ddV  [1]; hence, the 

potential drop across the oxide of the ON NMOS transistors becomes very small and, 

from equation (2.2), the tunneling gate leakage of the inverter becomes negligible. 

The subthreshold leakage current and power dissipation can be calculated from 

equation (2.1) as, 
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( ),

, ,

0

,

t high dd

standby MTCMOS dd sub standby

slp V V
dd sub ox dd

eff

standby MTCMOS slp

P V I

W
V A C V e

L

K s

λ ημ − +

= ⋅

= ⋅

= ⋅

 (6.18) 

where slpW  and ,t highV  denote size and threshold voltage of the sleep transistor, 

standby,MTCMOSK  is the subthreshold current for the minimum size sleep transistor 

and slps  is the size of the sleep transistor normalized to that of the minimum size 

transistor. 

Using the MTCMOS technique, the total power of one stage of two adjacent bus 

lines can be written as: 

, ,(1 )total MTCMOS active standby MTCMOSP P Pχ χ= + −  (6.19) 

In order to consider the effect of the MTCMOS on the worst case delay 

constraint, we need to consider two cases:  

I) Adjacent bus lines are switching in the opposite direction; therefore, the sleep 

transistor is contributing to a single falling transition. Using equation (6.1), the time 

constant for one stage can be written as:  

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )[ ]

21
1 22

2

s
s g p c g c

slp
g p c

slp

r
d r c c c c l rlsc c c rl

s
r
s c c c c l

W

= + + + + + +

+ ⋅ + + +
   (6.20) 

II) Adjacent lines are switching in the same direction; when there are two 

simultaneous falling transitions, twice as much current has to be sunk through the 

sleep transistor. Therefore, the resistance of the sleep transistor should be doubled 

for the delay estimation. More precisely,  
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( )

( )[ ]

21
2 2

2

s
s g p g

slp
g p

slp

r
d r c c cl rlsc crl

s
r
s c c cl

W

= + + + +

+ ⋅ + +
 (6.21) 

Note that the sleep transistors result in the delay increase only in the case of 

falling transitions at the output node of the repeaters. Therefore we introduce a new 

time constant as ( )1 1 1' /2d dτ= +  and ( )2 2 2' /2d dτ= +  where 1τ  (as in 

equation (6.1))  and 2τ  are the time constants for opposite and same direction 

transitions without any sleep transistors, respectively. The worst case delay per stage 

is equal to { }.1 2max ', 'd d   

6.3.2 Sleep Signal Delivery Circuitry 

An important issue in the design of MTCMOS circuits is how to deliver the sleep 

signal to all MTCMOS transistors in the design. The sleep signal should be fast 

enough to minimize the transition time of the system from the standby mode to 

active mode [1]. If the sleep signal driver circuit is improperly designed, it will result 

in unnecessary switching and leakage power consumption. To minimize the delay of 

the system for transition from the standby mode to active mode and also to reduce 

the power consumption of the sleep signal delivery circuit, we use asymmetric 

inverters in this network as depicted in Figure 6.5. In this figure, weak transistors are 

minimum-sized and have high threshold voltages. The rationale is that only the rise 

delay of the sleep signal plays a role in determining the wake-up delay of the circuit. 

The fall delay of the sleep signal, on the other hand, determines the active to standby 

mode delay which is not a critical factor. The sleep signal delivery circuit shown in 

Figure 6.5 not only minimizes the sleep signal propagation delay, but also linearly 
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reduces the capacitive power dissipation of the sleep signal delivery circuit due to 

selective use of minimum-size transistors. At the same time, it exponentially reduces 

the leakage power of the sleep signal delivery circuit during the active mode of 

circuit operation by using high threshold voltage transistors in each inverter (which 

are OFF in the active mode).  

……
sleep

Weak PMOS
Strong NMOS

Strong PMOS
Weak NMOS

Weak PMOS
Strong NMOS

Strong PMOS
Weak NMOS

 
 

Figure 6.5: Using asymmetric inverters in the sleep signal delivery circuitry. 

 

6.3.3 Problem Formulation 

Equation (6.4) gives the optimal worst-case delay per unit length for non-MTCMOS 

bus lines, i.e., ( )τ / .optl  In this section we consider the problem of power optimal 

design of MTCMOS bus lines. Suppose a target end-to-end delay per unit length of 

interconnection line is given, which is expressed as Δ%  more than ( )τ / .optl  Given 

this target delay, we need to calculate the values of ,l  ,s  and ,slpW  which minimize 

the total power dissipation. The total power for an interconnect of length L  is equal 

to ( )− ⋅ /total MTCMOSP L l   where total MTCMOSP −  was given in equation (6.19). 

Therefore, a constrained minimization problem for /total MTCMOSP l−  should be 

solved:  
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( )

( )

( )

( )( )

 

(2)  

where

and

1 2

, ,

. . (1) , ,

, ,

' '
; ;

1

slp

slp req

slp req

total MTCMOS

req
opt

Min P l sW

s t Q l sW T

R l sW T

P d d
P Q R

l l l

T
l
τ

−

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ ≤⎨⎪⎪⎪ ≤⎪⎪⎩

≡ ≡ ≡

≡ + Δ

 

(6.22) 

The optimization problem can be solved by using the Lagrangian relaxation 

technique. The Lagrangian of problem (6.22) can be written as:   

( ) ( )1 2req reqF P Q T R Tλ λ= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −  (6.23) 

From the Lagrange method, the solution of the optimization problem (6.23) 

should satisfy the following set of conditions: 

( ) ( )1 2

0; 0; 0;

0; 0;

slp

req req

F F F
s l W

Q T R Tλ λ

∂ ∂ ∂⎧⎪⎪ = = =⎪⎪ ∂ ∂ ∂⎨⎪⎪ ⋅ − = ⋅ − =⎪⎪⎩

 (6.24) 

These equations are solved numerically and the triplet ( ), , slpl s W  which results in 

minimum /total MTCMOSP l−  is selected. 

6.4 Experimental Results 

To study the efficacy of the proposed technique, we conducted a comprehensive set 

of experiments. To extract the parameters which are used in the optimization 

problems, we performed transistor level simulation of devices in HSPICE [58] on a 

45nm predictive technology model [99]. All simulations were carried out at the 

frequency of 1GHz, supply voltage of 1.1V, and die temperature of 100oC. The 

extracted technology parameters are reported in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: Technology Parameters Used in the Simulation Setup 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

,t lowV  0.25V oxK  273 μW/μm 

,t highV  0.35V MTCMOSK  58 μW/μm 

β  2.2 cc  53.68 fF/μm 

,sub NK  881 μW/μm c  19.41 fF/μm 

,sub PK  301 μW/μm r  1099.99 

 

MOSEK optimization toolbox [87] was used to solve the mathematical problem. 

Two coupled bus lines as described in the chapter are used for our experiments. The 

length of each bus line is 10mm. After optimizing the bus lines, the corresponding 

values of the design were extracted to SPICE netlist and detailed HSPICE 

simulations were performed to measure the worst-case delay and the average power 

consumption of the buffer chain. We first calculated the average power consumption 

when the worst case delay is optimized. These values are reported in Table 6.3 as 

.DP  The measurements were done for different active mode factors, .χ  The power-

optimal solutions with 10% delay penalty and for different ,χ  without using 

MTCMOS sleep transistors and with only two degrees of freedom, s  and ,l  are 

reported as PP  in the table. Finally, the power optimal solutions with MTCMOS 

sleep transistors are reported as MP  in the table. When the percentage of the time 

that the circuit is in the active mode (i.e., )χ  is small, the dominant component of the 

power consumption is the standby leakage. Therefore, MTCMOS technique results 

in significant power savings compared to DP  and .PP  As χ  increases, the power 

saving diminishes. Since the active mode factor of global buses is usually very small, 

one can see that the power saving achieved by applying our technique is high. Note 
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that the sleep signal delivery was achieved by the circuit shown in Figure 6.5 and its 

power dissipation overhead was considered in the total power consumption results.  

Table 6.3: Power consumption results for different designs activity mode factor χ.  

χ (%) PD (μW) PP (μW) PM (μW) 
PM reduction 
over PD (%) 

PM reduction 
over PP (%) 

1 59.1 24.2 9.9 83.3 59.3 

2 66.1 28.0 11.6 82.4 58.6 

5 87.3 39.4 22.4 74.4 43.2 

10 122.6 58.4 46.3 62.2 20.7 

20 193.1 96.3 89.3 53.8 7.3 

30 263.7 134.2 132.9 49.6 1.0 
 

Table 6.4: Power consumption results for different delay penalties. 

Δ PP (μW) PM (μW) 
PM reduction 
over PD (%) 

PM reduction 
over PP (%) 

5% 73.1 56.1 54.2 23.2 

10% 58.4 46.3 62.2 20.7 

15% 51.2 41.1 66.5 19.7 

20% 49.1 36.7 70.0 25.3 

25% 43.0 36.1 70.5 15.9 

30% 38.0 32.7 73.4 14.0 

35% 37.7 29.3 76.1 22.3 

40% 33.2 29.0 76.4 12.7 

 

In the second set of our experiments, where results are presented in Table 6.4, we 

compared the efficacy of the proposed technique for different values of delay 

penalty. More precisely, here the value of χ  assumed to be 10% and the delay 

penalty Δ  was varied from 5% to 40%. For each case, PP  and MP  were measured 

by HSPICE simulation. As we increase the delay penalty, the power reduction in 

both PP  and MP  increases. This power saving saturates as we increase .Δ  Table 6.5 

reports the optimal parameter values for the power-optimized design using the 

MTCMOS technique. The design parameters are normalized with respect to the 
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delay-optimized repeater size ( )opts  and insertion length ( ).optl  It is observed that by 

increasing ,Δ both repeater and sleep sizes are decreasing. However, decrease in the 

sizes diminishes as the delay budget increases.   

Table 6.5: Design parameters for the optimized MTCMOS design.  

Δ s/sopt l/lopt Wslp/sopt 

5% 0.79 1.21 3.89 

10% 0.70 1.43 2.90 

15% 0.63 1.57 2.47 

20% 0.57 1.71 2.20 

25% 0.53 1.82 2.01 

30% 0.51 1.93 1.88 

35% 0.48 2.07 1.77 

40% 0.45 2.14 1.68 
 

 

Finally, we compared our results with a two-step approach to design MTCMOS 

repeaters.  In this two-step approach, first the power-optimal solution with no sleep 

transistor is found; then the size of sleep transistors is calculated based on the power-

optimal l  and s  values of the first step. We assume equal %Δ  in each step of this 

approach. Therefore, for a fair comparison we have to compare the two-step 

approach results with our solution with ( )22 % 2 %Δ + Δ ≈ Δ delay penalty.  

Table 6.6: Comparing the proposed technique with a two-step approach to design MTCMOS repeaters 

Delay 
Penalty PT (μW) PM (μW) 

PM reduction 
over PT (%) 

5% 56.7 56.1 0.9 

10% 49.6 46.3 6.8 

15% 44.6 41.1 8.0 

20% 40.2 36.7 8.7 

25% 39.7 36.1 9.0 

30% 35.8 32.7 8.7 

35% 35.3 29.3 17.1 

40% 34.8 29.0 16.8 
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Table 6.6 compares the average power consumption achieved by our technique 

with that of two-step approach, denoted as .TP  It is seen that on average, our 

approach gives about 9.5% improvements in average power consumption over the 

two-step solution.  

6.5 Summary 

This chapter addressed the problem of power-optimal repeater insertion for global 

buses in the presence of crosstalk noise. We used MTCMOS technique by inserting 

high-Vt sleep transistors to reduce the leakage power consumption in the idle mode. 

By accurately modeling different components of the power consumption and the   

delay, a mathematical problem was formulated for minimizing the average power 

under a timing constraint. Detailed HSPICE simulation showed that by considering 

the effect of crosstalk on both delay and power consumption, and by using 

MTCMOS technique, the average power consumption of the bus lines can be 

reduced by more than 50% with a small delay penalty of 5%. 
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Chapter 7  
Optimal Voltage Regulator Module Selection  
in a Power Delivery Network 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Utilizing multiple voltage domains (also known as voltage islands [76]) is one of the 

most effective techniques to minimize the overall power dissipation−both dynamic 

and leakage− while meeting a performance constraint. In a system designed with 

multiple voltage domains, the power delivery network (PDN) is responsible for 

delivering power with appropriate voltage levels to different functional blocks (FB’s) 

on the chip. Voltage regulator modules (VRM’s) which are in charge of voltage 

conversion and regulation are inevitable components in this network. The selection 

of appropriate VRM’s plays a critical role in the power efficiency of the PDN. 

Typically a star configuration of the VRM’s, where only one VRM resides between 

the power supply and each FB, is used to deliver currents with appropriate voltage 

levels to different loads in the circuit. In this chapter we show that using a tree 

topology of suitably chosen VRM’s between the power source and FB’s yields 

higher power efficiency in the PDN. We formulize the problem of selecting the best 

set of VRM’s in a tree topology as a dynamic program and efficiently solve it.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2  and Section 7.3 
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respectively provide some background on power delivery network design and 

voltage regulator modules. Our idea for optimal selection of VRM’s in PDN is 

presented in Section 7.4. Section 7.5 is dedicated to experimental results, while 

Section 7.6 summarizes the chapter.  

7.2 Power Delivery Network Design Methodology 

The power delivery network is a critical design component in large designs, 

especially for high-speed systems. A robust PDN is required to achieve a high level 

of system signal integrity [36]. If improperly designed, this network could be a major 

source of noise, such as IR-drop, ground bounce, and electromagnetic interference 

(EMI) [23, 33, 34]. In today’s high-performance microprocessors, it is typical for the 

circuit to draw over 100A current from the PDN in a fraction of nano-second, 

yielding the derivative of the current over 100GA/s. However, with careful design, a 

PDN can tolerate large variations in load currents while maintaining the supply 

voltage level across the chip within a desired range [36]. 

Emerging low-power design techniques have made the design of PDN an even 

more challenging task. More precisely, multiple voltage domains are being 

introduced on the SoC in order to minimize the overall power dissipation of the 

system while meeting a performance constraint. In these systems, it is required that 

the PDN delivers power at appropriate voltage levels to FB’s while incurring the 

minimum power loss. Consequently, PDN design for a high-performance SoC 

comprises of three steps:  
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• Establishing PDN target impedance, 

• Designing a proper system-level decoupling network, 

• Selecting the right voltage regulator modules.  

A methodology for designing a good PDN is to define a target impedance for the 

network that should be met over a broad frequency band [120]. This parameter can 

be computed by assuming %α  allowable ripple in the voltage supply and 50% 

switching current in the rise and fall time of the processor clock. The target 

impedance can then be calculated as [120]:  

%
50%

dd
target

V
Z

I
α ×

=
×  

(7.1) 

where ddV  is the core voltage of the processor and I  is the current drawn by the 

microprocessor from the PDN. For the 65nm node, 100/1.1 91I A= = . If 5% 

ripple is allowed on the voltage supply, the calculated target impedance will be 

1.2mΩ . With the general scaling theory, following the Moore’s law, the current I  is 

increasing, while the power supply voltage ddV  is decreasing. Therefore, to satisfy 

the power supply noise constraint, the impedance of the power supply should be 

decreased. 

Since the current drawn by digital circuits can change suddenly with different 

frequencies, the target impedance should be met over a broad frequency range to 

guarantee the ripple on the voltage supply does not exceed the allowable value. To 

meet this requirement, on-chip and off-chip decoupling capacitors (decaps) need to 

be suitably placed in the design. Decaps play an important role in the PDN as they 

act as charge reservoirs providing instantaneous current for switching circuits. 
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Current surface-mount ceramic capacitors provide good IC decoupling up to around 

100-300MHz. Decoupling in higher frequencies can be achieved by deploying on-

chip capacitors. The amount of on-chip capacitance that can be added is limited to 

the real estate on-chip. Fabrication data demonstrate that for 90nm technologies, 

tunneling gate leakage of a 1nF decap is in the order of milliamperes [52] and for 

more advanced CMOS process technologies it is expected to be even higher. 

Therefore, the leakage current of the decaps adds to the total power consumption of 

the circuit and shortens the battery lifetime. These facts emphasize that to achieve a 

low-power and low-cost design, the added decap should be minimized. In the past, 

much research has been conducted to address the problem of decap allocation. In 

[146], for example, the problem of decap allocation during initial floorplanning stage 

was formulated as a linear program. In [123] the authors proposed a technique for 

sizing and placing decaps in a standard cell layout. In [140] the authors presented a 

multigrid-based technique for simultaneously optimizing the power grid and decap. 

With the aid of macromodeling and the concept of an effective radius of a decap, the 

authors of [145] proposed an efficient charge-based method for decap allocation.  

Every electronic circuit is designed to operate off of some supply voltage, which 

is usually assumed to be constant.  A voltage regulator module (VRM) provides this 

substantially constant DC output voltage regardless of changes in load current or 

input voltage (this statement assumes that the load current and input voltage are 

within the specified operating range for the part). A switching power supply is a 

device transforming the voltage from one level to another. Typically voltage is taken 

from the AC power lines or unregulated DC power lines and transformed to the 
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regulated DC levels that logic circuits require. Each IC specifies its voltage regulator 

configuration in its datasheets or comes with a companion document that defines the 

power delivery feature set necessary to support that IC within a larger electronic 

system. For example, the Intel’s VRM version 10.2 describes the Intel® processors' 

Vcc power delivery requirements for desktop computer systems using socket 478. 

This includes design recommendations for DC-DC regulators which convert the 12V 

supply to the processor consumable Vcc voltage along with specific feature set 

implementation such as thermal monitoring and Dynamic Voltage Identification.  

In a large PCB design or equivalently in a complex SoC design, there are many 

functional blocks (FB’s) providing various functionalities. Examples of processing 

elements are DSP or CPU cores. Examples of other FB’s are random logic or 

interface blocks, MPEG encoder/decoder blocks, RF front-end, on-chip memory, and 

various controllers. The Vcc regulator design on a specific platform (PCB or SoC) 

must meet the specifications of all FB’s supported in that platform. 

Another low power design trend is emerging that makes the design of the VRM 

tree 1  even more important. More precisely, multiple voltage domains are being 

introduced on the same SoC in order to meet a performance constraint while 

minimizing the overall power dissipation of the system. This means that it is possible 

to have multiple logic blocks operated at different, yet fixed, voltages [97] (the 

question of VRM tree design to support dynamic voltage scaling based on workload 

monitoring will be addressed in Chapter 8).  This is also known as the multiple 

                                                           
 

1 The graph representation of the VRM network will have a tree structure, that is, no VRM can be 
driven by more than one other VRM.  
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voltage island approach [76]. Figure 7.1 depicts the role of the VRM’s in providing 

appropriate voltage levels to different FB’s on a single chip.  

Traditionally, off-chip VRM’s have been utilized to provide appropriate voltage 

levels to different FB’s on a chip. In a multi-supply-voltage SoC, however, keeping 

the VRM’s off-chip not only increases the total cost of he system, but also requires 

valuable board space, lowers the system reliability, and creates more rigid 

requirements on the VRM due to losses on the board. On the other hand, one of the 

main advantage of deploying on-chip regulator is that because the VRM is located 

close to the load, the impedance between the VRM and load is small, resulting in 

minimum noise on the power supply [36]. Consequently, utilizing on-chip voltage 

regulators have become popular for low-power  applications, particularly in compact 

handheld devices [52] [95].  

CPU
200mA@1.5V

VRM2

DSP
100mA@1.2V

Memory
100mA@1.8V

Analog
90mA@2.5V

VRM1 VRM3 VRM4

S

 

Figure 7.1: The role of VRM tree in providing appropriate voltage level 
for each FB.  

7.3 Voltage Regulators 

A voltage regulator module is an electrical device designed to automatically maintain 

a constant voltage level, regardless of changes in input voltage or output current. The 
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output voltage of a VRM may not be equal to the DC of the input voltage. If the 

output voltage of the VRM is smaller than the input voltage, the VRM is called step-

down (buck) and if the output voltage is greater than the input voltage, it is called 

step-up (boost). Let the range of input voltages and load currents over which a 

regulator can maintain a target voltage level within the specified tolerance band (e.g., 

1.3V with ±5% ripple) be specified. The VRM’s power efficiency may be calculated 

as the ratio of the power that is delivered to the load to the power that is extracted 

from the input source, i.e., 

out out

in in

V I
V I

η = . (7.2) 

Power efficiency is one of the most important figures of merit for a VRM and is a 

function of the input voltage and output current of the VRM. Figure 7.2 shows the 

efficiency of a commercial VRM as a function of input voltage and output current.  

Another important figure of merit of a VRM is its load regulation which is a 

measure of the ability of the VRM to keep its output voltage fixed in spite of load 

current variations. More precisely, load regulation is defined as percent of change in 

the output voltage relative to the change in the output current, i.e. 

out

out

V
I

ϕ
Δ

=
Δ

. (7.3) 

Fast load regulation is important when the VRM is used to power-up digital 

CMOS circuits with rapidly changing load current demands, for example a power-

gated circuit which transits between sleep and active modes. From the definition, one 

can see that load regulation of a VRM is equal to its output impedance. Usually a 

feedback loop is utilized in the VRM to keep the output voltage fixed; in this 
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scheme, to meet the load regulation requirements, the loop gain of the feedback 

should be high across all operating frequencies. 

  
Figure 7.2: The efficiency of TPS60503 as a function of input voltage and output current [129]. 
 

Each VRM has an associated cost which depends on its complexity, silicon area, 

and passive element costs. For example, because of their inductors, regulated 

inductor-based VRM’s are usually the most expensive type of DC-DC converters. 

Linear regulators, on the other hand, are typically the least expensive ones.  

7.3.1 Voltage Regulation Topologies 

Based on how voltage conversion is achieved, VRM’s are classified into two main 

categories: linear regulators and switching regulators. A linear regulator is based on 

an active device, such as a BJT or a MOSFET, continuously adjusting a voltage 

divider network to maintain a constant output voltage. A switching regulator is a 

device transforming the voltage from one level to another with utilizing low-pass 

components such as capacitors, inductors, or transformers − and switches that are in 

one of two states, ON or OFF. In charge-pump switching regulators (also known as 
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switched-capacitors1), capacitors are utilized as energy storage elements, whereas in 

inductor-based switching regulators, inductors are the energy storage components. 

The advantage of using switching regulator is that the switch dissipates very little 

power in either of these two states and power conversion can be accomplished with 

minimal power loss, which equates to high power efficiency.  

Typically a switching regulator is a circuit that operates in a closed loop system to 

regulate the power supply output, for example through pulse-width modulation 

(PWM) or pulse-frequency modulation (PFM). Since in PWM control the switching 

frequency is fixed, the noise spectrum is narrow, allowing simple low pass or notch 

filter techniques to reduce the peak-to-peak ripple voltage. However, having a fixed 

switching frequency has the disadvantage that the losses are independent of load 

current; therefore, when the load current is low, the regulators based on PWM 

control dissipate a large amount of dynamic power relative to the output power 

[122].  

In recent years, inductor-based switching regulators integrated in standard 

foundry-available digital CMOS processes have been demonstrated [37, 77]; 

however, this kind of regulators tends to be bulky and the quality of fabricated on-

chip inductors is still low, resulting in low efficiency of this kind of regulators. 

Charge-pump regulators are an alternative to inductor-based regulators and offer 

comparable power efficiency while reducing the cost and physical volume of the 

VRM. Since the solution we present in this chapter is targeted toward the PDN 

                                                           
 

1 Charge-pump and switched-capacitor are used interchangeably throughout this manuscript. 
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design of complex SoC’s, in the remainder of this manuscript, we do not consider the 

class of inductor-based VRM’s for the design of PDN and limit the class of 

regulators to linear and charge-pump ones.  

7.4 VRM Selection for Minimum Power Loss 

The VRM tree optimization (RMTO) problem is defined next. 

RMTO Problem: Given is  

• A library R of VRM’s and for each ,r ∈ R  its output voltage ,r outυ , 

the minimum and maximum input voltages min
,r inυ  and max

,r inυ , the 

maximum load current max
,r outι , and its efficiency rη  as a function of 

load current and input voltage,  

• A power source ,P  with the nominal voltage of ,PV   

• A set F of FB’s, and for each f ∈ F  its required voltage fV  and 

average current demand .fI  

The goal is to build a tree topology of VRM’s that connects P  to all 

FB’s and minimizes the PDN power loss from the power source to the loads 

while meeting the voltage and current constraints. 

 

In this remainder of this chapter, we focus on this RMTO problem statement. An 

interesting variant of the problem, which we do not address here, may be defined as 

follows. Given a cost rδ  associated with each regulator ,r  minimize the power loss 

in the PDN while ensuring that the total cost of the VRM tree does not exceed a cost 

budget. 

It should be noted that the power delivered to the FB’s is independent of the 

topology of the VRM tree and is calculated as, 
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FBs f f
f

P V I
∈

= ∑
F

. (7.4) 

Therefore, to minimize the power loss in the PDN from the power source to the 

loads, one needs to minimize the power drawn from the power supply. Given that the 

voltage of the power supply is assumed to be fixed, the objective of RMTO problem 

is to minimize the current drawn from the power supply. We assume that each VRM 

can provide only one output voltage (multi-output VRM’s are considered as multiple 

VRM’s, each with its own fixed voltage output). 

Although RMTO problem definition does not put any constraints on the depth of 

the VRM tree that drives the loads, in practice, such a constraint is useful. The 

reason is that utilizing a VRM tree with a large number of internal levels tends to 

increase the number of regulators, which in turn increases their cost and chip area 

overhead with little (if any) benefit in terms of improving the power efficiency of the 

PDN. For this reason, in this work, we only consider up to two levels of regulators in 

the VRM tree, i.e., the (node) depth of the tree is 4, with one corresponding to the 

power source ,P  one corresponding to the loads and up to two internal levels 

dedicated to VRM’s. Our solution, however, can be easily extended to handle VRM 

trees with higher depth.  

To improve the efficiency of our solution technique by implicitly considering a 

large class of tree topologies under one class representative, it is convenient to 

introduce an ideal VRM whose efficiency is 100% and whose output voltage and thus 

output current are equal to its input voltage and current, respectively. This ideal 

VRM (really a lossless buffer) is added to library R of VRM’s. Note that ideal 
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VRM’s are inserted on every path from the tree root to a leaf node in the tree so that 

the logical depth of each such path is exactly four (c.f. Figure 7.3). 

n12

Power Supply
VRM

FB
n11

n7

n1 n2

n8

n3

n9

n4

n10

n5 n6

P

n13

Ideal VRM

 

Figure 7.3: A VRM tree after inserting ideal VRM’s. 
 

Definition 7.1: A VRM satisfies monotone input current property if its input current 

is a monotone increasing function of its output current independent of the input 

voltage.  

Notice that the monotone input current property may hold in spite of the non-

monotone power efficiency characteristics for a VRM. This is because of the way 

that power efficiency is defined and its relation to input and output voltages and 

currents. In the next session we elaborate on this assumption in more detail. 

If the tree topology is fixed (-F option)  and the monotone input current property 

holds for all VRM’s in the library (-M option), then the selection of the appropriate 

regulator for each node can be done optimally by using dynamic programming 

starting from the leaf nodes. This algorithm, called RMTO-FM, will be presented in 

the next section. Table 7.1 introduces notations which will be used in RMTO-FM 

algorithm. 
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Table 7.1: Notation used in RMTO algorithm 

R   Set of all VRM’s including the ideal VRM 
F   Set of all FB’s 
U  Set of all output voltages of the VRM’s 

nV  Set of candidate input voltages for node n  

,n rV  Set of candidate input voltages for n  when r  
is the VRM of n  

nC   Set of candidate VRM’s for internal node n  of 
the tree 

T   Topology of VRM tree 
( )nπ  Optimum VRM selection for node n  

Li Set of all level i  internal nodes, 1,2i =  
andf fV I  Voltage level and current demand of FB f ∈ F  

,r outυ  Output voltage level of regulator r  
min
,r inυ  and max

,r inυ  Minimum and maximum input voltage levels  
of regulator r  

max
,nc outι  Maximum output current of regulator r  

( )outV n  Output voltage of a node n  
and, ,( ) ( )out r in rI n I n  Output and input current of node n  given  

that regulator r  is assigned to this node  
( , )r in outiμ υ  Efficiency of regulator r  as a function of its 

input voltage inυ and output current outI   
( )n inυΨ  One dimensional table in node n  with the key 

inυ  and the value of input current of node. 

 

7.4.1 RMTO for Fixed-Tree Topology 

The algorithm for solving RMTO-FM problem is shown in Figure 7.4. This 

algorithm starts with the nodes in the second internal level of the tree .T  If any such 

node is connected to two FB’s with different input voltage requirements, then the 

tree will not be a feasible VRM tree (a precise definition is provided later) and the 

algorithm terminates; otherwise, the output current of the node is calculated as the 

sum of the current demands of all leaf nodes (FB’s) that are connected to it. Next all 

candidate VRM’s with compatible output current and voltage are evaluated. Since 

the input voltage of the node is not known at this time, the power efficiency of each 
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candidate VRM for the node in question cannot be calculated directly. Based on the 

fact that this second-level node is driven by any first-level VRM node, all voltage 

values in U must be enumerated. Thus the power efficiency of the candidate second-

level VRM is obtained from the efficiency curves for each regulator. This 

information is then used to compute the input current of the second-level node as the 

minimum of the input currents of the candidate VRM’s which take the specific input 

voltage level for the second-level node. The calculated input current is stored in a 

one dimensional table with the key set to the input voltage of the second-level node 

and the value set to the input current of that same node.  

The first-level nodes are visited next. For each such node ,n  all candidate output 

voltages ( )out nυ  (defined as the voltages in the intersection of all Vm’s, where m  

denotes a fanout of )n  are considered. Next a set of output voltages are identified 

where each of these output voltages show up in every input current vs. input voltage 

table stored at each fanout of .n  For every such output voltage, the sum of the input 

currents of the driven second-level nodes is computed and set as the target output 

current of the first-level node. Next based on the output current of that first-level 

node and the known input voltage of the same node (which is the same as the output 

voltage of the power source for the VRM tree), the optimum VRM assignment for 

the first-level node is determined by enumerating all possible VRM matches at that 

node, i.e., a VRM assignment is chosen that minimizes the input current of the first-

level node (and hence the output current demand on the power source along the edge 

that leads to that node) while providing the output current needed by driven second-

level nodes under the selected output voltage assignment for the first-level node. 
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Figure 7.4: RMTO-FM algorithm for VRM tree optimization when tree 
topology is fixed. 

 

7.4.2 RMTO for Varied-Tree Topology 

The optimal solution of VRM tree problem when the tree topology may be varied  
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(-V option) is found by enumerating all feasible trees with exactly two internal nodes 

and F  leaf nodes. 

Definition 7.2: A VRM tree topology is feasible when (i) it has an exact depth of 4, 

i.e., every path from the root to a leaf node comprises of the zeroth level node 

corresponding to the tree root, the third-level node corresponding to the leaf node, 

with two levels of internal nodes in between; (ii) the leaf nodes under any second-

level internal node in the tree have the same voltage assignments. 

Since each VRM can only provide one output voltage level, the number of 

VRM’s in a feasible VRM tree topology cannot be less than the number of distinct 

voltage levels of the FB’s. The number of possible combinations for the first level of 

the tree is the power set of the number of second-level nodes in that tree. After 

generating each feasible tree instance ,T  the RMTO-FM algorithm is used to find 

the optimum solution for the corresponding .T   

7.4.3 Efficient Generation of Feasible Trees  

One issue with RMTO-VM procedure is that the number of feasible trees with n  

leaves appears to be quite large; fortunately, in the RMTO problem, many of the 

generated trees are isomorphic (c.f. Figure 7.5).  

Definition 7.3: Two VRM trees 1T  and 2T  are called inter-isomorphic if by a 

change of labeling in the intermediate vertices of one tree, it becomes equal to the 

other; otherwise, they are called non-inter-isomorphic. The set of all non-inter-

isomorphic trees comprising of exactly two internal levels and n  leaf nodes is 

denoted by .2( )nT  
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Figure 7.5: Two inter-isomorphic trees. 
 

It is clear that to find the optimal solution of VRM tree problem when the tree 

topology may be varied, only the set of non-inter-isomorphic feasible trees should be 

enumerated. In the remaining of this section we provide a mathematical framework 

to efficiently generate the set of non-inter-isomorphic trees.  

Definition 7.4: A partition of set X  is a collection of disjoint nonempty subsets of 

X  whose union is .X  Each of these subsets is called a part. 

The number of partitions of a set with n  elements is the n ’th Bell number which 

can be computed from the following recurrence [45],  

1

0
0

1
; 1

n

n k
k

n
B B B

k

−

=

−⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟= =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎝ ⎠
∑ . (7.5) 

Definition 7.5: For each n  and m n≤ , the Stirling number of the second kind, 

denoted as { },
n
m  is the number of ways of partitioning a set of n  elements into m  

nonempty sets. These numbers can be computed from the following recurrence [45]: 

and
1 1

; 1 111

nn n nn
mm nmm
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From the definition, one can see Bell numbers are related to Stirling numbers of 

the second kind by the following relation:  

0

n

n
k

n
B

k
=

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑ . (7.7) 

Definition 7.6: A restricted growth function (RGF) of length n is a function 

{ }: 1,...,nφ →  which satisfy the following conditions [74]: 

{ } ( ).

(1) 1

( ) max (1),..., ( 1) 1 2i i i n

φ

φ φ φ

=

≤ − + ≤ ≤
 (7.8) 

Each RGF is represented as an n -tuple [ ](1),..., ( )f f n , where in entry in the tuple is 

a positive integer. The set of all RGF’s of length n  is denoted as .nΦ   

For example, both [ ]1,1,2,1,3  and [ ]1,2,3,4,2  are RGF’s of length five, while 

[ ]1,2,4,3,1 and [ ]1,1,2,2,4  are not. Moreover, it can be easily verified that 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }3 1,1,1 , 1,1,2 , 1,2,1 , 1,2,2 , 1,2,3Φ = . 

Lemma 7.1: There is a one-to-one correspondence between nΦ  and the set of all 

partitions of { }1,...,n  [74]. 

In particular, each nφ ∈ Φ  represents a partition into m n≤  groups, where 1 by 

convention belongs to the first part, i  belongs to the th( )iφ  part, and 

{ } .max (1),..., ( )n mφ φ =  For example, the RGF [1,1,2,3,2,4,1]  represents the 

partition { } { } { } { }{ }.1,2,7 , 3,5 , 4 , 6  For each RGF ,φ φ∇  is defined as 

{ }.max (1),..., ( )nφ φ φ∇ =  From Lemma 7.1 one can see that .n
nBΦ =  

Moreover, it is seen that the number of nφ ∈ Φ  with mφ∇ =  is exactly { }nm . 
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Lemma 7.2: There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 

{ }n
n φ

φ
φ ∇

∈Φ
Λ = ×Φ∪  and the set of all non-inter-isomorphic trees with exactly 

two internal levels and n  leaf nodes, i.e., .2( )nT   

Proof: We show that each 2( )T n∈ T  can be mapped to one and only one nλ ∈ Λ  

and vice versa. Without loosing generality we assume leaf nodes of T  are 

numerically labeled from left to right. The labeling starts from one and 

monotonically increments. By using the algorithm shown in Figure 7.6, we assign 

new labels for the intermediate nodes.  

,

_ _ {
For 3 to 2{

0 ;
For 1 to {

_ level- nodewith label ;
_ ( _ ) ;

If _ does not have a label
( _ ) ;

( _ );
}

}
}

l

l i

VRM tree labeling
l

largest_label
i L

c node l i
p node parent c node
p node
label p node largest_label
p label p node

=
=

=
=
=

=++
=

 

Figure 7.6: VRM_tree_labeling algorithm. 
 

In this algorithm, lL  is the number of nodes at level .l  By using this notation, 

each 2( )T n∈ T  can be represented by the canonical form 

[ ] [ ]( )
3 23,1 3, 2,1 2,,..., , ,...,L Lp p p p . Figure 7.7 shows the labeling of a VRM tree after 

applying _ _VRM tree labeling  algorithm. It is seen that the canonical 

representation of this tree is [ ] [ ]( )1,2,2,1,3,4 , 1,2,3,1 . 
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Figure 7.7: An example of VRM tree labeling. 
 

It can be easily verified that both [ ]
33 3,1 3,,..., Lp p p=  and [ ]

22 2,1 2,,..., Lp p p=  are 

RGF and ( )3 2, np p ∈ Λ . Moreover, if two trees are mapped to one ,nλ ∈ Λ  

according to Definition 7.3 they are inter-isomorphic and therefore they both cannot 

be in .2( )nT  This means that each 2( )T n∈ T  can be mapped to one and only one 

.nλ ∈ Λ  Next, we show that each nλ ∈ Λ  can be mapped to one and only one 

2 .( )T n∈T  Assume [ ] [ ]( ) ,
33,1 3, 2,1 2,,..., , ,..., n

n pp p p pλ ∇= ∈Λ  the _ _build VRM tree  

algorithm given in Figure 7.8 shows how a 2( )T n∈ T  can be constructed from λ . It 

can be easily verified that if 1 2, nλ λ ∈ Λ and 1 2λ λ≠ , they cannot be mapped to a 

unique 2( )T n∈ T ; therefore, each nλ ∈ Λ  can be mapped to one and only one 

2( )T n∈ T  and since it was shown that each  2( )T n∈ T  can be mapped to one and 

only one nλ ∈ Λ  , it is concluded that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

nΛ  and .2( )nT                                
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Figure 7.8: Build_VRM_tree algorithm. 
 

Lemma 7.3: The number of all non-inter-isomorphic trees with exactly 2 internal 

levels and n  leaf nodes is obtained from 

2
1

( )
n

m
m

n
n B m

=

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑T . (7.9) 

Proof: According to Lemma 7.2, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

set of { }n
n φ

φ
φ ∇

∈Φ
Λ = ×Φ∪  and ;2( )nT therefore, .2( ) nn = ΛT  Since the 

number of nφ ∈ Φ  with mφ∇ =  is { }nm , the number of elements in nΛ  is 

calculated as, 

1 1n

n n
n m

m
m m

n n
Bm m

φ

φ

∇

∈Φ = =

⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪Λ = Φ = Φ =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
∑ ∑ ∑ . (7.10) 

Therefore, Equation (7.9) holds.                     

Table 7.2 shows the number of non-inter-isomorphic trees with 2 internal levels 

and n  leaves. From the table data, it is seen that by using only non-inter-isomorphic 

trees, the number of enumerations required to find the optimal solution becomes 

more manageable.  
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Table 7.2: Number of non-inter-isomorphic trees with n leaves 

n  1 2 3 4 5 

2( )nT  1 3 12 60 358 

 
 

An algorithm for solving the RMTO-VM problem is presented in Figure 7.9. It 

should be noted that although the time complexity of RMTO-VM algorithm is 

exponential in the number of leaf nodes, because the number of different voltage 

domains is small, the runtime of the algorithm is quite reasonable. 

( )

( )

( )

2

, , {
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, , , ;
}
Return best , , , ;

}

P

P

P

RMTO VM V
T n

T
RMTO FM T V

RMTO FM T V

−
∈

−

−

R F
T

R F
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Figure 7.9: RMTO-VM algorithm for VRM tree optimization. 
 

7.4.4 Practical Issues  

7.4.4.1  Non-Monotone Input Current 

The monotone input current property holds as long as the VRM has a single mode, 

where the basic feedback loop in the regulator which performs the output and line 

regulation does not change its parameters (reference voltage levels, sensing network 

parameters, switch configuration, etc) in response to applied input voltages.  There 

are, however, VRM’s that may operate as say 2X charge pump or 1.5X charge pump 

or even an LDO depending on the applied input voltage. Such VRM’s tend to exhibit 

a non-monotone input current vs. output current behavior, which will then break the 

principle of dynamic programming and require an exhaustive search mechanism to 

produce the optimum VRM tree solution.  
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Two changes in the RMTO-FM algorithm are needed to solve the RMTO-FN 

problem (-N option means some of the VRM’s have non-monotone input current 

property). The first is that current look-up tables Ψ  that are generated and stored in 

level-2 nodes should be made 2-D, where the key into the table entries is a pair of 

values: input voltage of the second-level node and the candidate VRM for that node. 

The second change occurs when level-1 nodes are traversed. In this case, for each 

candidate set of a level-1 node, all candidate VRM’s in its fanouts should also be 

enumerated in order to find the best assignment of VRM’s. The RMTO-VN 

algorithm is the same as the RMTO-VM problem except that it calls RMTO-FN. 

7.4.4.2  Effect of the Current Profile of the Loads 

Current profiles of the loads play a key role in the design of an efficient VRM tree. 

To motivate the need for considering the load profile of the FB’s, consider the 

following example. Assume that to provide a FB with a desired voltage level, a buck 

converter is needed and the only candidate converters are those shown in  

Figure 7.10. Now, if the load profile of the FB is { }(200 ,90%),(100 ,10%)mA mA , 

i.e., in 90% of the time the FB consume 200mA and in 10% it consumes 100mA 

current, then using the VRM (b) is more efficient whereas with a load profile of 

{ }(200 ,10%),(100 ,90%)mA mA  VRM (a) is a better choice.  

In the following, we describe how to account for the effect of load profiles in the 

RMTO-FM algorithm. To begin with, for simplicity, we assume that the profiles of 

different FB’s are independent of one another. In the next section, we show how to 

account for the correlations among load profiles.  
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(b) 

Figure 7.10: The efficiency curves of two commercial buck VRM (TPS60502 [128] and TPS60503 [129]). 
 

 

Assume that m  FB’s, 1f , 2f , …, mf , with the same required voltage level V  are 

connected to a node .n  The current profiles of the FB’s are expressed as {( , )}
i i

j jI α  

where 
i

jI  and 
i

jα  are the current demand and the probability of if  being in its thj  

state. Notice that for every i , 
( )

,1j
ij S i

α
∈

=∑  where ( )S i  is the set of states of the 

load profile of if . When calculating the efficiency and input current of a candidate 

regulator nc  for n ,  ( )outi n  becomes a piecewise-linear function; so, instead of 

having a constant value for the efficiency and input current of node ,n  we need to 

model both of them as piecewise-linear functions. That is, 

( ) ( )1 21 2, ,...,
1 2, ( ) ( ), ...m mk kk k k k

n in r in mc n n I I Iη υ μ υ= + + +  

( )
( )

( )

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2, ,...,
, ,...,

( ) ...
, ( )

, ( )

m

m

m

k k k
out mk k k

n inin k k k
in n in

n I I I
i c n

c n

υ
υ

υ η υ

× + + +
=

×
 

( ) 1 2
1 2 1 2Pr ( , ,..., ) ... mk k k

m mS k k k α α α= , for ( ),1ik S i i m∈ ≤ ≤  

(7.11) 

where 1 2, ,..., mk k kη  and 1 2, ,..., mk k k
ini  are the efficiency and input current when if  is in 
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state ik  and ( )1 2Pr ( , ,..., )mS k k k  is the probability of such an event. Notice that the 

number of states in node n  is the product of the number of states in its fanout nodes. 

An example of generating the piecewise linear input current for the fanin node is 

shown in Figure 7.11. In this figure it is assumed that the VRM shown in  

Figure 7.10(a) has been used and ./ 0.5out inV V =  

n

FB1 FB2

Prob

Current

α
1I
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7.0 3.0
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  Figure 7.11: Piecewise-linear modeling of the input current of a VRM  

 

 The average input current of node ,n  which is used in optimization, can be 

obtained from 

( ) ( )1 2, ,...,
1 2

( ),1

, ( ) Pr ( , ,..., )m

i

k k kavg
n in min in

k S i i m

i i c n S k k kυ
∈ ≤ ≤

= ×∑ . 
(7.12) 

The candidate VRM nc  at node n  should satisfy the constraint that,  

( )1 2 2max
, 1 2( ),1

max ...
n

i

k k k
c out m

k S i i m
I I Iι

∈ ≤ ≤
≥ + + + . (7.13) 

7.4.4.3  Effect of Correlations among Current Profiles  

The correlation between the load profiles of FB’s could be used to design a more 

efficient VRM tree. To motivate the problem, consider two corner case examples. In 
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the first case, the load currents of the FB’s are positively correlated in the sense that 

both FB’s have the same peak and off-peak load intervals. An example of such a 

case is two processor cores that work in parallel. In this case both processors achieve 

their minimum and maximum currents at the same intervals (c.f. Figure 7.12(a)). On 

the other hand, in some cases, the load profiles of the FB’s are negatively correlated, 

i.e., when one FB is in its low-load state, the other one is in the high-load state and 

vice versa (c.f. Figure 7.12(b)). An instance of such a scenario occurs by using 

activity migration technique for dynamic thermal management in which the peak 

junction temperature is controlled by moving computation between multiple 

replicated units [55]. 

time

Current

t0

actI1

actI2

stdbyI1

FB2

FB1

stdbyI2

 
(a) 

time

Current
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actI2stdbyI2
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(b) 

Figure 7.12: (a) Positively correlated FB’s (b) negatively correlated FB’s. 
 

 It is clear that these two scenarios put different constraints on the VRM tree 

design. For example, when two FB’s are negatively correlated, it is more likely that 

by sharing a single VRM for both of them, a more power-efficient VRM network can 

be achieved. Rather minor changes need to be made to the RMTO-FM algorithm so 

that it can handle the effect of load profile correlations. These changes are similar to 

those that have been discussed in the previous section; so, we do not provide their 
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details here. 

7.5  Experimental Results 

The algorithms proposed in this chapter have been implemented in C++ and 

evaluated on a set of test-benches. A set of thirty DC-DC commercial regulators 

from Texas Instruments and National Semiconductors were used to create a library 

of VRM’s. This set consists of ten variants of buck, boost, and LDO regulators. Two 

of these regulators are those shown in Figure 7.10.  The power conversion efficiency 

of each VRM was modeled as a piecewise-linear function of input voltage and output 

current based on the data sheets for the VRM.  

We compared the results of our RMTO-VM with the results of the optimal VRM 

assignment in a star topology. Table 7.3 summarizes the specifications of our 

benchmarks along with the reduction of power loss in the VRM tree achieved by 

applying our algorithm. In Table 7.3, TB  is the name of the testbench, PV  is the 

voltage of power supply, N  is the number of FB’s in the problem statement, minI  

and maxI  denote the minimum and maximum required current by any FB’s, while 

minV  and maxV  are the minimum and maximum required voltages of any FB’s. To 

illustrate how RMTO-VM algorithm selects the topology of the VRM tree, we depict 

the VRM tree for the first test-bench in Figure 7.13. In this figure, VRM1 and VRM5 

are two LDO’s used at the output of two buck regulators to decrease their voltage 

levels.  
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Table 7.3: Simulation results for a few test cases 

TB  PV  N  minI  maxI  minV  maxV  VRM Tree Power Loss 
Reduction (%) 

1 2.5 6 50m 100m 1.1 1.8 21.9 

2 2.5 7 50m 200m 1.3 1.8 23.6 

3 2.5 5 60m 200m 1.3 3.0 14.5 

4 2.5 8 50m 200m 1.3 3.3 9.4 

5 3.3 6 30m 100m 1.2 1.8 14.6 

6 3.3 10 50m 300m 1.1 2.7 21.5 

7 3.3 12 30m 350m 1.1 3.0 12.3 

8 3.3 8 50m 200m 1.3 3.3 17.9  
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Figure 7.13 : VRM tree topology for TB1. 

7.6  Summary 

In this chapter we showed that by using a tree topology of suitably chosen voltage 

regulators between the power source and loads, one can achieve higher power 

efficiency in the power delivery network. We formulated the problem of optimizing 

the VRM tree as a dynamic program and solved it efficiently. The experimental 

results demonstrate the efficacy of proposed problem formulation and solution.  

Experimental results showed that by using the proposed technique, the power loss in 

the VRM tree can be reduced by an average of 17%.  
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Chapter 8  
Design of an Efficient Power Delivery Network to Enable 
Dynamic Power Management 

 

8.1 Introduction 

In order to minimize the overall power dissipation of the system while meeting the 

performance constraints, multiple voltage domains (also known as voltage islands 

[76]) and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [25, 93] are being introduced on the SoC. 

This means that it is possible to have multiple relatively-small logic blocks operated 

at different and dynamically changing voltages based on workload monitoring. In 

these systems, it is required that the PDN delivers power at appropriate voltage 

levels to different functional blocks (FB’s) while incurring the minimum power loss 

when the voltage level of a FB is changed in response to a change in its workload; 

therefore, efficient low-voltage DC-DC conversion is a key enabler for the design of 

any DVS technique. In Chapter 7 we proposed a dynamic programming technique to 

address the problem of optimal selection of VRM’s in a power delivery network 

[15]; however we did not address the question of VRM selection to enable dynamic 

voltage scaling. 

In this chapter we show how to design an efficient power delivery network for a 

complex SoC so as to enable DVS through assignment of appropriate voltage level 
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(and the corresponding clock frequency) to each function block in the SoC.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 provides some 

background on dynamic voltage scaling and its PDN requirements. In Section 8.3 we 

propose an efficient power delivery network to enable DVS while incurring 

minimum power loss in the system. Simulation results are given in Section 8.4, while 

Section 8.5 summarizes the chapter.  

8.2 Background 

Dynamic power management (DPM) is a feature of the run-time environment of a 

system that dynamically reconfigures itself to provide the requested services and 

performance levels with a minimum activity level on its FB’s. The fundamental 

principle for the applicability of DPM is that systems (and their FB’s) experience 

non-uniform workloads during operation time. Such an assumption is valid for most 

systems, both when considered in isolation and when inter-networked. A second 

assumption of DPM is that it is possible to predict, with a certain degree of 

confidence, the fluctuations of workload [64]. DPM is usually performed through 

assignment of appropriate voltage levels and corresponding clock frequencies to 

different FB’s of the system. This is also known as dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). 

In a SoC with DVS option, an on-chip power manager decides when to switch the 

SoC power-performance state (PPS), where each PPS corresponds to a particular 

combination of voltage level (and associated clock frequency) assignments to 

various FB’s in the SoC.  

The PDN of a DVS-enabled SoC is required to deliver power at appropriate 
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voltage levels to different functional FB’s while incurring the minimum power loss 

in the PDN. In the conventional technique to support DVS for different FB’s, which 

is depicted in Figure 8.1, each FB has its own VRM with multiple output voltage 

levels [25, 93]. The power manager selects the supply level that VRMi provides to 

the FBi.  

This architecture, despite its simplicity, has several shortcomings: i) the number 

of VRM’s used in the PDN is equal to the number of FB’s i.e., when the number of 

FB’s that can accept multiple voltage levels becomes large, the number of VRM’s 

increases, which in turn increases the chip area and cost, ii) design of variable output 

voltage VRM is quite challenging and its cost is correspondingly higher than that of 

a fixed output voltage VRM, iii) unlike the VRM’s with fixed-Vout where the power 

conversion efficiency is highly  optimized  for  a  specific output voltage level, the 

power conversion efficiency of the multiple-Vout VRM varies as a function of the 

chosen Vout and may sometimes degrade severely from one Vout to next [122]. 

P
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Figure 8.1: The role of VRM tree in providing appropriate voltage level for 
each FB. The output voltage of each VRM is changed dynamically. 

 

Based on these observations, in the next section we propose a new technique to 

address the problem of PDN design to support dynamic voltage scaling.  
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8.3 Power Efficient PDN to enable DVS 

In our technique, which is depicted in Figure 8.2, the PDN is composed of two 

layers. In the first layer of PDN, which is called the power conversion network 

(PCN), VRM’s are used to generate all voltage levels that may be needed by 

different FB’s in the SoC design. This is accomplished by using fixed-Vout VRM’s; 

so, if U is the set of all voltage levels required by any FB’s, then there must be at 

least |U| VRM’s in the PCN. Usually this number is small since many of the FB’s 

share the same set of allowed voltage levels.  In the second layer of PDN, a power 

switch network (PSN) is used to dynamically connect the power supply terminals of 

each FB to the appropriate VRM output in the PCN.   
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{200mA@1.3V,
100mA@1.0V,
50mA@0.8V}

DSP2
{200mA@1.3V,
100mA@1.0V,
50mA@0.8V}

Memory
{100mA@1.3V,
20mA@0.8V}

RF
{90mA@1.5V}

VRM1
Vout=1.3V

IO
{60mA@1.3V,
30mA@0.8V}

VRM2
Vout=1.0V

VRM3
Vout=0.8V

VRM4
Vout=1.5V

Power Switch Network

P

 

Figure 8.2: The proposed architecture of PDN to support dynamic voltage scaling. The output voltage 
of each VRM is fixed. 

 

In our system modeling framework, it is assumed that the transition of the system 

into different PPS’s can be described as a time-homogenous Markov chain, and 

hence, PPS transitions can be captured by a stationary time-independent transition 

matrix [ ]ijp  (c.f., Figure 8.3). In each state of this Markov chain, the supply voltage 
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level of all FB’s is specified. Clearly, no two states will have the same supply 

voltage assignments. Let iπ  denote the probability of being in state i  of this Markov 

chain. In vector [ ]iπ π=  entries iπ  sum to one and satisfy 

i j jij
pπ π

∈
= ∑ S

. (8.1) 

Additionally, for simplicity, in this section it is assumed that the current demands 

of every FB when it is working with each of its voltage levels is specified and is 

constant. In the next section it will be shown how to change the problem formulation 

to handle the general case when the current demands of FB’s follow some 

probability distribution function around a mean value. Moreover, it is assumed that 

level shifters have been included in the SoC to enable communication among FB’s 

operating on different supply voltages. Now, the question becomes how to design the 

PCN to achieve minimum power loss in the power distribution network, and how to 

design the PSN to make sure that all FB’s receive the desired supply voltage levels. 

S1 S2

S4 S3

p12
p22

p23

p11

p14

p34

p13
p41

 

Figure 8.3: Operating states and state transition of a system. 
 

8.3.1 Power Conversion Network Optimization 

The PCN optimization supporting dynamic voltage scaling (PCODS) problem is 
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defined next. 

PCODS problem: Given is 

• A library R  of VRM’s and for each ,r ∈ R  its cost ,rc  output 

voltage ,r outυ , the minimum and maximum input voltages min
,r inυ  and 

max
,r inυ , the maximum load current max

,r outι , and the VRM’s power 

conversion efficiency rη  as a function of the load current and input 

voltage, 

• A power source ,P  with the nominal voltage of ,PV  

• A set F  of FB’s, and for each ,f ∈ F  the required voltages and the 

corresponding current demands, 

• A Markov chain model S  of the system, where in each state of the 

Markov chain the supply voltage level of each FB is specified.  

The objective is to build a network of VRM’s that connects P  to all 

FB’s and minimizes a weighted sum of total power consumption and total 

cost of the VRM’s used in the PCN, i.e., P P rr PCN
V I cλ

∈
+ ∑ , while 

meeting the voltage and current constraints. 

 
In PCODS problem, λ  is a parameter which defines the tradeoff between power-

efficiency and cost of the PCN. For example, if ,0λ =  then PCODS optimizes the 

power efficiency while λ = ∞  results in the lowest-cost PCN. 

Before giving details of how PCODS can be solved, in Table 8.1 we define the 

notation used in the remainder of the chapter. Some of these notations are similar to 

those in Chapter 7 but for convenience they are repeated here. 

We assume that if a FB requires the same voltage V  in two different states, it is 

always powered up by an identical VRM. This assumption implies that the number 

of power switches in PSN to deliver power to FB f ∈ F  is exactly fV  and hence 
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reduces not only the complexity of PSN, but also the power loss of PSN during PPS 

transitions. 

Table 8.1: Notation used in RMTO algorithm 

R  Set of all VRM’s, r  
F  Set of all FB’s, f  
S  Set of all states of the Markov chain model of the 

system 
fV  Set of required voltage levels by FB f ∈ F  

U  Set of voltage levels required by all FB’s; i.e., 

1 2{ , ,..., }f mf
V V V

∈
= =

F
U V∪  

,f sV  Required voltage of FB f ∈ F  in state s ∈ S  

,f sI  Required current of FB f ∈ F  in state s ∈ S  

,f vI  Required current of FB f ∈ F  when its required 
voltage level is fv ∈ V , , ,( : )f v f s f sI I V v= =  

( ),r V Iη  Power conversion efficiency of regulator ,r ∈ R  
with the input voltage V  and output current I  

,
in
r sI  Input current of regulator r in state s ∈ S  

,avg rI  Average input current of regulator r  over all states 
 
 

It should be noted that the power delivered to the FB’s is independent of the 

topology of PCN and can be calculated as, 

, ,FBs s f s f sf s
P V Iπ

∈ ∈
= ∑ ∑F S

. (8.2) 

Definition 8.1: For each voltage level iV ∈ U , the corresponding voltage domain 

iD  is defined as the set of all FB’s that require iV  in some state, i.e.,  

{ }:i i ff V= ∈ ∈D F V . (8.3) 

Since each FB may have more than one voltage level, iD ’s may be overlapping. 

For each voltage level ,iV ∈ U one of more VRM’s should be used to deliver power 

to the corresponding voltage domain .iD  Assume that the topology of the VRM tree 
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delivering power to iD  is known. In this case, when the system is in state ,s  the 

output current of a VRM r  with output voltage iV   that delivers power to a subset 

j
ii ⊆D D  can be computed as, 

,
, ,,j f s ii

out
r s f sf V V
I I

∈ =
= ∑ D

. (8.4) 

Therefore, the input current of VRM r  in state s  is obtained as, 

( )
,

,
,,

out
i r sin

r s out
P r P r s

V I
I

V V Iη
×

=
×

 (8.5) 

and the average input current of r  which is drawn from the power supply is, 

, ,
in

avg r s r ss
I Iπ

∈
= ∑ S

. (8.6) 

The average current drawn from the power supply by voltage domain iD  is then 

computed as, 

,( )
i

in
avg i avg rr
I I

∈
= ∑ R

D  (8.7) 

where iR  is the set of all VRM’s used to power up .iD  The total cost of the VRM’s 

used in this topology to deliver power to iD  is, 

i i
rr

C c
∈

= ∑D R
. (8.8) 

Therefore, the average current drawn from the power supply by this PCN and the 

total cost of VRM’s in the PCN can be written as, 

( )avg avg ii
I I= ∑ D  (8.9) 

 

iPCN i
C C= ∑ D . (8.10) 
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To deliver power to FB’s in each ,iD  different options are available (c.f.,  

Figure 8.4 for a pictorial elaboration). In the first option, which is the lowest-cost 

one, only one VRM is used to deliver power to all FB’s in each .iD  The other option 

is to use one VRM per FB. The drawback of this solution is that the number of 

VRM’s increases with the number of FB’s. Because of the non-monotone 

dependency of power conversion efficiency on the delivered output current, neither 

solution may be the best from the power-efficiency point of view and a design in 

between the two extremes may be the best one. Furthermore, because objective 

function in the general formulation of the PCODS problem is a weighted sum of the 

power consumption and the cost of the PCN, by enumerating other solutions a better 

tradeoff between power-efficiency and cost may be achieved. Therefore, all possible 

“set partitions” of iD  (as defined by Definition 7.4) should be enumerated when 

searching for the optimal VRM assignment to .iD   

FB1

VRM1

FB2

VRM2

FB3

VRM3

FB1 FB2

VRM1

FB3

FB1

VRM1

FB2 FB3

VRM3

FB2

VRM2

FB3FB1

VRM1

FB2

VRM2

FB3FB1

VRM1

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)  

Figure 8.4: Different options for delivering power to three FB’s which require the 
same voltage at some states. The output voltages of all VRM’s are the same. 

 

Definition 8.2: In a partition of iD  the required voltage of each part is .iV  The 
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current demand of a part in a state is the summation of the current demands of all 

FB’s in that part in the specified state.  

Definition 8.3: A valid VRM assignment to a partition of iD  is the assignment of one 

VRM to each part such that the constraints of each VRM are satisfied, i.e., for each 

VRM r  the input voltage of VRM is between min
,r inυ  and max

,r inυ , the required voltage 

of the part is ,r outυ , and the maximum current demand of the part over all states is 

lower than max
,r outι . 

Definition 8.4: An optimum VRM assignment to a partition of iD  such as 

{ }1,..., n
i iD D  is a valid VRM assignment which minimizes ,P avg j jj j

V I cλ+∑ ∑ , 

where ,avg jI  and jc  are the input current and associated cost of designated VRM to 

part j
iD , respectively. 

Theorem 8.1: A valid VRM assignment to a partition of iD  is optimum, if and only 

if in each of its parts such as , ,
j
P avg j ji V I cλ+D  is minimized.  

Proof: Assume iD  is partitioned into n  nonempty subsets such as { }.1,..., n
i iD D  

Each valid VRM assignments to a part is shown as a pair of input current of the 

corresponding VRM and its associated cost, i.e., ( ).,avgI c  The set of all valid VRM 

assignments to part j
iD  is shown as ( ){ }.,j avgI c=Z  Optimum VRM assignment to 

partition iD  is the selection of one tuple ( ), ,avg j jI c  from each jZ  such that 

,P avg j jj j
V I cλ+∑ ∑

 
is minimized. It can be seen that ,P avg j jj j

V I cλ+∑ ∑
 
is 

minimized if and only if for each tuple ,,( , )avg j jI c  the value of ,P avg j jV I cλ+
 
is 
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minimum over all tuples in .jZ                   

The result of Theorem 1 is that to find the optimum VRM assignment to set ,iD  

all partitions of iD  should be enumerated. In each partition, the best VRM r  that 

satisfies the constraints and minimizes P avgV I cλ+  for every part is found. The 

partition that results in the minimum ,P avg j jj j
V I cλ+∑ ∑  is the optimum one.  

Based on the above discussion, Figure 8.5 shows optPCN  algorithm to solve 

PCODS problem. Basically it starts by constructing iD  sets and for each iD  it finds 

the best VRM assignment by using Theorem 8.1. 

( )

{ }
1

, , , {
For each { ,..., }{

: ;
( ) ( , , , , , );

}
}

P

i m

i i f

i P i i
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f V
V sub optPCN V Vψ

∈ =

= ∈ ∈
= −

R F S
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Figure 8.5: The optPCN algorithm for solving PCODS. 
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Theorem 8.2: The optPCN  algorithm described in Figure 8.5 finds the optimum 

solution to the PCODS problem. 

Proof: The optimality of optPCN  algorithm is immediate from Theorem 8.1 and 

the fact that for each ,iD  all partitions are enumerated.               

Theorem 8.3: The worst-case running time of optPCN algorithm is 

( )| ,|O B FR S F where |R|, |S|, and |F| are the cardinalities of corresponding sets.  

Proof: For each of voltage levels required by FB’s such as iV ∈ U , we need to 

partition the corresponding voltage domain iD  into non-empty subsets and for each 

partition find the best set of VRM’s. The number of these partitions is 
i

B D . For any 

of such partitioning into k -subsets, we need to find the best set of k  VRM’s for the 

parts of the partition. The best VRM for a part is found by enumerating all VRM’s 

with output voltage iV . The number of these VRM’s is denoted as iR . For each such 

VRM, we need to calculate the average input current of the VRM among all states of 

Markov chain; so, the numbers of operations to find the best set of k  VRM’s for a 

partition is iRS F . Therefore, the number of operations to find the best set of 

VRM’s for iV  is 
iiR B DS F  and the complexity of the whole procedure is  

iii
RB∑ DS F . (8.11) 

For each ,i i ⊆D F ; therefore i ≤D F  and it follows that  

ii ii i
RB B R≤∑ ∑FDS F S F . (8.12) 

In (8.14) equality holds if and only if for each i , .i =D F  This condition requires 

that for each ,f ∈ F  the set of required voltage levels is equal to U, i.e., .f =V U  On 
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the other hand, since each VRM in the library can provide only one output voltage, 

.ii
R ≤∑ R  Therefore, the worst case running time of the algorithm is 

( )| .|O B FR S F                               

From Theorem 8.3, one can see that optPCN  algorithm has exponential 

complexity in the number of FB’s; however, since the number of FB’s is small, in 

practice the runtime of the algorithm is quite reasonable. 

8.3.1.1  Effect of non-constant current 

In the formulation of PCODS problem, it is assumed that the current demand of each 

FB is a constant value independent of the system PPS. In this section it is shown how 

to modify the problem formulation to handle the case when the current demands of 

various FB’s follow some probability density function (pdf). 

We assume the current demands of different FB’s can be modeled as independent 

Gaussian distribution functions (the case that the demands follow some other 

probability distribution function can be addressed in a similar manner).  In this case, 

because the output current of a VRM which is connected to a number of FB’s is a 

sum of independent Gaussian random variables (c.f., Equation (8.4)), it will also be a 

Gaussian random variable, whose mean and variance respectively are the sum of 

means and sum of variances of the current demand distributions in the corresponding 

FB’s. This continuous-time random variable is approximated with a discrete-time 

random variable function which has the probability ( )Pr j  in interval 

min min[ , ( 1) )I j I I j I+ ×Δ + + ×Δ  (for )max min0 ( )/j I I I≤ < − Δ  as shown in Figure 8.6. 

Since the efficiency of the VRM and hence its input current are functions of the 
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output current, Equation (8.5) should be modified to account for this dependency, 

( )
( )

min
, 0

min
Pr( )

,
L iin

r s j
P r P

V I j I
I j

V V I j Iη=

× + ×Δ
=

× + ×Δ∑  (8.13) 

where ( ) .max min / 1L I I I= − Δ −  Selecting a smaller value for IΔ  results in a 

better approximation for input current of the VRM, but also increases the algorithm 

runtime. 

I

Pr

I

Pr

Imin Imax Imin Imax

ΔI

 
Figure 8.6: Approximating the continuous distribution with a discrete one.  

8.3.2  Power Switch Network Optimization 

Power switch network (PSN) performs the function of switching the supply voltage 

level of the FB’s when a new PPS is commanded by the power manager. Figure 8.7 

depicts a PSN for delivering three different voltage levels to a FB. The switches in 

the PSN are controlled by a power switch controller (PSC) which is zero-hot coded, 

i.e., at any given time only one of its outputs is zero, and hence, only one PMOS 

transistors in ON.  

The number of PMOS transistors needed for each FB f  in the PSN is .fV  The 

PMOS transistor which is required to deliver voltage level fv ∈ V  to an f ∈ F  and 

its width are respectively denoted as ,f vM  and .,f vW  This PMOS transistor should 

be large enough so that the voltage-drop between its drain and source does not 
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exceed a tolerable value. 

FB1

Power Switch 
Controller

V1 V2 V3

 

Figure 8.7: A PSN for delivering three different voltage levels to a FB. 
 

In the steady state, when FB f  is supplied with ,fv ∈ V  the current that flows  

through  the  ON PMOS  transistor  ,f vM   is  the  current demand of f  at voltage ,v  

i.e., .,f vI  Since this transistor is in triode region, its current can be derived from the 

alpha-power model [107] as, 

,

/ 2
,

, f v

f v gs t
f v M ds

eff t

W V V
I I k V

L v V

α−⎛ ⎞⎟⎜= = ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠−
 (8.14) 

where effL  is the effective length of the transistor, ,gsV ,dsV  and tV  are the gate-to-

source, drain-to-source, and threshold voltage of the transistor, respectively. Note 

that k  and α  are technology. Now, if the maximum tolerable voltage-drop at the 

supply of the FB is ,VΔ  the minimum required width for ,f vW  will be computed as, 

,min
,

f v eff
f v

I L
W

k V
=

Δ
 (8.15) 

8.3.2.1  PSN Power Consumption  

When the state of the system changes from PPS i  to ,j  some energy is consumed to 
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turn ON/OFF some of the PMOS switches. Assume that the power manager changes 

the state of the system at regular time intervals with a frequency of .PMf  If CPMOS is 

the total capacitance which is charged or discharged during this transition, then the 

power consumption for this transition is calculated from  

,

2
dyn i j i j PM PMOSddP p V f C

→ →
=  (8.16) 

where pi→j denotes the transition probability from PPS i  to j  which can be 

computed as, 

i j i ijp pπ→ =  (8.17) 

So, the power consumption of the PMOS switches is calculated as  

( ), ,, ,
, ,

2

, :

1
2 i j dd PM f V f Vf i f j

f i f j

overhead
i j f V V

P p V f C C
→

≠

⎛ ⎛ ⎞⎞⎟⎟⎜ ⎜ ⎟⎟⎜ ⎜= + ⎟⎟⎜ ⎜ ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎜ ⎜⎝ ⎝ ⎠⎠
∑ ∑  (8.18) 

where ,f vC  is the input capacitance of ,,f vM  i.e., ., ,f v f v oxC W LC=   

Equation (8.18) is the power consumption overhead of our solution compared to 

the conventional one, where one multiple-output VRM is used for each FB to 

provide it with appropriate voltage levels. 

8.4 Simulation Results 

The algorithms described earlier in this chapter have been implemented in C++ and 

evaluated on a set of test-benches. A collection of thirty DC-DC commercially 

available regulators from Texas Instruments and National Semiconductors were 

chosen to create the library of VRM’s. The power conversion efficiency of each 

VRM was modeled as a piecewise-linear function of input voltage and output current 

based on the data sheets for the VRM. The cost of each VRM was assumed to be its 
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dollar cost for a 1000-unit purchase. Note that we did not have access to the 

efficiency curves and cost of the unpackaged DC-DC converters. 

We performed two experiments to compare the performance of the proposed 

technique with the conventional VRM assignment to support dynamic voltage 

scaling in a system. In the first experiment, we used optPCN  algorithm with 0λ =  

to find the most power-efficient PCN based on our solution. The best multiple-output 

VRM assignment to minimize the power consumption of the system based on the 

conventional solution was also generated for comparison purposes. The results of 

this experiment are reported in Table 8.2, where the first column gives the name of 

the test-bench (Details of the first test-bench are provided in Figure 8.8.), the second 

column gives the number of FB’s in the problem, and the third column gives the 

number of states in the Markov chain model of the system. Column 4 and 5 show 

PDN power loss and cost reduction in the proposed solution compared to those of the 

conventional solution (power loss in the PDN is the difference between the power 

delivered to FB’s and the power drawn from the power source P). Finally, the last 

column shows the runtime of optPCN  algorithm for finding the optimal set of VRM 

in the PCN.  

Table 8.2: Power and cost reduction of PDN in the proposed technique compared to those  
of the conventional technique 

TB  F  S  PDN Power 
Reduction (%) 

PDN Cost 
Reduction (%) 

Runtime 
(sec) 

C1 5 4 38.5 1.1 <1 

C2 6 4 40.4 5.0 <1 

C3 8 5 34.2 −2.8 <1 

C4 10 10 30.1 29.7 13 

C5 12 10 27.9 8.1 70 
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S1 S2

S4 S3

p12=0.1

p22=0.8

p23=0.2

p11=0.8

p14=0.1

p34=0.3

p42=0.3

p41=0.4

p33=0.7

p44=0.3
 

S1: {VDSP1=1.3, VDSP2=1.3, VMEM=1.3, VIO=1.3, VRF=1.5}
S2: {VDSP1=1.0, VDSP2=1.3, VMEM=1.3, VIO=1.3, VRF=1.5}
S3: {VDSP1=0.8, VDSP2=1.0, VMEM=1.3, VIO=0.8, VRF=1.5}
S4: {VDSP1=0.8, VDSP2=0.8, VMEM=0.8, VIO=0.8, VRF=1.5}

 
Figure 8.8: Test-bench TB1. The current demands of FB’s are similar to 

those in Figure 8.1. 
 

From Table 8.2, one can see that the proposed technique reduces the power loss of 

PDN by an average of 34%. Additionally, in most cases it also reduces the PDN cost. 

The average PDN cost reduction is 8%. Finally, from Table 8.2 one can see that the 

runtime of optPCN  algorithm is quite reasonable. 

In the second experiment, we studied the tradeoff between the power-efficiency of 

the PDN and its cost. More precisely, in addition to designing the optimal PCN for 

0λ =  by running optPCN  algorithm, the algorithm was invoked for other values 

of λ for which the PCN power loss does not increase beyond 10% of its optimal 

value.  The cost reduction of the PDN for this set of test-benches is reported in Table 

8.3. It is seen that on average by allowing about 8.6% increase in the PDN power 

loss, the cost of PDN can be lowered by 47%. 
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Table 8.3: Trading off power for cost of PDN in the proposed technique 

TB PDN Power 
Increase (%) 

PDN Cost 
Reduction (%) 

C1 10.0 53.0 

C2 4.3 46.9 

C3 8.9 57.9 

C4 9.6 26.1 

C5 10.0 52.9 

8.5 Summary 

In this chapter we presented a new technique to design an efficient power delivery 

network for systems with dynamic voltage scaling capability. In this technique, the 

PDN is composed of two layers: PCN and PSN. In PCN, fixed-Vout VRM’s are used 

to generate all voltage levels that may be needed by different FB’s in the system. 

PSN is used to dynamically connect the power supply terminals of each FB to the 

appropriate VRM output in the PCN. We showed that this technique not only 

reduces the cost of the power conversion network, but also results in a more power-

efficient power delivery network. We further described an algorithm to select the 

best VRM’s to achieve a design target in the new PDN. By means of simulation 

results, it was demonstrated that the proposed technique reduces the power loss of 

PDN by an average of 34% while reducing its cost by an average of 8%. 
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Chapter 9  
Conclusion 

 

9.1 Summary of Contributions 

This thesis has contributed to new circuit, logic, and system techniques to address the 

problem of low-power design in VLSI circuits.  

In Chapter 3 we presented heterogeneous cell SRAM to reduce the active leakage 

power consumption of on-chip memory arrays. The proposed method was to deploy 

different configurations of six-transistor SRAM cells corresponding to different 

threshold voltage and oxide thickness assignments for the transistors. We showed 

that the proposed solution can achieve up to 40% leakage power reduction without 

having any hardware or delay overheads. Portions of this work have been published 

in [7, 10, 13]. 

In Chapter 4 we described the PG-gated SRAM cell for standby leakage reduction 

of SRAM’s. We showed that our technique not only improves the leakage power 

consumption of SRAM cells, but also enhances the hold static noise margin and soft 

error immunity. The PG-gated SRAM cell can also be combined in an orthogonal 

fashion with the heterogeneous cell SRAM to lower both runtime and standby 

leakage currents.   

In Chapter 5 we addressed the problem of low power fanout optimization. It was 
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shown that previous techniques proposed to optimize the area of a fanout tree may 

increase the power consumption of the circuit. We showed how to accurately model 

the problem of low-power fanout chain design and described how to construct a 

fanout tree from power-optimal fanout chains. Moreover, we described an efficient 

method to minimize the total power consumption of a fanout tree by utilizing multi 

channel length and multi threshold voltage techniques. Simulation results show that 

the proposed technique can reduce the power consumption of the fanout trees by an 

average of 11.17% over SIS fanout optimization program. Portions of this work have 

been published in [8, 11, 12].  

In Chapter 6 we investigated the problem of power-optimal repeater insertion for 

global buses in the presence of crosstalk noise. We utilized MTCMOS technique to 

reduce the leakage power consumption of the bus in idle mode. We simultaneously 

calculated the repeater sizes, repeater distances, and the size of the sleep transistors 

to minimize the power dissipation subject to a delay constraint. Related SPICE 

simulation showed that by considering the effect of crosstalk on both delay and 

power consumption, and by using MTCMOS technique, the average power 

consumption of the bus lines can be reduced by more than 50% with a small delay 

penalty of 5%. This work has been published in [41].  

In Chapter 7 we tackled the problem of optimal selection of voltage regulator 

modules in a power delivery network. It was demonstrated that using a tree topology 

of suitably chosen VRM can reduce the power consumption of power delivery 

network by an average of 17%. We proposed a dynamic programming technique to 

efficiently select the best set of VRM’s in a power delivery network. This work has 
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been published in [15]. 

In Chapter 8 we provided a novel technique to design an efficient power delivery 

network for a complex SoC so as to enable dynamic power management through 

assignment of appropriate voltage level to each function block in the SoC. In this 

technique the PDN is composed of two layers. In the first layer of PDN, fixed-Vout 

VRM’s are used to generate all voltage levels that may be needed by different FB’s 

in the SoC design. In the second layer of PDN, a power switch network is used to 

dynamically connect the power supply terminals of each FB to the appropriate VRM 

output in the PCN.  The related simulations show that the proposed technique 

reduces the power loss of the power delivery network by an average of 34% while 

reducing its cost by an average of 8%. This work has been published in [14].  

9.2 Future Work 

9.2.1 Low-Power SRAM Design 

In this section we provide some directions for future research based on the material 

presented throughout this dissertation. 

9.2.1.1  Statistical Optimization of PG-Gated SRAM 

One possible extension of the PG-gated SRAM is to minimize the mean of leakage 

power dissipation under process variations, such as variation in the number of 

dopants in the channel, variation in the line width, and variation in the oxide 

thickness. By modeling the subthreshold and tunneling gate leakage current as 

functions of these variations, it is possible to minimize the mean of leakage subject 

to a fixed voltage potential between the power supply and ground rail in the standby 
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mode. 

9.2.1.2  FinFET-based HCS and PG-Gated SRAM Design 

FinFET-based SRAM [16, 47] has shown to be very effective in reducing the short 

channel effects. One interesting extension of our research on low-leakage SRAM 

design is to evaluate the efficacy of heterogeneous cell SRAM and PG-gated SRAM 

solutions on the FinFET-based designs. 

9.2.2 Signal Distribution Network Design 

9.2.2.1  Power-optimal Repeater Insertion with Bus Encoding 

Several extensions can be developed on top of our buffer insertion technique. 

Applying a bus encoding technique such as that in [137] to eliminate the worst-case 

crosstalk between adjacent bus lines and utilizing the resulting extra slack for power 

reduction is an interesting extension.  

9.2.3 Power Delivery Network Design 

9.2.3.1  Concurrent VRM Selection and Decap Allocation in a PDN 

As stated in Chapter 7, for high-performance microprocessors, VRM’s and decaps 

are essential components of the PDN. Typically VRM selection and decap allocation 

for the PDN are performed sequentially, one after the other. One interesting future 

work is to carry out these assignments concurrently to achieve a more power-

efficient design. To motivate the need for simultaneous VRM assignment and decap 

allocation, recall that to have a high efficiency LDO regulator, the quiescent current 

Iquies must be minimized. The problem with reducing the quiescent current is that it 

increases the transient response time of the LDO. It can be shown that with 
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increasing the transient response time, a larger decap is required to limit the ripple of 

the load voltage under load current variation [105]. As asserted in Chapter 7, in sub-

100nm technology processes, tunneling gate leakage of a typical decap is in the order 

of milliamperes [52]. Therefore, the additional leakage current from increasing the 

size of decap could diminish any benefit of having a small quiescent current and 

potentially even increase the total power consumption in the pair of VRAM and 

decap. From this discussion, one can conclude that if VRM assignment and decap 

allocation are performed independently, the solution to the PDN design may not be 

power-optimal. 

9.2.3.2  Speedup VRM Selection Algorithms 

The proposed algorithms to optimally select the best set of VRM’s in a VRM tree 

(Chapter 7) and in a power conversion network (Chapter 8) have exponential 

complexity in the number of FB’s. Usually the number of FB’s on a SoC is small, 

and therefore, in practice the runtime of the algorithms is quite reasonable. But in a 

very complex SoC with tens of FB’s, the runtime of these algorithms tends to be 

slow.  One interesting future direction is to explore new techniques that can achieve 

near-optimal solutions for these problems in polynomial time in FB count.   
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